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CHAIRMAN JENSCHf: Please come to order.  

Does the Citizens Committee have further cross

examination of the Staff? 

M.R. ROIS.AN: Yes, Mr. Chairman.  

MR. KARI4AN: 1r. Chairman, I believe at this 

time Messrs. Stello and Ross have some responses that were 

open from the Board inquiries of yesterday.  

CHIAIRMIAN JENSCII: Is that agreeable to Citizens 

Commi tte e? 

MR. ROISr.WI: Yes, Mr. Chairman.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Will you proceed, please.  

Wqlereupon, 

VICTOR STELLO, JR.  

and 

DENWOOD F. ROSS, JR.  

resumed the stand as witnesses on behalf of the Regulatory 

Staff, and having been previously duly sworn, was examined 

and testified further as follows: 

WITiNESS ROSS: There were two queStions.  

The first related to a curve in Chapter 2 of the 

Staff Supplemental Testimony for the ECCS hearing. The 

question was, were there data points beyond the range of 

2.4 which was the extreme of the curve? 

We have rechecked the raw data, the most extreme
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im2 I number was 2.2.  

2 The second question is related to page 10,824 

3 of yesterday's transcript and it goes back a couple of 

4 pages to a question about one of the proposed technical 

5 specifications for the 'P-2 reactor. It is where 

G Mr. Briggs said that: 

7 "This suggests that one may approach 

8 peaking factors of 2.7 rather frequently in the 

9 operation of the reactor." 

10 I gave a partial answer on 10,824 that being 

11 outside of the offset range from plus 7 to minus 12 percent 

12 does not imply that the FQ factor is greater than 2.7.  

,3 Incidentally, the transcript says 27. It should 

14 be 2.7.  

15 Te discussed this subsequent to yesterday's 

16 hearing, and that answer is indeed true.  

17 The notion of the eight hours in the proposed 

18 specification has an analogous situation in other technical 

19 specification requirements concerning times that pumps or 

20 diesel engins may be. considered to be out of service. Time 

21 limits such as these are intended to give the plant operator 

22 time to correct the situation.  

23 11owever, from the nuclear standpoint the 

24 indication of an axial offset outside 'of the range indicates 

25 a certain axial peaking factor generally labelled F which
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is only part of the total peaking factor of 2.7.  

Based on our experience with operating plants 

s'uCh as was described on figure 2 1 of the ECCS Supplemental 

Testimony, it is unlikely that the product of this axial 

factor times the other factors, in particular the 
radial 

factor would yield such a num.er for these eight iburs, 
or 

in fact for any eight hours while we are on full power.  

MR. BRIGGS: Why is it. then that you require 

that power be reduced after eight hours if 
the offset numbers 

are exceeded? 

WITNESS ROSS: I believe the answer would just 

be the converse of the two arguments. The eight-hour limit 

will give the operator time to correct it. 
The peaking 

factor of 2.7, as I stated, is a number that 
is not likely 

to be achieved and I recall saying yesterday 
that it 

certainly is possible during one part of the 
plant lifetime.  

So if there were not a time limit, the operator 

would have more freedom to operate for longer periods 
of 

time and therefore this would render the 
probability basis 

inapplicable.  

MR. BRIGGS: You offer no alternative to the 

reduction in power if the axial offset stays 
out of limits.  

You don't permit him to look to see whether the radial 

distribution is such that the peaking factor 
would not be 

2.7.
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The only alternative you offer is to get back 

within the axial offset range, or reduce the power.  

Is there reason for not allowing alternatives? 

WTITESS ROSS: The alternatives that the operator 

has and the methods he has at his disposal, move in the 

vertical direction. He has part length rods that he can 

do something to axial power shapes. He has nothing he can 

move on a reasonable basis to do anything with his radial 

power distribution.  

MR. BRIGGS: But the operator has no alternative 

to bringing the axial distribution back within range. He 

must either do this or he must reduce the power and this 

is.-- he does not have the alternative by showing by 

calculations that his peaking factor is below 2.7, is that 

right?
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is

proceed?

MR. ROISMAN: Yes.  

CROSS- EXAMINATION (Continued) 

BY MR. ROISMAN: 

Q Can I direct your attention to pages 10,747 and 

10,748 of the transcript from yesterday? That was the point 

at which we were discussina the transition boiling heat 

transfer correlation, and ! had been asking you if the one 

that was used in Indian Point No. 2 was a departure from the 

one that was prescribed in the emergency core cooling system's 

Interim Criteria.  

Mr. Stello, I think you were answering. You indi

cated yes, it was, and then you added this on page 10,748: 

"It is a nore conservative assumption."

WITNESS ROSS-. Mr. Briggs, we are checking the 

tech specs. But you are speaking not hypothetically, I 

presume, what could the operator do, but what exactly do the 

tech specs permit? 

MR. BRIGGS: Yes. But as one reads the tech specs 

the operator does not have an alternative, lie can bring his 

axial offset back within -he range that is permitted or he cars 

reduce power. These are his two choices.  

WITNESS ROSS: That's correct, yes.  

MR. BRIGGS*3 Al right. Thank you.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Citizens Comittee, will you

is 
3ZXxZX
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eb2 I What was the significance of that? I mean why 

did ou happen to zmention that particula.r fact? 

3 , A (M. Sello) In plants fo which you return into 

4 the transition boiling regizie following dryout, the heat 

5 transfer coefficient would be higher if you would permit the 

6 return to transition boiling.  

7 Q No, I'm sorry, I understood you meant it was movinc 

8 the conservative way. Dut what difference did i't make that 

9 it was conservative? Did you feel that, for instance, 

10 changes in the ECCS Interim Criteria tVat went in the con-, 

11 servative direction were all right? I mean is that the 

12 implication of your statement? 

i3 A The implication of my statement was just to give 

14 information. I was not trying to relate it in any other 

15 form but that to convey information.  

16 . In other words, what I'm trying to find out is 

17 there is no Staff position that so long as the changes in 

the emergency core cooling system Interim Criteria move in 

19 the conservative direction, that it is all. right to change 

2.0 them without going through Coimmission regulatory procedures? 

21 MR. K&RMAN: Did you have that in mind when you 

2_2 answered the question? 

ITNBSS STEL.O: No, I did not have that in mind 

24 when I answered the question at all.  

25 BY MR. ROISMAI :
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eb3 I Q Does the Staff have a position -

2 MR. IARMAN: Mr. Chairman, I question whether 

that question is relevant to the particular questioning at 

4 hand. Mr. Stello responded that what he was saying was that 

5 this just was a conservative position. I don't believe the 

6 Staff position with respect to this matter as to any future 

7 ECCS changes are relevant to this line of questioning.  

8 MR. ROISPMAN: I think it is very relevant, 

9 Mr. Chairman, because if the Staff position is that the 

10 Interim Criteria are, in their opinion, changeable so long as 

they move in a conservative direction, we don't have any 

12 problem because we are not trying to move the Interim Criteric 

i3 any direction but conservative.  

14 We would like to change the peak temperature from 

15 2300 to 1500; that's a conservative move. And I'm just trying 

16 to find out wYhat the Staff's position is with respect to this 

1- because there are some. other fixes for this problem of 

I8 fuel densification which we have not talked about which in

19 volve moving the Interim Criteria in a conservative direction.  

20 I think it is pertinent if,for no other reason, 

21 for purposes of subsequent legal argument, to know whether 

2 or not the Staff technical people in their operation-

2_3 I mean we have found here a specific instance in which the 

21 Staff has varied the Interim Criteria. Now this Board, of 

25 course, will have to decide whethier or not that variance
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in the Interim Criteria is acceptable or not, and whether 

they can allow the plant to be licensed with that variation 

from the Criteria involved.  
But i--respective of tha fl that it is 

pertinent to know what the Staff position is, not their legal 

position but how these technical people operate, and that's 

the reason for asking the question.  

MR. IARMAN: Mr. Stello is not qualified to discuss 

whether or not we would hold subsequent hearings or change 

the regulations. Mr. Stel o is a technical witness here today 

who is testifying as to the technical aspects of fuel densi

fication, not as to what the Commission or the Regulatory 

Staff will do some timpe inr the future with respect to changing 

the Interim Criteria.  

MR o ROISMAN: 'T m not talking about that at all, 

Mr. Chair)an. This is a change. The witness testified 

yesterday that it is a chenge in the Interim Criteria and 

that it moved in the Conservative direction. it has nothing 

to, do with a rule-making; it has to do with the fact that 

they did it without going through a rule-.making.  

CHAIRIAM JENSCH: Well, the question in its 

present form may be a little too broad. I think the witness 

however should be permitted to speak as to his om position 

on the matter. He may not be able to say what the Staff 

position is. It may be a composite judgment, but what would
0
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eb5 1 be his recommendation, based on these facts.  

2 The objection is overruled.  

3 
MR. ROISMAN: I will restate the question if you 

4 want, Mr. Stllo.  

5 WITNESS STELLO: I don't think that's necessary.  

6 BY 1MR. ROISMAkN: 

7 Q Go ahead if you will, please.  

8 A (M . Stello) 1 will answer it, in my opinion, if 

9 there were a change in the evaluation models proposed by an 

10 applicant and it were more conservative and it were clear 

11 to me, I would find that acceptable in my judgment.  

12 Q Anud vnat if there were a change proposed to the 

13 evaluation model by an intervenor, if it were more conserva

14 tive, would, you find that also acceptable? 

A If the intervenor were proposing an evaluation 

16 model for a plant, yes.  

17 Q And you would accept that for purposes of evaluat

18 ing the plant? 

19 A For his plant, yes.  

20 Q No. no. The intervenor, you see, does not have a 

21 plant. It's the other side that has a plant. The inter

22 venor has an analysis.  

23 A We only review evaluations of facilities that are 

24 proposed to us. A hypothetical Situation-

25 Q No, no. Let's say we submit to you an evaluation
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eb6 I model for Indian Point No. 2 that includes more conservative 

2 assumptions than the ones contained in the evaluation .odel 

3 now proposed by the applicant. Would you accept our evalua

4 tion model? 

5 MR. KAPAN: Mr. Chairman, I think we are wander

6 ing off as to whether or not Mr. Stello -would accept an 

7 intervenor's evaluation model for a util.ity's plant. I 

8 don't think this is an appropriate line of questioning for 

9 this witness.  

10 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: i think what the question is 

11 seeking is the recomnendations this gentleman would make.  

12 Now he has said-- It is rather unusual I believe in the 

13 present status of the record. He said if the applicant 

V4 proposed a conservative model that would be fine with him, 

15 but he hasn't quite come to the question if somebody else 

16 proposes it. And I think we are talking about what would be 

17 his recommendation for, I presume , the conservatism that is 

related to safety. And I think these are questions that are 

19 sought to be developed here0 

20 The witness may answer.  

21 WITNESS STELLO: I cannot answer the question, 

22 would they be considered. Most certainly they have been-

23 BY MR. ROISMLAN i 

p4 No, the word was "accepted," since that was the 

25 word you used.
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A (Mr. Stello) i understand.  

if they were prcposed, which they in fact have 

been, they certainly will be considered. Whether they would 

be accepted or not depends on the technical basis to justify 

that change. That is in fact the essence of the ECCS hear-

ing.  

There have been changes to the Interim Criteria 

proposed by intervenors, by vendors, and by the Staff in 

both directions, i.e., more conservative and less conserva

tive. The technical basis to justify changing thie model in 

either direction is a matter that is currently under review.  

Q Well, do you want to change your earlier answer 

then. when I asked you wfhat you would do if a more conserva

tive model were suggested and you said, "Well, if it were 

suggested by the applicant you would accept it." Do you want 

to change that to say "AFter evaluation and determining, in 

your opinion, that it was a good change or a necessary 

change, you would accept it," or do you want to stick to your 

original answer which was you would accept it without 

qualification? 

A If my original answer was to be interpreted as 

accepting without qualification, I most certainly want to 

change it because that would mean that anyone could come up 

with any idea and call it a more conservative change without 

any evaluation. Ad one can then say that I would suggest
0
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I would 

Q 

A

accept it, and the answer is no.  

I'm saying that-

Well why don.t you-

I haven't finished.

The particular instance in question relates to 

the transition boiling heat transfer correlation which was 

discussed at great length in the ECCS rule-making hearing.  

Q You understand X don't care what you discussed at 

the ECCS rule-making hearing. I'm not allowed to get into 

that record here for challenging those Criteria. So you 

would make both of our times a lot easier if you would forget.  

your history in that and focus on this plant.  

Now all I want to know is: 

Once you determine -that an applicant has suggested 

to you a change in the ECCS evaluation model which is 

conservative, do you accept it automatically? 

A No.  

Q All right.  

What do you go through after you have determined 

that it is conservative before you determine whether to accep 

it?
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#3 mnml 0 A. Why don't we take tile sequence of events? i 

Something is proposed. It may or may not be 

more conservative. The basis is presented to describe 

whether or not it is nore conservative given that that 

conclusion is finally :eached and .it..relates to some 

particular facility. Our basis would be explained in the, 

Safety Evaluation Report pertaining to that facility 

describing why the proposed action and if that is accepting 

a more conservative approach than some previously used one, 

it is so explained, and why we think it is appropriate to 

do that.  

The part that comes after, knowing it is 

conservative, is proposing it and explaining it in a 

Safety Evaluation Report and presenting it to the public and 

all other parties that'are interested in the matter.  

Q. But I am trying to figure out what portion of 

your judgment enters in. Cce you determine that the 

Applicant comes in and they make a proposed change that they 

say is conservative, you evaluate it and you conclude that 

it in fact-is conservative, is there any additional 

judgment of the Staff that. is applied. Or, do you s~y well, 

as long as you guys want to go int the conservaeive directiox 

and we have concluded that it is conservative -to go that way 

it is okay with us.  

MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Chairman I object, I think
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mm2 Mr. Roisman has gone on quite long enough with this line of 

questioning., lie has been afforded an opportunity to probe 

into this general. thesis of conservatism and general 

4 argument that he has with the Regulatory Staff, and I 

5 think he aa. xeally been allowed to go far enough in this 

6 respect and I object to further questioning on this.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Well I. understood these 

questions were to find out just what was the rocess and that 

9 the witness, a few moments ago seemed to indicate a differenc .  

10 in the handling of presentations.  

Ii Now he corrected it in some respects.. le said 

12 if the -Applicant filed something conservative they will 

193 accept it.  

14 Then he said, we would evaluate it.  

MR. KARMAi: 1 question whether he changed it, 

16 Mr. Chairman, or whether some interpretation could be made 

17 of what he said.  

18 MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Roisman has asked the same 

19 question about four different times. He has had the answer 

20 four different times. He doesn't like the answer he is 

21 getting, and he now wants to ask it a fifth time.  

22 I think the Chairman should rule it out of order.  

23 CHAIRV.hN JENSCII: Well I think there is some 

2. difference as to what has been reflected in the answer by the 

25 witness. He has said that they evaluate it and that sort of
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mm3 1 thing.  

Now what does that mean? 

I don't know what the process of evaluation is.  

The questions now are to what extent does judgment play a 

part? And i think that-

6 MR. KARMN: No, I beg to differ. When Mr. STello 

7 indicated he evaluated, I don't think Mr. Roisman is trying 

8 to figure out why he evaluated.  

9 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: It isn' t a question of why, it 

10 is how.  

11 MR. KiARMA-: Or evon how he evaluated.  

12 CHAIP _WN JENSCH: well how is this evaluated? 

I am kind of a layman in this thing. I don't 

14 know what they churn up or what they consider in these thing, 

15 and it gets down to the point of, well, it is judgment.  

I6 Judgments on what? What does he consider.  

17 MR. KARMAN: He indicated that they put out a 

18 Safety Evaluation which gives the entire history of this and 

19 our evaluation.  

21 summary, that is the end result.  

22 Now what is the process before you reach the 

aaB end result? I think that is what the questions are about.  

2Is that your purpose? 

MR. ROISMAN: Yes, sir.
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r=4 1 And particularly it seems to me M.-r. STello 

suggested it is a two-part analysis. Part one is to determine 

whether what is being proposed is conservative as asserted or 

not. And then part two is having once determined that 'i is 

conservative, a decision is made as to whether a change will 

6 be allowed.  

7 i am really focussing on part two. The analysis 

8 has been done, it has been concluded that the proposed 

9 changes are conservative ones. The Applicant is the proposer 

10 of the change.  

1 ow we come to part two, whether the Staff accepts 

12 the proposed change or not, given that it knows that it is 

t3 conservative.  

14 And I am trying to find out from Mr. Stello, is 

15 that automatically accepted, or is there some judgment 

16 applied? And if there is judgment applied, what are the 

17 criteria that are Used in deciding whether to accept it? 

18 MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Chairman, may I suggest that by 

19 the nature of his explanation and his question, Mr. Roisman 

20 is asking for some. kind of a discursive discussion of 

21 conservatism. How the Staff goes about making its judgments, 

22 it is the same subject that he has been discussing since I 
23 the outset of the hearing. We have gone over this time and 

24 time and time again with different witnesses, and I really 

25 suggest that it is time to cut him off in this respect.
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CHAIRMAN JENSCII: Well we suggest the other 

way. TE dont know that he really has gone over this time 

and again.  

I think the question is, if the witness would 

directly deal with it, is once it has been determined, what 

do they do with the determination that it is conservative? 

DO they accept it automatically, or is there 

an application of judgment? 

I don't mean to suggest that this is primarily 

subjective, but there must be some process that he can 

describe since he has intimated that it is a complicated 

arrangement. I think it is difficult to describe it, but I 

think., unfortunately, he perhaps Used broader terms original, 

than intended; 'when the Applicant suggests something 

conservative they will accept it. But he qualified that to 

say that they would evaluate it.  

I think the question is, what do you do once you 

have determined it to be conservative? 

I think that is a process that is quite important.  

MR. KARMa!N: Possibly it might be helpful, 

Mr. Chairman, if on a semantic question, a semanticratter 

where we are discussing Applicant coming in with a change 

for a more conservative type thing, in discussing this with 

Mr. Stello and Mr. Ross, I believe we might change the word 

41change" to variance for this particular plant, or any
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I 

mm6 particular plant. A variance from the model, rather than 

* a
changing the model itself. And I believe the Commission 

3 
does give the Staff the right to make such variances where 

D 4 

they feel that they are appropriate for a particular pl at 
5 

with a particular model.  

6 
CiIAIRMWN JENSCH: Well letls let the interrogator 

7 
proceed with his language, and if you find that inadequate, 

8 
we will give consideration to an objection.  

Your objection is overruled.  

10 
BY MR. ROISANI: 

I Q. 'o keep it clear, Mr. Stello I iuill restate the 
12 

question at \%ihis point.  

The question is this, once the Staff has 

determined with respect to a proposed changep that the 

change is cons ervative-, and -that tihe change has been proposed 

16 
by an Applicant, what else does the Staff do before it 

'7 accepts or rejects the proposed change? 

18 Does it apply some judgment? 

19 
A. (mr. Stello.) I think in order to provide a full 

20 and complete answer, what we would like to do is to take one 

21 of the few examples that we have been able to thifik of and 

S22 . thatis the approach that was used in our evaluation of the 

23 Palisades facility where a variance more conservative than 

2 what was specified in the Interim Acceptance Criteria was 

in fact proposed, evaluated, and finally approved by us.
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Mr. Ross is familiar with the details, so I would 

like him to go through that example as an illustration.  

Q. Fine.  

A. (Mr. Ross.) in the general time frame of the 

fall of 1971, in this case we are speaking of the Consumers 

Power Plant called Palisades, we received a proposal from 

Consumers to operate their plant at 60 percent of power.  

And they used an evaluation model and proposed 

some variances in the conservative direction.  

Upon receipt of that, we performed some 

calculations of our own both at our Bethesda office, and 

as I recall, we had our consultants do some calculations.  

In determining the results of these calculations 

which did include sensitivity studies, we undoubtedly used 

judgment. Different engineers doing different parts of 

the calculations would recommend different things and all 

of this taken together would constitute what I would call 

first-line judgment.  

Now when fte pieces were put together and I was 

one of the assimilating editors, I am sure that another 

layer of judgment would be involved.  

The Staf*f Safety Evaluation is reviewed by line 

management and judgment again is involved.  

The difficulty we have been having the last ten 

minutes is, how do you quantify judgment? And what does
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automatic mean? 

We really don't understand either way you are 

using these questions.  

We will tell you what we did, but that is all we 

can do.  

Well let me see, because I am not sure that what 

you answyered there with the Palisades example quite reaches 

the point that I am asking.  

After your judgment, analyses and all of the other 

things that lead into this, have persuaded each person 

along the review line, and finally whoever makes the 

ultimate decision, that the proposed change is conservative, 

is more judgment then used to determine whether to allow 

the change to be made, given that it is conservative.  

And relate to the Palisades example, if that is helpful.
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1 A No.  

2 Q No additional judgments are made? My term was 

3 automatic, that is, as soon as you concluded through all of 

4 your reviews that it is conservative, it is then allowed? 

5 A As far as the Regulatory Staff is concerned, 

6 Mr. Stello was reminding me that although this was not .the 

7 case as Palisades, there maight be other people at other forums, 

8 contested hearings, that could alter what we did.  

9 The Regulatory Staff issued its report and at 

10 Palisades the adequacy of the. ECCS at 60 percent was not 

11 contested. At another forum, it might have been, which would 

12 have rendered the thing maybe semi-automatic.  

13. Q No, no, I understand; the Staff position becomes 

14 "go-ahead". I realize of course it has to go to a board and 

s be approved, and through the appellate process if it is contest 

16 A Then my answer No, still stands.  

17 Q. Now, if a similar proposal were made by a party 

18 to a licensing proceeding but not the Applicant, and it also 

loa involved a suggested change in the conservative direction, 

20 first, would you also go through an evaluation to determine 

whether or not the suggested change was in fact conservative? 

22 MR. TROSTEN: I object to the question., 

23 MR. KARMAN: I object to it, also.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: On what grounds? 

25 MR. KAR4AN: I object on the ground that the
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j rb 2 I technical staff of the Commission will be working on something 

2 that will be before them, and there may be other matters 
which 

3 would negate the question as to whether or not this will 
be! 

4 taken up in a particular manner by people other than the 

5 technical staff that is here to testify today. I'm not sure 

6 they are in a position to say how they would act on something.  

7 There may be somebody else in the Commission would 

8 say, "Let's not-act on this." I don't think they are qualified 

9 to say.  

10 CHAIIRAN JENSCH: I think your point is well 

11"  taken, and it has to be understood that the gentlemen 
are 

12 speaking from their own personal point of view on 
what their 

13 reconmendations would be.  

14 MR. KARMAN: If you are going to ask them if this 

is is put on your desk to evaluate, then I have 
no objection to 

1.6 the question.  

17 CHAIR14AN JENSC': Unfortunately the witness said 

is something about what the Applicant would do, 
and by using the 

19 term "what the Applicant would do," invited the question, 

20 "Well, supposing somebody else did it?" So, having already 

'distinguished the process for the Applicant, I think the 

question follows as a corrolary: "Well, supposing somebody 

P-3 else does it, don't they get equal treatment?" 

24 I think that's what he's a sking.  

MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Chairman, I object to the questio
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on the grounds that it's speculative, it's vague; it should 

be followed up by a very particular example. It also asks for 

some general discussion of the innerworkings of how the Staff 

generally does its business.  

I think it is far afield from the inquiry at hand, 

which is fuel densification. I just don-t see any pertinence 

at all to this question; and I think it is objectionable.  

CFIRMAN JENSCH: Well, I think that's one of the 

problems that hearings reflect, that when there is probing 

into what the process is by any technical witness, or any 

witness, there's a feeling that they should not tell their 

process. I don't know that that is necessarily within the 

scope of the administrative hearing.  

I think he has described what he does if the 

Applicant comes in; I think the question now is because he 

made the distinction in his earlier testimony asking, "Do 

you get the same kind of treatment for an Intervenor?", and 

it does not seem to be particularly objectionable in having 

him describe what he does if the Applicant suggests it, but 

somehow it is suddenly objectionable if the Intervenor suggest 

it.  

I don't understand th6 basis of your objection.  

MR. TROSTEN: The basis for my objection is that 

at the outset, and with particular reference to the fuel 

densification hearings, Mr. Roisman and his client desired to
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I turn this hearing into some sort of a generic proceeding; it's 

2 perfectly obvious that's what he wants to do. And it's 

3 perfectly obvious t1hat this is not what the Commission's 

4 rules intend and that the Board does not intend that that be 

5 permitted.  

6 And that's the reason why IVm objecting to this 

7 sort of a question, which is obviously a predicate for some 

8 further line of questioning, or for some further interrogation 

9 into the generic Subject of how the Regulatory Staff does its 

0 business, some general criticism of the Regulatory process, 

11 or the Atomic Energy Commission, or the administrative process 

12 generally, or something like that.  

13 1 just don't feel it's proper that this particular 

14 hearing be the focus for Mr. Roismanfs discontents with these 

15 general problems in the administrative area.  

6 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Well, perhaps your premise is in 

17 error. I don't think it clearly appears that it is wide

is ranging, since the Staff has come in with two presentations 

19 on fuel densification; one is the broad -- if I may say, 

20 -- "generic report"; the second is one particularly applicable 

21 to the Indian Point procedure, Now the conclusions which 

2 2  have been indicated here yesterday and today, there's 

23 been a great deal of historical reference.  

I don't know that it adds a bit to, really, the 

25 question propounded; but there has been an easy 
reference,
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"Well, this is what we are doing over here in the ECCS 

2 area" -- I don't know why he gets into the ECCS hearing -- but 

3 it has been, time and time, volunteered by these two witnesses.  

4 And I don't know know whether that was what was 

5 'intended by the question, or is the line of questioning; but, 

6 certainly, the evidence from the witnesses indicates that 

7 they want to tie in something other than what fuel densificatiol 

8 involves.  

9 Now, I don't think there's any wide ranging 

10 difficulty in saying what do you do when you have something: 

11 presented to you? And that's really what the question is.  

12 And all of a sudden, if it is the Intervenor making the sugges

1 13 tion there seems to be an abundance of objection. I.  

14 don't think that the process of determining some of these 

15 matters is secretive at all.  

16 MR. KARMAN: Mr. Chairman, might I say that there 

17 was no intent whatever on the Regulatory Staff, and my objectic 

is was based upon the possibility of having these witnesses 

19 testify as-to what policy would be determined by the 

20 Commission -- that was the sole purpose of my objection.  

21 CHAIRMLAN JENSCH: All right. On that basis we can 

22 understand the suggestion; the objection should be sustained 

23 as to the policy of the Commission. But what I was trying 

24 to poiht out is that the questions are proper when they are 

25 limited to "what would be the recommendations of these two
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witnesses and what their personal judgment is of the matter".  

We don't have any problem with it.  

Do you have anything further? 

MR. TROSTEN: I don't have anything further to 

say, Mr. Chairman.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: At this time? Very well.  

The witness may answer.  

MR. ROISMAN: Wiould you like the question again? 

WITNESS STELLO: 1 think I have it.  

I will start with the hypothetical assumption that 

an Intervenor did in fact put together an application of some 

sort, and it was put on my desk, and I was asked to evaluate 

it° 

BY MR ROISI%=: 

Q Can I just sort of stop you as I go along, so that 

we don't have to go back all over it, because I suspect it wil 

be a long answer.  

Did these matters come to your desk from the 

public docment room, or does someone exercise a judgment 

as to whether it comes to your desk? I don't mean "yours" 

or "somebody else's," I mwan does it come to somebody like 

you desk if it comes in; or does it have to be initially 

evaluated? 

A As I move on 1 think I will be citing examples 

and mechanisms as to how 1 do in fact get information from
0
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I intervening groups to evaluate.  

2 The first was a hypothetical situation of. an 

3 applicafion being put on my desk; yes, if I was told to evaluat 

4 it, we would. And we would go through the procedures that 

5 we used, or any other evaluation. If an evaluation model for 

$ ECCS were proposed, we would evaluate it. If a model for 

7 analyzing the physics of the core were proposed/ it would be 

8 evaluated -- any aspect.  

9 Now, specifically, on various applications there 

10 are contentions by intervrnors which I think can be placed 

1 in this.general framework of your question' and they are in fac 

12 very often suggestions for different ways to do things. These 

13 are evaluated by the Staff, and our answers are presented as 

14 part of whatever proceeding there is in question.  

is The mechanism by which we can get them is as a 

16 'result of any particulari case, it might be through the Office 

17 of General Counsel, through the project organization in our 

18 group.  

19 Q All right.  

20 Now, if the item gets to your desk, and let's just 

21 assume that it islin this case a proposal that a change 

22 alleged to be conservative be made in the fuel densification 

23 analysis, i.e., that the peaking factor be established at a 

24 different level, noving into a conservative direction -- just 

to have something to talk about.
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1 And you are told, "Evaluate this;" and you would 

2 go through the evaluation and conclude, first, "Yes, that is 

3 a conservative direction, the allegation by the party 

4 submitting it, that it would be in a conservative direction 

5 is correct." 

6 Now, the next question is: do you then automaticall 

7 recommend it, automatically oppose it, or do you apply some 

8 judgment-as to whether or not it should be incorporated into 

9 the Staff analysis and the proposed tech specs or however 

10 it would be manifested° 

11 A Automatically we neither accept it nor reject it0 

12 Certainly judgment is used. That judgment will reveal whatevei 

S13 the answer is.  

14 1 don't believe I could give a set of criteria to 

15 decide one way or the other; judement is applied just as it 

16 would be in the case of-

17 Q 1 thought we were distinguishing here in the case 

18 of the vendor or the applicant -- which I guess is more 

19 appropriate. Ydu previously testified that once you have 

20 concluded, that is, you and the people in the chain of command 

21 above you who look at these things have concluded that the 

22 proposed change is conservative, then, except for subsequent 

23 licensing action that may take place, it will be approved.  

24 A I believe it is a mischaracterization, and I think 

25 you are referring to what Mr. Ross has said.

K'
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I What I thought he said was there were a variety 

2 of engineers reviewing iti and certainly there was judgment 

3 applied by each of the engineers reviewing each of the phases 

4 of the problem, and each level of the management within our 

5 organization in turn reviews it before it is finally issued 

6 as a report, 

7 Once it is issued as our report, it is our position; 

8 but there is judgment applied throughout the process.  

9 Q Well, let's go back: 

to We have the "horse's mouth" here, so we can go back 

1111 to Mr.' Ross.  

12 Do you remember the question on which you said, 

13 "Yes, my answer would be No'? Isn't that the question we're 

14 talking about now: Is any judgment applied by the Staff after 

15 the Staff concludes that the proposed change by an applicant 

16 is conservative? 

17 MR. KARMAN: Judgment as to what is going to be 

IS done? I think you had better be a little more explicit.  

19 _You indicated that the Staff has determined that something is 

20 conservative, and that judgment is to be used for what purpose! 

21 MR. ROISM,4N: Deciding .whether or not they will 

22 allow the change to be made.  

23 MR. KARMAN.: Thank you.  

24 WITNESS ROSS: When I said No, it was to the 

25 question -- I specifically stated it had been reviewed by
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line management.  

Now, I could have added a further specific, that 

that is the point at which our safety evaluation is finished.  

It's literally mailed out, served to the Board or whoever is 

the recipient of it. There is nothing left to judge. The 

job is done.
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5 ebl I I don't know how we can execute judgment on a 

2 finished product. We're onto the next case.  

3 Wee re not communicating too wellq I believe.° 

. 4 BY MRo ROISMAN: 

5 Q It seems to me you have a two-step process. An 

6 applicant comes to you and says, 'We want to make a change.  

7 We think it is a conservative change." 

8 The first thing you want to find out is are they 

9 right? Is it a conservative change or is it a non-conservati 

10 change? And that's evaluated and a dete-zmination is made, 

it yes, that it is a conservative change.  

12 NOW once -that determination is made, and it's 

made all the way through your chain of command within the 

14 Staff, the conclusion has now been reached at the highest 

Staff .levels that the proposed change is a cqnservative one.  

16 Is there any additional judgment applied to determine whether 

17 to allow the applicant to make the change? Staff does have 

i8 to sign off on changes.  

4MR. TROSTEN: Mr, Chairman, I object. This is 

20 clearly getting into the area of Ehe over-all 
question of 

21 policy again. The Chairman has ruled before that Mr. Roisman 

was to be allowed to question on the individual experience 

23 of the Staff. He is now getting back into thi over-all 

Staff position on these things. I just think it is completelI 

25 out of order,
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eb2 I CHAIRMAN JMNSCH: Y think it must be borne in 

2 mind that we have to limit ourselves.  I 
3 MR. ROISMAN: Ilm sorry, Mr. Chairman. I'm 

4 expecting this witness to answer from his own experience., 

5 He obviously cannot answer if he doesn't know as to thte 

6 experience of dozens of other Staff people what has happened 

7 with them.  

8 I am curious as to why Mr. Trosten keeps bouncing 

9 up. I mean we did find out on page 10,747 and 10,748 that 

10 an applicant in this proceeding, Con Ed, represented by 

11 'Mr. Trosten, did make a proposed change in the transition 

12 boiling heat transfer correlation, that the Staff conclud 

13 that it moved in the conservative direction, and that they 

14 approved it.  

15 We have a specific about which ue can discuss 

16 and find out how did that change come about, and when the 

17 judgment stopped being made, and when was it approved by the 

18 Staff, and that-- You know, so I really don't understand 

19 the lack of spacifics 

20 BY MR. ROIS141AN: 

21 Q But, Mr. Ross, of course I'm asking you, in your 

22 experience, what happens after the Staff completes and all 

23 the way through your chain of command its analysis and con

24 cludes that the proposed change is a conservative one? 

And I thought that you had answered me before that
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eb3 I when that happens, the change is then allowed; no further 

2 judgment is applied. In effect, the only question the Staff 

3 investigates is whether the change is coase:rvative.  

4 Now is that correct? 

5 A (Mr. Ross) That is correct.  

6 Q Now when it is an intervenor whose material lands 

7 on the desks of one of the two of you and you are asked to 

8 evaluate it, and you first determine by evaluation that it is 

9 conservative, that they are suggesting something that is 

10 conservative, is that accepted without further judgment or 

*31 riot? 

12 Now, Mr. Stello., I believe you answezed "No,.iwe 

.3 neither automatically accept it nor automatically reject it.  

14 We apply judgment.' 

15 Then the question is-- Is that correct, Mr. Stella 

16 MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Chairman, I think Mr. Roisman 

17 has to be more spacific. Is he talking about writing a 

i8 letter to the Staff and saying, "Don't operat; t1iis plaitn? 

119 Now that would be probably a conservative thing radio

20 logically. Now is that the sort of thing,the sort of sugges

21 tion we're talking about here? 

22 CHAIRMAN JENSCH-1 I don t. know w$1hat suggestion 

2z should be in the question.  

4MR KARMAN: Might I have five rinutes to discuss 

?5 something?
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eb4 I CHAIRMAN JENSCH: I thirk the last question, 

2 just so we are clear, was was that the substance of your

3 previous testimony? He really should answer that yes or no, 

4 if he can recall what his previous testimony was.  

5 Now if he cannot do that

6 MR. ROISHAiN: Yes. Before -they break, if 

Mr. Steilo is prepared to answer that, he can just tell ma 

8 wheth.er that was the substance of the previous tpstimony 

with regard to the procedures with which you are failiar 

10 as to how an intervenor's suggested change that has now been 

I1 concluded is conservative is treated in detelmining whether 

12 it should or should not be adopted. L 

-3 And as I understood your prior testimony it was, 

1We apply judgment to determine whether it should or should 

not be adopted. We neither automatically accept it nor 

16 automatically reject it." 

'07 BY MR. ROISMAN: 

18 Q Is that a correct summary of youx position? 

A (Mr. Stello) You have, I thirvt, clarified the 

20 point where you started to confuse what X think I had said 

21 before, and I will repeat it in its total context rather 

than just say yes or no, because I don't really know what 

14m saying yes or no to any more, 23 

24 Any information that is placed before us, mxy 

2 Ichange-- I think the concept of being more or less
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eb5 I conservative-- Any material is processed. That process 

2 requires judgment. Judgment consists of many , many things: 

3 independent calculation, comparing it with data, assessing 

4 sensitivity, assessing conservatism. All of these things 

5 are part of the evaluation.  

6 There certainly is judgment applied throughout 

the process. There are no gauges for go or no-go, be they 

8 conservative or any other suggested change. We are guided 

9 by Commission rules. The rules are set forth that we abide 

10 by. There are rules that cover various aspects of the 

11 facility design set forth in Part 50. Those are the require- I 

12 mants before a facility would be licensed.  

There are safety guides that are used to assist 

us in our evaluation. There are, if you will, many evalua14 

15 tions of what is or is not acceptable. if you do something 

16 this way it's acceptable.  

You of course can Oropose a different approach, 
17 

so I think it needs to be taken in its total context. At 
18 

least my thinking seems to become confused as to why, all of 19 

a sudden, we look at a change and automatically want to 20 

p-t a little tag on it and say it's conservatiue and somehow 21 ptaltl a nI 

it goes through a different chain of review or a different 

22 

kind of evaluation.  S 2-3 
All of the information is processed in the same 

24 

5 manner, no matter what kind of a tag it finally 
may have.
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eb6 1 Q Well, that's interesting, Mr. Stello, but (a) 

2 it is not the answer to my question and (b), it does appear 

3 not to be consistent with what Mr. Ross- said.  

4 i have just asked you what happens when the inter

5 venor's material lands on your desk, and I understand it's 

S a nice and healthy and worthwhile project that you go through 

to evaluate what the intervenor suggests, and I am not ques

tioning that you do that, aad I'm not questioning whether or 

9 not you apply judgment.and that at some point along the way 

you car make a conclusion that what the intervenor is sug

gesting is conservative; it moves the conservative way.  

AIl right.  

The next question that I asked you was, and I am 

still trying to get this clarified: 14 

When it is the intervenor that has suggested it 15 

and you have concluded that it is conservative, do you accept 

it automatically as a change, reject it automatically as a 17 

change, or apply your judgment as to whether it ought to be 

19 included as a change? 

Now could you try that-

21 A Judgment is applied.  

22 MR. ROISRAN: Now do you want to break fr five 

minutes to talk to them, because I then want to ask him why 23 
the difference exists.  

24 

MRo KM-GAN: There may be no difference. That's 25
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eb7 what I want to discuss.  

2 May we, Mr. Chaira,? 

CHAIR4AN JENSCH Surely, 

4 At this time let us recess to reconvene in this 

5 room at 10:10.  

6 (Recess.) 

End 5 7 
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CHAIRMLAN JENSCH: Please come to order.  

I guess the last question was answered. Do you 

have a further question? 

MR. R013TAN: Yes .  

BY, MR. ROISM4A: 

Q. This is 2or either Mr. Ross or Mr. Stello.  

In your experience, what .is the difference 

for the different treatment given the requested change 

where the Ditervenor makes it and you have concluded the 

change is.conservative, and where the Applicant makes it, 

and you concluded that the change is conservative? 

MR. TROSTEW: I object to the question, 

Mr. Chairman.  

CHAIRAN JENSCH: The objection is overruled.  

MR. KARMtA!N: I don't think the record indicates 

that that is so, but I certainly ;iil urge Mr. Stello to 

straighten it out right now.  

WITNESS STELLO: In the answer before the break 

I described the process, and I don't believe there is a 

difference in the way vendors or Intervenors are treated 

from my point of view on 'evaluabinginformation provided to 

us from either source.  

BY MR. ROISMA1: 

Q All right.  

But how about deciding what to do after you have
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completed your evaluation? That is after you have determined 

that the proposal is conservative? 

MR,, KARIAN: Mr. Chairman, we have badgered this 

point to an extreme where Mr. Roisman keeps saying one thing 

and the rec6rd does hot indicate that this was said by the 

witnesses.  

;And they have made lengthy explanations to 

indicate that there is no difference of the treatment 

Whereas Mr. Roisman has indicated in one instance where a 

determination of conservatism is made that is sufficient, in 

another case it is not sufficient. And I don't believe that, 

the record indicates that that is what the witness has said.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: W1ell, lacking availability of 

the transcript in this regard, we will just have to rely 

upon our recollections.  

It is my recollection that there is a distinction 

shovm in the evidence.  

MR. KARMAN: Well let's straighten it out right now 

CHATWRAN JENSCH: ARe you suggesting a recess? 

MR. KARMAN : No.  

I was saying we can stfaiqhten it out by 

testimony right now.  

MR. ROISMAN: Mr. Chairman, if it will help, I 

will be glad to stop this line of questioning for now, put 

together what this transcript shows -I think Mr. Karman has
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imn3 I misunderstood the transcript, or misremiembers it; I think 

2 it clearly shows the distinction we have suggested -- and 

3 lay it in the fbrm of an interrogatory, to the Staff.  

p 4 MR. KARMAN: No, 2 think we had better straighten 

5 it out right now, Mr. Chairman, while we are here.  

6 ClAIRM4N JENSCHI: Will your witnesses be here 

7 tomorrow? 

3 MR. KARMAN: They can do it right now, Mr. Chairman 

9 if need be, to clarify w,,hat war said before, so that we 

10 can get the record straight at this time.  

11 CI{AIRMAN JENSCH: Well apparently there is a.  

12 difference in recollection o , what the: record is.  

i3 4, Your viek"lipparently is different than the 

14 Citizens Comimittee.  

14 Ci .-[.s Co ARttee. Xf there is a misunderstanding, let's 

is Y~~~R. A! Ifthi 

16 straighten it out.  

17 - MR. ROISMAN: If the Staff is going to change its 

i8 posit-on, I would like to have that clear as to what its 

19 position was as stated into the record so far. The method 

20 of gtting the transcripts would not allow us to do that 

21 before tomorrow in any case, Mr. Chairman0 

22 fBut what I would suggest, if this is appropriate, 

P 23 is that we put together the portions of the transcript that 

24 seem to show the difference in treatment between the 

25 intervenor and the Applicant suggestion for chanisas, give it
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r=4 to the Staff in advance, and then once they have had a 

2 chance to look at it and decide what they want to do, 

Mr. Karman and I can discuss when we would like to come back 

to the hearing to have the answer.

I 5 It might be very shcrt and we can do it when 

.6 the hearing reresumes at the end of April.  

7 But I would like a chance to look at that transcri to 

8 1 think that now, if the Staff begins to change that we are 

9 just going to go back over the same thing, because Mr. Stello 

0 wants to answer a different question than I am asking and 

11 I have got an answer to the questions. I am only trying to 

12 find out now, why the difference exists.  

,3 They don't think the difference exists. I think 

14 I can show them in the transcript where they said that 

15 difference exists, and maybe that will make it clear.  

16 MR. KARMW.N- I think Mr. Roisman is certainly not 

'17 willing, at this time, to hear what our witnesses have to 

18 say in this atter. I discussed this with the witnesses, I 

19 know what they had in mind and what they have in mind and 

20 this is the time and this is the place to straighten it out.  

21 C-HAIRMAN JENSCH: All right.  

22 He has undertaken cross-examination 

23 If he desires to proceed differently in his 

24 cross-examination, he may do so.  

25 Proceed with your cross-examination.
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I BY MR. ROISM.AJI: 
mm5 

2 Mr. Stello are you familiar with a document which 

3 I am going to hand you now, which is entitled "NOte to 

4 Giambusso, General Comments on the Ginna Fuel Problem" and 

5 it is signed onthe bottom by Morris Rosen, either you or 

6 Mr. Ross? 

7 (Hand.ng document to the panel.) 

8j I am asking, are you familiar with that? Have 

9 you seen it before? 

I. (Mr. stello.) Yes.  

11 A (Mr. Ross.) 7es.  

12 Q o NO'" I am going to show you a second document, 

13 Morris Rosen, Technical. Assistant Deputy Director for 

'14 Reactor Project, Directorate of Licensing, General Cormments 

15 on the Ginna Fuel Problem, and this one is signed by 

16 D. J. Skovolt, acting for Mr. Giambusso, and dated July 17 

17 i.' The previous one was dated July 12..  

(Handing document to the panel.) 

Have you previously seen those? 

SA. (Mr. Stello.) Yes.  

21 ,( r. Ross.) Yes.  

22 Can you tell me, first of all, as to both document., 

are these communications standard procedure within the 

24 Directorate of Licensing Office? That is 

That is the communications from Mr. Rosen who is 25
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identified here as a Technical Assistant to the Deputy 

Director for Reactor Proj ats in the Directorate of 

Licensing, and the note back to him from Mr. Giambusso?.  

MR. TROSTEN: I object to the question.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCII: What was the last part you were 

asking? Where these reflected by the procedures of the 

Staff, and what was the final. part, I didn t hear? 

MR. ROISMAII: I only referred, did both 

describe -- one was a letter or a no-te from Rosen to 

Giambusso, and the other was a response from Giambusso to 

Rosen.  

And wbAt 1, w-t to show, if the witnesses will 

so testify, that these are normal business records of the 

Commission and therefore not subject to the hearsay 

exemption.  

CHAIPRN% JENSCH: What is the objection? 

MR. TROSTEN: I objected tO the question on 

the grounds that it appeared to me that the question was 

related to the general practices of the Staff.  

Mr. Roisman has just clarified his question to 

find out if these are normal business records of the 

Commission and as such I have no objection to his putting 

that question to the witnesses for them to answer to the 

best of their knowledge.  

MR. ROISMTAUI: My problem was in using the term
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mm7 f general business records." 

it may be a legal term which the witnesses would -

3 it may not have any particular meaning to them o 
4 

MR. TROSTENi : Well what is the pending question? 

5 
Let us be sure.  

G 
CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Does the witness have it? 

7 
D: you wanit us to reread the question? 

8 

MR. ROISMAN: I will be glad to just restate it, 

9 
if it would help.  

10 BY MR. ROISM2AN: 

11 
I want to find out whether such communications-are 

12 
a normal part, to your understanding, a normal part of'the 

13 ways in which communications between someone in Mr. Rosen's 

position, Dr. Rosen's position, and someone in Mr. Giambusso', 

position, communicate? 

16 
MR. TROS'EN: I object.  

CHAIRMIM/ JENSCH: And what is the basis of the 

is objection? 

PMR. TROSTEN: On the basis that the question 

20 directed to the witness is ,what are the normal ways in whichi 

members of the Regulatory Staff communicate with each other? 

it is obviously beyond the scope of this hearing, 

Mr. Chairman. There is absolutely no pertiience between that 

andthe fuel densification question.  

What does the question having to do with the way
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the Atomic Energy Commission Regulatory Staff members 

normally communicate among each other, have to do with this 

particular inquiry7 

CHAIRMAN J.0NSCH: Well I assume it is a foundation 

question, and the next thing will be, what do the documents 

show, I take it? 

First he has ;to establish how do these things 

get interchangedo Is this something beyond the knowledge of 

these witnesses, they don't know what is happening in the 

office in an interchange of documents? 

I didn't quite understand th~tto be their 

MR. TROSTEN: The witnesses testified they have 

seen the documents. I don't think really anything else has 

to be done here.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Maybe there 's. Maybe there is 

some foundation problem that h6 is having in mind.  

MR. TROSTEN: I submit that he has not indicated 

what his foundation problem is,, I think, as the Chairman 

is perfectly aware, of course, the interrogator has to 

indicate the area in which he is going, and I Just don't 

think he has.  

CHAIMAN JENSCH: TIz objection is overruled, the 

witness may answer.  

MR. ROISMAN: Maybe Mr. Trosten will just 

stipulate that these are Atomic Energy Conmission business0
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I records.  

2 MR. TROSTEW: No I will not.  

3  MR. ROISMAN: Now will the reporter read back my 

4 last question? 

5 (Whereupon, the reporter read from the record 

6 as follows:) 

7 '-Question: I want to find out whetherli 

8 such communications are a normal part, to your 

9 understanding, a noirmal part of the ways in which 

10 cornunications between someone in Mr. Rosen's 

Ii position, Dr. Rosen's position, and someone in 

12 Mr. Giambisso' s position, communicate?" 

13 BY MR. ROISMIAN: 

14 Is this the normal method of cormunication 

15 between those individuals, to your knowledge? 

16 Is it a normal method of. communicat-ion? 

17 A (Mr. STelloo) It is a method.  

L8 And are these documents regularly circulated 

19 within the Staff?. is that how you happen to come to it? 

20 A The distribution for each of the documents are 

21 so noted. The document from -

22. Yes, I understand.  

23 . -- Giambusso to Rosen, the distribution is noted 

24 on page 2, and the distribution of the document from Rosen 

25, to Giambusso is noted on page 3 of that document.
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0 I understand.  

But neither of your names are on there. That 

is what I was attempting to find out.  

A. Okay.  

These documents were documents that I knew' existed 

My management, my immediate supervisor, Dr. Hendrie was 

aware of them. And in the process of putting together in 

excess of 300 documents for the Point Beach Hearing, a 

request to include documents of this type, and in that 

process of searching through the files to get the documents 

related tolhat request of the 2:ntervenors in that case, is 

how I came physically to have both of these docments.  

Prior to that time, the general content I Ilas 

familiar with.  

Now, Mr. Ross, is that essentially the same manner 

in which you had your exposure to the documents? 

A. (Mr. Rostt.) I did not read them until later, 

Last summer 1 was on an educational research 

program. I just was not physically in the building.  

YOu mean at the time these documrents were prepared 

A Yes.  

Can you tell me, in doing your analysis of the 

fuel densification problem for Indian Point Number 2, 

did you gentlemen examine theme documents, and did you con

sider the comments contained in here?
&*nd 6
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1 A (Mr. Stello.) The comments were considered long 

2 before the review of Indian Point was conducted, so in that 

3 context they were also by definition considered in preparationo 

Q .You mean, for instance, it would be reflected in 

5 the Fuel Densification Report, that is, not reflected showing 

6 that you agreed or disagreed, but in preparing the Fuel Densi

7 fication Report these positions were in mind; is that correct? 

8 A Yes.  

9 J Do you have a judgment, both of you with regard 

10 to -- now looking at the letter from Mr. Rosen to Mr.  

Giambusso, on page 2, paragraph 2, ihere he stated, and I 

12 will quote, 

13 UlPart of the approach in authorizing power 

14 resumption at Ginna consisted of a reevaluation 

15 of the LOCA, setting 1,800 degrees Fahrenheit 

16 as the limiting accident temperature for the 

17 degraded fuel, and calculating the corresponding 

18 peak allowable KW per fOot.o" It must be recog

19 nized that this procedure assumes the validity 

20 of trading temperature margin for design peaking 

21 factor margin, and is based on the assumption 

22 1that through a simple limitation of the calculated 

23 cladding temperature, the performance of degraded 

4fuel durin9 a LOCA will be acceptable. Not only 

2 5 has the Gin na fuel situation raised questions as
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I "to the general ability to wholly understand 

2 steady state fuel performance, but also it must 

3 certainly indicate possible limitations on a 

4 complete understanding of the performance in a 

5 transient as severe as a LOCA (considering, for 

6 example, the action of rapidly expanding, 

7 weakened claddings i" 

8 niow, as to those statements do you have an opinion 

9 as to whether you agree or disagree with those statements? 

10 14R. TROSTEN: Mr. Chairman, at this point Will the 

Chairman allow me to preserve a general objection -- to preserv 

I? ry position about not waiving any objection to the introduction 

13 of this docament because Mr. Roisman has read a fairly 

14 lengthy passage into the record. We had a discussion in the 

15 hearing before, and I know the Chairman does not like you 

16 like to have culings on specific points rather than general 

objection3, and I don't want to keep jumping up and raising 

is these questions.  

19 So how do you wish me to proceed? 

20 CH-AIRMAN JENSCH- Either way that you feel will 

21 protect the interests of your client. I think you can make 

2 a motion 1o strike at a later' time that will embrace all the 

23 objections you other-wise might make, if you desire to do that.  

24 1 think that general objections sometimes get lost in the 

25 noise; and specific objections might be more appropriate. And
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I donIt feel' that there would be any offense if you do that.  

2 I think we do have a question, however, as to the scope of 

3 your interest in some of these objections because, as I under

4 stand it, these are questions directed to the Staff position, 

5 and the utilization of Staff documents and in getting th-e 

6 opinions of the Staff are, I think, are a particular concern 

7 to the Staff.  

8 MR. TROSTEN: Yes. But let me just state my 

9 position in an attempt to clarify this, Mr. Chairman.  

10 Mr. Roisman wants to introduce these documents 

11 into evidence for the truth of the matters asserted. 
I think 

12 there's no basis for introducing these for that purpose.  

13 Mr. Roisman is now going to proceed to cross

14 examine on the basis of these docements as he has just 
started 

15 to.-,.d and is going to start td read excerpts from theme and 

16 ask the witness whether he agrees or disagrees.  

17 This can, under certain circumstances be proper 

18 cross-examination. However, in an earlier phase of the 

19 hearing when Mr. Ford did the same thing, a subsequent 
questior 

20 arose as to whether or not Applicant had waived objection 
to 

21 the introduction of the document itself, because 
the 

22 interrogator had read extensive portions.  

23 I just want to be absolutely sure that I am not 

24 waiving -- that there is no question of that sort 
that could 

arise again.  

Ii
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I CHAIRMAN JENSCH: It will be so understood.  

1 4R. TROSTEN: Thank you.  

CH IRMA N JENSCHt Proceed.  

4 WITNESS STELLO: As I understand the question, it 

5 is do I agree with this paragraph? 

6 BY MR. ROISMAN: 

7 Q As far as I have read so far. it changes to a 

a slightly different aspect° 

9 A (Mr. Stello.) Understood.  

10 There are parts of it I agree with, and parts of 

1 it I disagree with, but they are not something that can 'be 

12 suwmarized simply in a sentence. The evaluation, for example, 

13 of changes in gap conductance, stored energy, and knowledge 

14 or how it need be properly -

15 CHAIRIAN JENSCH: Will you speak a little louder, 

16 please? We cannot hear you..  

17 WITNESS STELDO --. or how it should be properly 

18 evaluated are presented in the two documents that we have 

19 put into evidence in the proceeding, so that the parts of it 

20 that apply, where these particular statements raise questions, 

21 the complete answers are in the documents that I referred to.  

2-1 And they reflect in some cases agreement, and in some cases 

23 disagreement; so it would be necessary to go through each item 

24 by item, if that is what you would like me to do, 

2 5 I cannot say T agree or disagree. Our story is
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I presented in the two documents.  

2 WITNESS ROSS: There is one. important point: the 

3 Staff densification. report has two options; one for evaluating 

4 cladding that has or might collapse, and one that eoesn't

5 And this paragraph deals with one that either did or night, 

f and Indian Point 62 is in the other category.  

7 .Y MRo. ROISMAN: 

8 Q I understand that . This deals with a temperature 

9 limit.  

10' A (Mr. Stello.). And therels one more 'point that I 

think is extremely important to note, and that's the charac

12 terization of w hat was done on Ginna here is not correct.  

13 The limit, the allowable limit, was set on Ginna was to 

effectively contain the fuel linear heat generation rate 

15 at its previous history which was well below the kilowatts 

16 per.foot which would have been calculated in this particular 

17 fashion. So it does not adequately reflect what was in fact 

18 done on Ginna.  

19 So in that context, I disagree.  

20 Q That refers, essentially, then, to -the first 

21 sentence? 

A No, I think it has to do with much of what you 

23 have read relating to what was or was not done on Ginna.  

24 I think the real limitations that were imposed on Ginna are 

not at all reflected in that part of the paragraph you have
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I read.  

2 Q Now., do I understand that before what you said was 

3 that each of the points, if you will, raised here in the 

4 portion that 1 have read so far, is dealt with in the Fuel 

5 Densification Report in one way or another: some agreed with 

6 and some disagreed with? 

7 1 mean, is that correct? 

8 A I Said for a complete evaluation of the various 

9 matters raised in here, they are also discussed in the two 

10 referenced documents. To the extent they reflect agreement, 

they agree; to the extent they reflect disagreement, thley 

12 disagree.  

13 1 wanted to further note that the tone of the para

14 graph that sets forth. what was purported to have been done 

for Ginna is not correct.  

16Q . understand that also.  

17 A Okay.  

is Q Now, continuing on in the paragraph the next 

19 sentence, 

20 "Additionally, portions of the calculational 

21 model are in question, e.g., gap conductance, 

2 stored energy, and' local peaking factors. " 

23 Do you agree or disagree oith that statement as 

24 of this time? 

25 A A,,t this time there is no question in my mind that



.1 these matters are adequately treated.  

2 if you meant would I have agreed with the statement 

3 that there were question regarding the treatment of gap 

4 conductance, stored energy,, and local peaking factors at that 

5 time -

Q ,o no. I said at "this" time. I mieant now.  

7 A That is not a correct statement in Yty judgr-ent, 

8 today.  

9 Q low, theregs also a summary of the portion of the 

10 ECCS rulemaking dealing with the question of rulemaking-

excuse me -- of fuel migration. And of course that Daily 

Digest is not testimony in the ECCS rulemaking proceeding in 12" 

13 any way; but can you look at that statement which I will I 

14 read now, and tell maewhether or not it agrees With your 

13 understanding of what is t he position of Westinghouse 
-

16 XMr. Moore being a Westinghouse witness with respect. to this 

17 problem? 

The summary: "Dr. Buck then queried" -

MR. KARiAN: Are we quoting now from the transcript 

20 or the Daily Digest? 

21 MR. ROISMAN: I'm quoting from the little portion 

22 that is quoted here in the Rosen to Giambusso letter.  

MR. KPSU4RM: I hesitate to have Mr. Stello comment 

24 on a quotation which might not be an accurate 
quotation.  

or come from an accurate source.

10,833jrb7
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jrb8 I MR. ROISMAN: lie came from the hearing. I'm trying 

2 to* Ifind out u 

3 MR. XARMAN: 1 don"t believe you can question -his 

4 memory on 20,000 pages of testimony.  

5 kM. ROISMAN: Well, I guess Mr. Stello has an 

6 "1X don°' t know answer " avc-Cilable to him,. doesn 't he, M--.o Karman 

7 Thatls in the "Hints to Witnesses" -- isn't it? 

8 MR. TROSTEN: I object to this sort of query of 

9 Mr'. Stello whether this sumAry by somebody else is 

10 accurately represents Westinghouse's position, filtered through 

11 two or three different situations. It seems to me to be an 

12 out of order question.  

13 MR. KJARMAN: This concerns me0 too, Mr. Chairman.  

14 ClumAaIM JENSCH: I think the inquiry of these 

15 witnesses is limited to their view of what they think should 

G Ibe done. I don't think they can pass judgment on somebody 

17 else' s position.  

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24j I2
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8 ebl M MR. ROISMAN: Very well.  

2 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: The objection is sustained.  

3BY MR. R0ISM4A: 

4 Q Mr. Stello and Mr. Rosse-- First of all, Mr Ross, 

5 do you have any position on what Mr. Stello has stated 

6 with regard to what we have spoken about so fax? 

7 A I don't have a different position but as I just 

8 stated, when the decision-ma:ing was being done on Giana, I 

9 physically was not present and did not participate.  

10 I. nderstand.  

A So I don't have all the information he has.  

Q All right.  

13 Now looking at page 3 of the saxte letter from 

I4 Dr. Rosen to Mr. Giambusso, in Paragraph 3 he sets forth 

action to be taken and says at the outset: 

16 'There are two areas of importance, 

one, action related to reactors having fuel with 17 

18 the potential for cladding collapse and two, 

19 generic action related to all reactor facilities.  

20 With regard to either one, in my opinion we should 

21 request all facilities containing .non-pressurizsd 

fuel with- sufficient irradiation to cause cladding 

collapse to have that fuel replaced asibon as.  

Z4 practicable. This consideration is especially 

5 significant for Indian Point 2, which will have a
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eb2 I full core of non-pressurized fuel.  

2 "With regard to item two, the generic 

3 situation can be met by considering a restriction 

" ... on poer for all reactors which obtain a moder

5 ately high burnup fuel until a full understanding 

6 of fuel performance is attained- There is no 

7 assurance, witliout adequate in-pile experience 

8 which does not exists that pressurized fuel will 

9 not also becorae significantly degraded," 

10 Let's start wit!, nu =er one.  

X take it with regard to number once the requested 

12 action recommended here by Dr. Rosen and I assume by other 

s31 -people as well -- was taken. Indian Point No. 2 has proposed 

14 a total replacement of non-pressurized fuel with pressurized 

15 fuel. is that correct? 

16 A (Mr. Stello) The last half of your statement is 

17 correct. What is a fact in Indian Point 2 is a fact. To 

as extrapolate that is to say that implementation of th&e 

19 recommendation as set forth in item one here has in fact been 

20 instituted is not correct.  

21 Q You mean as to what was the generating cause of 

22 the change? 

23 A There's a word t-hat I will read: 

2A "In my opinion we should request all 

facilities.  

25 o. o]
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eb3 Q I see. i'm sor-ry.  

TO my knowledge, X do not know that we requested 

3 any facility.  

4 Q Including Indian Point 2? 

5 A Including Indian Point 2.  

We wouid have evaluated Indian Point 2 "ith un.  

7 pressurized fuel if that had been the proposal.  

Q Okay.  

9 Now looking at item two, which I assume and 

10 forgietting for the moment .the cjeneric situation but merely 

11 focusing it on Indian Point 2 as now being a reactor, that has 

pre-pressurized fuel, what is your position opinion -at.  

this time with regard to the statement thiat there should 

be restriction. on pater for all reactors which obtain a 

moderately high bwe.nup fuel until a full understanding of 

-fuel perfor ince is attained? 

17 First, would Indian Point 2 be a reactor that 

obtains a moderately high burnup fual in yotu: Opinion? 

A The burnup at Indiam Point 2 is about 30,000 
19 

20 1megawatt days per ton.  

CHAIR'AN .ENSCH: Will you spe&k a' little louder, 

22 please? 

WITNESS STELLO.:. The burnup for Xndian Point 2 23 

will be about 30000 megaatt days per ton, and I guess that 
24 

could probably be characterized as moderately high buriup.  25
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BY MR. ROISMAN: 

Q Now secondly, restriction on power. I take it 

that is not the alternative that is being. used at Indian 

Point 2; is that correcto that that tem refers to power 

reduction? Is that a correct statement as you understand it? 

A (Mr. Stello) I will have to assmie that what 

Dr. Rosen was referring to when he used the word "pcaer" was 

Wpower level ' rather than kilowatts per foot. And with the 

assumption that Opowaer level' is tdiat he intended, Indian 

Point 2 has no restr.iction on power.  

Q Now as I understand what he has said here, the 

basis for his belief that there should be a restriction on 

tower is that at that, time, July 12th, 1972, that there was 

no assurance without adequate i-pile experience, which did 

not then exist he states, that pressurized fuel will not 

also become significantly degraded. 

Number one, .do you agree that as of July 12th, 

1972, that was a correct statement' and if you want, it has 

qot several substatements in it, if you want to take them 

piece by piece.' 

MR. TROSTEN:>t'ich is the particular statement 

you're addressing? The last sentence? 

MR. ROISMAN: The very last sentence of the first 

paragraph of Paragraph 3 on page 3 of Dr. Rosen's letter 

to Mr. Gizmbusso.
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And the question is: As of July 12th, 172.  

WXTNESS SELLO: I understand.  

I am going to have a great deal of difficulty 

because I do not know what Dr. Rosen meant when he said 

.owill not also become significantly degraded.' I don't 

know what he had in mind at all.  

MR. ROISMAN: In that case I see no reason for you 

to answer. That's obviously the meat of the question and if 

you don't have an understanding of that term, of those words 

then I thii-k there would be no point in your answering it.  

WIThNESS STELLO: I was going to state what one 

possible interpretation might ba, and answer with respe'ct to 

that interpretation only.  

By mR. ROISMAN:.  

a I'm not sure that would be very helpful since, if 

it is- 'We are here talking about your agreement with 

respect to a positiol by Dr.. Rosen. If it is unclear and 

you think it is susceptible to more than one interpretation, 

I would just an soon not have the arser 

Looking at the July 17tho 1972 memorandum from 

Giambusso to Rosen in the nature of a response do you know 

of any other written response that was specifically given 

to Mr. Rosen from Dr. Giamnbusso, other tian this particular 

one, to his July 12th, 072 memorandum? 

The reason 1 asked is not every point in the July
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12th memorandum is specifically mentioned one way or the 

other in the July 17th memorandum. To your knowledge, is 

there any other response, a written one? 

A (Mr. Stello) I do noCt recall any other response 

than the one we have here.  

Q Can you tell me, in ters of the way in which 

tiese two documents work within the Commission -  Obviolisly 

we knvi- neither constitutes regutlations of the Comission 

or of the Regulatory Staff's position such as safety gtides.  

Do the two memoranda that we have here before us constitute 

information which has any different weight for purposes of 

doing a fuel densification analysis than the opinion of,.  

other people without --- for lack of a better word -- any 

more title in front of them? 

! mean we talked- I think before 14r. Ross 

talked about the chain of command sort of thing Is this 

at the upper echelons of that chain of co.mmand, the lower 

echelons, or irrelevant to that chain of command? 

MR. KARMAL-N. Mro. O.airman, I question whether 

this is proper questioning for these witnesses.  

MR. ROISIW--. 1r. Chairman, the reason for h e 

question. Mrx. Ross indicated that there is a priority, if 

you will, within the Regulatory Staff. and that things are 

reviewed at a lower level and passed on at subsequently 

higher levels, and each level has some veto over what
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eb7 i happens at the lower level. And I'm just txying to find 

2 out where this fits in in order to determine at what point 

thd views here that are disagreed with by the Staff have 

4 been rejected in .an attempt, among other things, to discover 

5j whether there is morn in writing that deals specifically 

6 with those views.  

CHAI-Vdq JENSCH.: I think that as the witnesses 7 

had indicated, the position of te Staff is reflected in the 

two documents which have been filed by the Staff on fuel 

densification. I don't know how many docuumnts preceded 

the formulation of those two documents what interchange 

there was amonq the Staff members. To ask these witnesses 12 

13 who has the higher priority of direction may not contribute 

14 to what the analysis is of the Staff position.  

5 The Staff position is in these tuo documents. I 

6 don't know anything about this fuel densification but my 

guess is that from observation of many governmental acti17 

vities and Staff activities, there probably is a great deal 

of interchange before the final decision is formulated.  19 

20 1 donst know what this letter is, Rosen to 

Giambusso or vice versa, whether they are initial, tevta21 

tive, preliminary or overruled -position.  22 

I infer also from the date you have indicated 

that it was shortly after the discovery of he situatioA at Z4 , 

Ginna, and as I understand it, there was -a great deal of 251
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investigation and research underta-ken after tlhe initial 

discovery of the situation at Ginwa.  

I think if we attempt to probe krat prelii='nay 

positions of the Staff were, or whether these qevt can .oul-d 

now agree wiith wat one of the :Wmbers of the Staff indicated 

should be done,, wa ill get int, such an endless round.  

itness Stello sayz their position is reflectz

-'in the two documents. Now I wotld say somwAthing not cove-aed 

by those two docmuents then I think raises -,nothe. kind of 

a problem, but if these factors havre beon reflected in the 

two documentb I don't think it helps a great deal to find 

out whether they -uld agree with somebody's preliminary, 

initial response to the situation.  

Do you not agree? 

MR. MU4.R1iAN: By two documents" you are refez'rin

to the Fuel Dansification Report and the Additional Testi

mony? 

CRAIMMAN JENSCH: Correct.  

MI.. ROISHAWN I will not furtherz quest0ion tlemo 

I will hold on whether I agres.  

CHAIRMAN vNSCI. 'Very wall.
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BY ,MR. It0ISVM: 

Q Now I shojw ,you a document dated Septembex -21 , 1972 1 

addressed t o the Hofioable Jam~es R. $chlesin.3,er from the 

Advisory COnuittee on Reactor Safeguards, subjectg §#Re)Grt On 

Watts Bar Nuclear Plants frl and 02." And I would like to 

direct your attention in particular to the statements contained 

in here an~ the questio~i of fuel densification, and also thei 

additional remarks by D-r Isbin whiLch are directed tpecif ically 

to the quEstion of f Leel densif cation.  

(Handing doc'voimt 'to the witness p.)an el.) 

You have tliat in gront of you? 

A (Mr. Stella.) I do.  

Q First of all, with respect to Indian Point 1521 

has the Staff solicited the opinion of the Advisory Commitzee 

on Reactor Safeguards with respect to thd proposed change~ in 

the operation of Ind-tan Point #2 to cope with the pxoblem of 

fuel densification? 

A The denzification matter as it speciLfically relates 

to this facility,~ was not reviewed bY the Advisory Committee 

an Reactor Safeguards.  

QDid you mean to state in tha way you gavei the ans'wex 

that perhaps it ,has been reviewed by the Advisory Committee 

on Reactor Safeguards in a general way? Was that the implica

tion of your ahswer? 

Or, lats s put it directly: Have -;hcey Xreviewd it

10,89.3
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Iin a general way?, if not related specifically to thi~s plant? 

2 A Thx. CoGmttee is informed and is aware of what 

3 hiAs and is going' on in this ar~a, and.. it wias in that cntxt 

4 tating that they arLe,. aware of t~he matter, that I specifically 

5 ekncluded Indian Point, but was generically including ever..yone 

6 by 3aying "they are informed of Whate Is going on.  

7 T 'o yojur k owledge, is t-hire any additiona.1 

8 written public docuar nts expressing the Advisory Caimittee 

9 on Reactor Safeguard's pooition~ with regard to Zfuel: des if ica

10 tion subsequent to tk,-e Sept=.'ber 21r 1972 document thiat. we 

11 have hiere? 

12 Do you un .3erstand tphat I am talking about? 

13 jA my irecolleatioh is it is me-Ttioned iv other letters 

14 but I cannot recall specific dates nor naimies at this dis't,*&nce, 

15 1 would have to do a "Lit~erature Plxcvey to verify that, a d 

16 it would be subject to check.  

17 Q To your knowledge -I'm -sorry, Mr. Ross? 

18 A (Mr. !loss.) To my knolldledqa there is one.  

19 They wrote a laitter on the Zion plant, but I don't knowr the 

20 date.  

21 Q To your knowledge has this position as stated hert4 

22 in the Watts Bar lett,-er as Well as the position that is stat 

23 by Dr. Isbin as additional remarks, do these continue as far 

24 as you ]mow, as far as you know frOM information which is, 

25 public, -to be the position of the Advisory Conmittee an FReadta
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I Safeguards on these two matters? 

2 A (Mr. Stello.) iVm not sure I understand yol;U 

3 Question' because you seem to be referring to the remaarks of 

4 Dr. Isbin, and a paragraph in the body of the letter which 

5 refers to densification as thouch they were the same thing; 

6 and they are not.  

7 Q Obviously not 0 or Dr. Isbin would not have to 

8 say it separately.  

9 A They are rot even in the same subject.  

10 Q Well., in. the paragraph, at least the one that I am 

11 focusing on, which is, i guess you wYould call it the third 

12 paragraph on page 2 of the letter, -the big one in -the Center, 

13 they are talking about that the Applicant proposes as one 

14 possibility in order to meet the BCCS criteria, a reduction 

15 in the maximum pen-issible linear power to 14.9 kilowatt 

16 per foot at full power.  

17 Wow, as I understand it, that means 'a reduction 

Is in peaking factor -- 1imean, you reduce the peaking factor in 

19 order to :get a reduction in the maximum permissible lincar 

20 power.  

21 .Is that correct? 

22DR. TROSTEN: Mr. Chairman, I object to the 

23 question.  

24 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: On what groundz.? 

25 KR. TROSTEN: There is no showing by Mr. Rois.man
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1 that the particular paragraph in que'stion deals with the 

2 question of fuel densification.  

M R. ROISbMPl: Mr Chairuan 'What, th.paaraph' em 

4 de6al with, at least if the witness answers the question: and 

5 my understanding of it is correct, it caea.s w~ith the questicn 

6 of whether or not the Advtsory CoYmittea on Reactor Saf gtdds 

7 believes that dealing with reductions in the peaking factor 

8 is an appropriate way to meet the ECCS criteriat regardless of 

9 the reason why one must redu~ce peak~ing factors in order. to 

10 meet ECCS criteria.  

Taof course, is iactly wa we have hare,.  

12 MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Chairm~n. I will ;3e glad to 

13 thow the excerpt to the Chairaa if you have not seen it.  

14 MR. ROISMN: 1 2have enatra copies for tha B3oard~.  

15 (Document handed to-tho Board.) 

16 MR. ROISMMN: I would like to mark thisn, ifl IMay, 

17 Mr. Chairman, for identification as Ex~hibit A-60 

CHAIRMAN.J.HNSCHi: And will you. identify the 

19 document? 

20 MR. ROISVIP\N: The documannt marked as Ex~hibit A-6 

21 is a letter dated September 2 1, 1972,p to the then Chair~aan 

221 of the Atomic Energy Com'missi4on from the Advisory Committee 

23 on Reactor Safeguards on the subject, "Watts Bar Hucle!ar Plant 

24 Unts 01and t-2" 

25- CHAIRMWN JP'MSCH; Vary well. The doe%,meat
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identified' or described. by Citizens Committee for the 

Protection of the Environment CounsOel may be marked for 

identification may be marked as iEhibit A- 6..  

(The docur ent referred to. was 

marked CPE Exhibit NO. A-6 

for identification. ) 

I wonder if someone would explain to me as a 

layman about the peaking factor related to fuel dens ification.  

I thought we agreed..,ve were all going to 'h.wash our mouth out 

with soap" if we ever mentioned the emergency core cooling 

situation, and I don't want to get it established that.w ith 

this we are going, to, take any challenge to tlie Interim 

Acceptance Criteria.' 

If it is a question of fuel densification or the 

manner in which a plant can meet the criteria, then I tlhink 

those two things are proper. Does the peaking factor have 

relation to either of the two :items? 

MR. ROISMAN: Haybh the technical witneas could 

answer; I'm not sure that a lawkyer's answer to you would be 

very satisfactory.

MR. TROSThN: Mr. Chairman, if I may offer the 

suggestion, Mr. Chairman, that you receive a statement of 

relevance from the interrcgator and then we can proceed from 

t-hat point.  

Would that be satisfactoy?



jr6CHAIRMAbi JENSCH: I would like f irst to undx,wti 

2 the terms, L then. we can detexcmine relevancq .  

3 Would you gentleffaen -- Mr. Rtoss? 

0 HR QiAR4DAhN We twould be glad to help.  

5 WITlRESS ROSS: Tho peaking factor as it is' relatofl 

6 to densification In e.ffect has a new term; whe~eas yat Wcould 

7 multiply a nwsber: of iterms 1together and get, say, 2.7, wl W 

a densification ad a new uunsbar to go in -',here, it varies. -It~'s 

91 oh the~ order of ten Kpercent. So~ in order to acconutoda&te the 

10 peaking due to densiJ.fication, other terms have to be adjusted.  

11 The plan has to be oTperated in z. different manner.  

12 j co'.ever; if the peaking factor rentains the'saite1, 

13 the heat generation rate reains at the srme maiut= levc.l.  

14 corresponding to the -peaking raite, and the, -the accident 

15 analysis proceeds forthwith.  

16 Certainly the peaking factors and ECCS analysi~s 

17 are related, and pezaking factors aad den~ification are related.  

So to that extent there is a t-hread of com~monality; but :m 

1~9 not sure what the specilfic question you want us to go into 

20 is.  

21 1 feel -- I have a feeling I took one giant step 

22 backwards.  

23 ~(Laugdhter.) 

24 MR. B3RIGGS: Could I ask Mr. Trosten a question? 

25 Mr. Trostano why is it in the fuel densification
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1 report that the Applicant has put in, it's propos.ed to reduce 

2 the peaking factor? Is it not related to fuel densification? 

3 MR. TROSTEN: It is related to fuel densification, 

4 Mr. Briggs.  

5 DIR. BRIGGS: So it's related to fuel densification.  

6 But, really, why was the peaking factor proposed to be 
reduced! 

7 To satisfy what requirements? 

MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Briggse I will have to consult 

9 before I can give you an answer that I would feel happy about.  

10 There is a very specific answer to your question, 
but I 

11 really don't feel that I am in a position to give you one that 

12 I am happy with, and that I might not have to 5-o back and 

13 restate.  

14 MR. BRIGGS: I think the question was: Was the 

15 peaking factor reduced to stop the fuel densification, 
or was 

16 it reduced to meet the ECCS criteria? 

1 MR. TROSTEN: Well, Z don't think the answer to 

Is either of those questions was necessarily Yes, Mr-. Briggs; 

19 but I really would have to state that's subject 
to correction.  

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

251
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CHAIRP.AN JENSCII: Well, on the basis of the 

present record, there has merely been a request to have 

the document identified.  

The document has been identified.  

Will you proceed aith your cross-examination.  

BY MR. ROISMAN: 

Let's go back, Mr. Stello to the first question.  

Does the reduction in the maximum permissible 

linear power referred to in the ACRS letter mean the same 

thing, or get achieved in essentially the same way as 

reducing the peaking factor? 

Let's start with that one.  

it. (Mr. Stello.) Yes.  

Q Okay.  

Now, when I was asking you the question before, 

the Conmittee here says that -- strike that.  

The Committee impliesi Dr. Isbin says, that the 

reduction in the maximum permissible linear power as a way 

of meeting the ECCS Interim Criteria, does not appear to be 

such a good idea, and the implication comes from the fact 

that they say at the bottom of the paragraph: 

"The Committee believes it important that 

improvements in ECCS design be included in the 

Watts Barr plant and recommnends that the final 

design of Watts Barr ECCS be reviewed by the

I
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Staff and the ACRS prior to. fabrication and, 

installation of major components." 

Let's start with nuizber one. Do you get Athe 

same implication from that statement by the Committee that 

I do, and that is, some -- and from the whole paragraph -

some dissatisfAction on their part with. the approach of 

meeting Interim Criteria by reducing -the peaking factor? 

MR. TROSTEN: I object.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: On what grounds? 

MR. TROSTEN: ON the ground that he is asking 

for an interpretation of the opinion of another party.  

In this case, the ACRS. Asking, for him to form a 

judgment as to what some other party means, which I think iS 

an improper question to put to the witness.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH. May we have the question reread.  

I didn't get that impression.  

(Whereupon, the reporter read from the record 

as requested.) 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: -E11 there probably might have 

been a different way of expressing the question. I infer 

that the qestion is saying, what is the personal opinion of 

this witness as to whether he would agree that it is 

inappropriate to reduce the designed peaking factor just to 

meet the Interim Acceptance Criteria.  

He gave the foundation why he thinks that is

I
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,m 3 i inappropriate by referring to some language in this letter, 

Z but I don't think he is asking for an interpretation of what 

3 the Comrnittee thinks or believes.  

4 le is asking -- the witness is going to have a 

5 little difficulty following some. of this questioning if he 

6 doesn't stop conferring while the discussion of the question 

7 is on. Otherwise i1; will have to be repeated.  

8 But I don't, understand the question he is askifig 

9 for the interpretation of the ACR9 position.  

10 MR. KARKtAN: 1 think it does. I think it 

definitely does.  

12 MR. ROISMAN: i confess to being c uilty of the 

13 charge. I don't confess that that would have been improper 

14 to do.  

15 I am trying to find out -- what I am after is tq 

16 see if the Staff did understand this to be an ACPS 

27 disagreement because there is some significance to the ACR, 

I8 opinion on these subjects for purposes of the safey review° 

19 It stands in a special categor 'y.  

20 • Now, if we look at the Regulations of the 

2' Coummission, Section 50.58 is, I submit, a section which 

22 requires the Staff in a case such as this onet where there is 

23 a proposed change in the operation of a plant with regard to 

a major safety question, to return to the AdVisory Cosmiittee 

25 and request their opinion as. toiie proposed change.
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rr4 ] Looking at 50.58 and 50.59 together as a group, 

2 that seems to be the only logical conclusion. Te are told 

3 that prior to construction permit application approval, 

4 prior to operating license application approval, and then 

5 in 50.59 prior to any changes in construction permit or 

G operating license, the ACRS must be consulted. And the.  

7 happenstance of this change coming up after the ACRS had 

8 written its letter at Indian Point NLumber 2 and before a 

9 license had been issued, certainly would not be a basis for 

10 the ACRS's views to not be received.  

1 Now their views in the WAtts Bar letter,if We all 

12 understand what those views are, are the only views we have 

13 in this case about what the ACRS thinks about this approach, 

14 the peaking factor change to meet ECCS Criteria approach.  

5 o, the alternative of all of this and if that 

16 is the position of the Applicant, wme will be willing to .go 

17 along with that, is to put aside the Watts Bar letter and 

i8 await the receipt of the Indian Point Supplement Letter' from 

19 the ACRS on the question of the peaking factor change in 

20 Indian Point Number 2.  

21 But I do not see, if I understand in reading 

22 50.58 and 50.59 correctly, that thaere is any other alternativw 

23 so I am simply trying to get at it with what is currently 

24 avaiJ-Able and not get hung up on the details of actually 

4-5 having the letter.
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-n=S 1 MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Chairman, I think that is an 

interesting argument for Mr. Roisman to include in his 

3 brief, and I suggest that that would be the best way that 

4 we should approach this problem.  

5 i disagree with his legal interpretation anti 

6 we will brief the point.  

7 CIIAIRP-MN JENSCI: Well some of these things just 

8 canvt wait, you know. We are going to have to -- is it 

9 your thought we will go ahead with the rest of the case 

10 and then .we will brief the situation and if we decide that 

11 the matter''slhould be recieved we will reopen the hearing 

12 and then come back again? 

1I think we have to resolve it now. ,e will be 13 

14 glad to have you speak to the matter now.  

15 MR. TROSTEN: I will. be glad to speak to the 

16 matter.  

17 I think his interpretation of the Atomic Energy 

Is ACt, Section 50.58. and 50.59 is incorrect, I do not 

consider that there is a requirement that the matte r of the 

new core be referred to the Advisory Committee on Reactor 20 

Safeguards. This is simply a misreading of the applicable 21 

2 regulations of the Commission.  

23 I would be 'perfectly happy if MT-,r. Roisman would.  

point out to me where in the generality of the two sections 
24 
?5 he referred to he considers that there is a requirem~ent for
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mm6 I referral to the ACRS and I will respond to that.  

2 Insofar as what the A.CRS said in Watts Bar,matter 

3 j think it is absurd for mr. Roisman to start asking a witness 

'4 what the ACRS meant. The letter of the ACRS is there for 

5 everyone to see and it says what it says.  

G CHAIRMAN JENSCII: The last statement by the 

7 attorney for the Citizens Comnittee is what is the 

8 understanding of the Staff of the Iview of the ACRS. I 

mean,these things are dicussed, I imagine when an ACRS letter 

10 comes out, it is discussed by and &-rong the Staff.  

11 Now, what is the Staff view of that to which they 

'12. will have to respond or be thinking about in these several 

3 cases about this type of problem? 

14 MR. TROSTEN: The fuel densification problem? 

15 CHAIRLN JENSCH: He asked in his last question, 

16 what is the understanding of the Staff of that, lie was not 

17 asked to interpret the ACRS letter.  

3 MR. T-out the views of the ACRS and the 

19 fuel densification problem.  

20 CHAIRM&N JENSCH: I understood it was reducing 

21 the design peaking factor by 20 percent, just to meet the 

22 ACRS -- the ECCS criteria. That is the focal point and I 

23 presume the design peaking factor has something to do with 

24 the fuel densification in this conuonality that Mr. Ross 

25 'described.
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So, an the basis of Mrx Ross' explanation and 

this letter, I would assume there is an inte.r elat-o ohipp 

so we aE in zue. densification realated to the design peaking 

factor.  

Tli o7,-jection is overltaled.  

I was trying to get at the ACRS Position th11ough.  

what Is said here. in the letter. But X think the Chairman 

suggests a Jore. direct and a b'=.ter way to do it, an'd hit 

is: 

Ate you aware of the ACRS positio with. resp .. 't 

to the prop riety of Changing, pea2kinq faCtars zr s a wy of 

meeting the ECCS Interim Cri-eria? 

,mR. PROSTEN, is this fr. the Indian " nt 2 

proceeding , Mr. Chairman? Does the question relate to at? 

R ,IAIN- Xt .dWene just baeyk told, the 

}noli the ACRS has not .been coulted 

Indian Point 2 ;so it has to relate to -3he roblem in general 

•CUAIRM3 .SCH: He just asked e 

Prdceed with the. ans"er, please 0 

WTVNESS STZLL. : I am not aware that the ACUS, 

believes that a chaxge in a peak3ing, factor is an ippr'priat 

way to dea1',with the EZo3S matte 

The remarks of Dr. Xsbin I think speak for 

theiuelvs and I think a faiz.r rea2dl,g of that would be that'
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n M 8 I he believes ii IS "Lnap~ropriate to.,do it this y 9 

T tink "and i am offerin-g iry oten pecrSonlal 

3 opinioa,.that a fair eading of Ithe letter i 1 

J Cowt ttee agreed with Dr .sh.in %hen Dr. sbinls tea,rks 4 

would not have to have tbeen shet. remks 5 

5 by h eIf 

I would say a fair eadiAg of the letter i., 

I except for- Dr. Ibin, the Committee does not believe that 

it is inappropriate, to. reduce peaking factors to Tneet the 

AEC lnterim Acceptance Criteia.  

MRo TROSIEFN x .. Chairman I think it •would be 

highly desirable iE t-he record :flects the partiular 

lap.quage of Dr. osbin since Mr. Roisman chose not to quote 

that ..  

CHIRMN JENSCH Will you read it in then, 

MR° TROSTEN: Yes.o 
17 

The initial remarks by Dr. 1. S Ibin state 

'I believe that it is inappropriate to reduce 

the design- peaking factor,,by 21 percent just in 

oi-der to .ziet ;thle AT3C Interim Acceptance Criteria 

&or emw.ergency core cooling o~yste~.-s for light wateir..  

22 power reactorg 

That. is the first senten;'ce that I was "zmeferrin~g 

241 

2.5



. . . .. ... , i be gi.d tO.o 

" Instead, incraaed °f-T. t-' Should be devoted 

• to the experi ental and an&-y-tical pr.ogra is tgqther 

~with possible ' vmnt. . ... in the !-,,C design. hs_, , .  

4 matters were . i. the. Co. 0ttee s Ote 9' 197 .' 

S ~ o t on -ure Mic~l.e- Station Units 3. and '2 

9 CH A Y RU W9 h*Z;1-,..'ich raiseq a qestion, if. YOU 

What hpyn bac ln1971 .. ... ..  

2 s there something that the o1ttee it-scelf has. iradicated 

13 to' the same effect about dr,.sgxgn p-ra~i.g fzxot r. oz was :Lt 

I related so .e.iy to the ECCS passble ip vn.. " 

5. If yo-. do not have it readily at hand, never mind, 

e. ZIA., TROS.LN- X believe the whs.-,;,or t4 yopx 

S iuestion was , it was rei.tc to ECCM .r :L,, 

will accept that subject to che;o 

.9 CiAIR1 JEW, Si: ine ~t~h~a~nk you 

~0 pVTry wel, Now ee , back to. the Citizer 

S Committee with its next 

end 10 22 

23 

24 I 
} 25
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i1 eb I BY MR. R07S " 

2 Q Axe vou aware of any. di.e n' .ootion "tht .he 

ACRS has vit-h respec to 44-is problea .in the, cotert of 

A l Operating license avpiiations as opposed to this t a 

Watts Bar let-ter whiekh deaIs with a c -trution PqM 

.And the reason I ask the question .s thaA -the 

7 0iCommittee just seems to de"foer th question wit.741 ard to 

.eing factors by noting ,n their last sentence of this 
9 paragraph we .ha.-e ,been talking, ebo t that: 

To ," .,. The final de ign of Watts Baz° rCaS 

be reviewed by the Staff and -the ACS prior to 

fabrication and instalation om .iajor 

S o 'S agree with yonr tby are not tekii. a posi

S tion as explicit as Dri Isbinzs. On the oth enr haend t-V 

5eau to be wa-nting to look gain at CCS "d e. 21.A And 

iG curious as to whether or not in a case where t-hat was not afn 

17 optionfbecaus" they w dl with ali ope.ratin& iicezxea 

at least not the same kind of .ption do vo,a kncar-, haZ their 

lie , " position besm any dIfferentD to your knoiedge? 

20 Again referring to pciblic infortiationm that woid 

2 be available; Im not asking yotu to discuss hg hat 

was in private meetings oi the ACRS 

3Q (Mr, Stello) I am not awaza., baised on . uic or 

private infozati ov that t-here is a 'e w for 

2 operating plants with regard to this genera b"t, b t
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OdiffentO' I an~ excluding the fact that i 'cannot recall 

ukere they s:aid that the Comittee lzelileves that- dedign 

improvements are required. T can t recall 1,12ere they Olvor 

said that Oil an opre ating pl-ant.  

A That is tile aIerenced 

MR. ROSK-Uq: 91r. Chairmnan, 3I would lik~e to offer 

for~ Aited'pUrpaSa t-~i Adioy ~ tte 'Tn ector 

Safegu~ards" letter markc-,4 as Exhibit A&-6 for ident-taVcation 

for the purpose oE derontating What the -ACRS position as 

stated in this letter is with regard - and of Dr. Isbin -

with rega-rd to the peaking factor ateration as a '.'ay of 

matiV -the ZCdS Interim Criteria, and fo= it to be uLsed to 

the somue extent bu~t no m~ore than the ACRS letter ehih has 

&lready been, received in evidlence in this proCeeding Which 

was written with re~spect to Indian Point No. 2 which, if I 

remem~ber correctlyv is for the fact that it's there ax~d not 

for the truzth of what is asserted therein.  

I believe that all the parties hza?,, copies of it.  

I have to g'ive the Reporter two copieo crmd 1: only have two 

with me. I ea through using it with t,-he witnesses., If thy 

will give that orte back X will'give the Reportaic his two.  

CH*AXR2aNW J NSCH: Is thare any objection? 

MR. TROSTEN: Yese I &bjecto Mr. Chairmn.  

M- AIRMAN J3iENSCII: Will you state ye-ar. objecti on..
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please? 

+OS E+ I object+ first of all becar.e 

thers is Po basis for ofering te AC'R5 letter :Er the 

linited purpose of sho wing th ffact I hat it's there. Ther.  

is a pur'ose to be s-rved by o.fering the ACR3 iettte. '.n 

the indian Point 2 p.oeadilng to demonstrate comlianve w.ith 

the A'tor-ic Energy Act and the ASCIIs ev io here is 

absolutely no reqairaxant lthat the ACIS letter dvalin with 

a different DIIt"'s.. pc.ntrutio having no specific 

esl-tionship to , ne ndien Pint 2 cedncj J 

In Ovideene in this proceakng fOr a 1mited purpose or 

otherwise, 
SaO1d. et Offer Of the was specificaly 

dirctd o dl th r h O's 
di, eted for the prpose of showiI the +'t pemn + actor+, 

are an inappropriate 'rm+ans of satisfying ..." ta i 

Acceptace crite ia and this ape, to w.l to be a :ar too 

general offer of a letter.  

WVe are iealin~ with the matter ofi fuel densifioa

tion in this p-oceeing .and there. has been no ipeafic 

showing of the relevance o, 2his to the guel' "safioat:" 

.matter. We have had som e general di cs.icn of the -khread 

rw ng throixi IMCS pe~ikingfac o nd adens ifuel ication 

but Mr.+, Roisman stil has not sho., s.y SPEclic rel ation.

,hip between these two.  

So I say there is n.4obr,. ,rcia tS0
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lette: in sv.dnce in this proceedin g- for the 1 ited .. arpose 

the sommhzat lixited puxrpose 2that Mr. Roiman stated 

Or for. any othe prpoe 

.ur,.emorei te is side t\e poit in 

any event be they w:ae dealing with z.ak)nc fator of.  

21 percent eductI.on in the r:.30ing factor w-hich ha. no.'ikng 

atoo eer to do wijth wh. at V? Ire taJ7 ing a~thr 

So feo al.4 of '2,ae r los I ob"evt to the 

receipt in avidene Of this ltter as 1 Roisvn 

EMM".'JN *, HIT Chimm 'w x that. he 

'poper foud.ntloz i eI Z; not aiid to tie In fa el denmfi" 

cation and the letter dealing wi-th a dif nt plant in'a 

T. dortot tbodnjr -"lat t'. an'Aogy of the 01.-21 "e .u. '- ..  

which we introdfced as part o.!oi%.r. Safety Zattion is an 

accurate one. Given the fact that r. oat d.d md.ic 

it was sho.a ,"or t.he P rpose of cow!"iance witlh the reuire,

1exts of 'the statute zmd the regulation s fo- the application 

-for an operating license having gone through the review to 

the ACRSp w e jwust fe that this o2ation is too ten-ous.  

here for the record -to be indicative. of a -ebtionship tween 

the fuael densification proble' and the peelfing fa-tors with.  

"est. o the MIMS a ou' "ined in JAR 

'Letter for 'he VIen1ts B.r'F)at
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Mr. Ciinan.  

C EARINN- JI SCH, Maybe x wot t get the '.ciht• 

fiqaures, butr thiUs Walctts Pax .Lett e~r ta.E3s a bout ".. 21, percent 

raecien in pawkng fc-,3Xor Mi prtage reu. cl l 

peaking factoz, is pEoposo .zndian Fo.nt 2 "..' 

U aeo iia 3.127 

. I would a to xevi-_V -at 

-4~ hai-Mlan. VZLI Sure it is tcat. t1ec 

been swoxn in this case. Can e give uas a au.c:.io on that? 

JMA t I N e hpight be l- tois 

C %?\1 3 JINS ti 2at I z'eal~v.-er in mind i

~~~T o ,g o Lb a t o 2. . : -. . .. " 0 5 d ' 

Situatio., I'm not sure Vhat -thesd ectons,.. deal Wit.h 'Ohe 

~Consideration, but I wonder i',L it. is z ch a Ofsuh 

spizf-fU cosideati...b.th comss4oZ., teh' a-1'lw-,-e 

a change.  

y~ does ."-b.

xua;tex -be- ..O.e t he Boardu cnsid.ts this m, and amnclaybe 

this ,"Id 3c, to the, "" o" 

hat was. to f o ""os1ed 11 

tae FSAR ,. do you rcall?

)13



eb6 by the Compnispion? 

2 fCHARMh2AN JtNSC. "Fes. -If it -,-.ar0 to be ofi Fu 

a category that shoul.d hay's Sp-cific (onimisfion. ccmiera

4111 tion0 should it powe'ho¢w be :eferred to iiie Cominisaion so it 

5 can decide uhether it should go to the ACRS? t$ the 

6 option of going to ihe ACRS is entirely within the deter

7 I ination of the Ceomis.-%on and not within the det er~rination 

, of this Board0 fo: insta.oCeb 

.9MR. TRQSTEXU Mr. Chaimmn, -ehis is beig Coh

0 sideeet by the .Ccntission0  It is beinug considered Fhas 

11 been considered by the Regulatcry Staff It is being coma 

2 sidered by this Boanxi.  

3 CWMXRKMA3Y! cfSCR: Welre even on that one. The 

question is whether it iS Of the scope that it shoUl C4 to 

5 .the cossion so it can refer it to the ACRS'. if t decides 

16 to do that before the hearinrg is concluded,, because I unde

d stand under 50.59v the applicant can make a chazge .so long 

j as it does not leave an unresolved safety quet1 n mxa 

9 4 * IS this* ea unresolved safety c:eto> iOne, 

20 ,hich raisee- hazards signigicantly difet.omt than those 
considered at .the tinhe the ox.iginal appliatiloD _as 

2 2 DiR. T&OS2TNg H-7. Chairman 0 x rxbidit with rcagezdR 

23 lt the full power. license that .ve "re xalv not dealintg 

with a situai.on involving B0 59,,. The n'nterof tl ;he 

issuance of .tle f .ull pow,'er licens wth t.i.s c....e is p ing



eb? 11beflor-e this Board.  

UMC lq. LRIN JENSC c Yes.  

3 1 R~,R TROSTENg Rm Z mis..deinstadil your cmi-'ton? 

p IC1,AIRZM Ji 3SCH No. We,.YW will accept that as a, 

5 pr'mass FO carl dism'; it 

'You Bea, ,,e Co hz an or0portnity tndr 

7 the statutory arranement of tloiag the Adviso. Comittee 

8 on Reactor Safeguards. Does thbe Comission wa-nt to hve the 

o .Advisory Coemmittee on Rzactor SaZeguards, consideration of 

this chinige in. pee:ing factor so that ih T atter ay b 

before this oard ror -sta.nca 

~~MR j T'L ROSTEIMz I cam only offer you a Spaculation., 

mir. Cbfaim~an, thlat if the Atcmic M'nrgy Contmission had 

$4 chosen to Utilize :Rts statutory awutho.ilty to refer .thPi.  

5 matter specifically to the Advisory cowiitee on ?eac-o 

I G Safe %rdsir1h- y would have done so.  

17 CAIT-IAN JWSC. Wel has the mater been 

?8 specifically brought to the attenti-oin, of the -Cors.isslon0 

.that there -Is this reduction? I docn~t lnow. As 3: next 

it. it has been reviewed by, the Staf'f I don t Intw .Y.hther 

, the Staff has had an opportunity to consider this m.9tter wlith 

2 tlt Com ission and ivite from the Com ,ission theComi.ssion 

views as to ttathet this- ma-ttez Sh'ould be referre d overz- to 

2A the Advisdry Comitte 

0iiSTiO N: I cannot repond '.to t tz2ti
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COAXRI.N N this of iuch e 'i;Lfic anae 

that it should, iyour opinion, 0 be raemmen'ed to go to 

get ell com:lis-lip viaov in thal -. xvpard'. Wat io your tah 

in that connecti!n? 

iti kip- s) ie ift 

Regulato'-y Staff has mrxviewd this mater if it han;e 1.4 peci 

cally foumad "-.hat the C, ,mission's stand xrd and c=1e ia 

speciicaIy Y inc% inq the ,.nte~in 1 z ACCtEanc-e. Cria 

have been satLsfteod if this h a s - if "ais is the Staff 

positiona s a resuit of the extensive a nalysi.  

in the Novamf.er 14th. 1972 anayo..sz and the pec3f. aysiE 

for Indian Point 2, with the additional xti nit fat 

that -this 'matter has been priseziteed to another Atcic 

Sa.eltv and Licensing Board amd has been app oved as wel by 

the Atomic Safety and : censing Appeal 13.ard.. t-nd"r 

thece cir.umms.-tzmces It would not be .cessary for the 

ConWmiasicyn to spacifical1lr rmEer .. this to thl-e Aiox-j' 

Committee on Reactor a egua e -.  

am 1-ax,y17 giving you my reaction.  

CH ILAZ ' " JN2I o I understa.d 

Are you shenvt th' the d - natio>.a 

made in these other ases womld be tient and persuasiv 

-11 thl's prolckieding? 

MR. TROS3iTENg Vm svgesting that -[here is a 

pektinence, yes ju"st ,-"'0 a d'eision- Im not 'Igeot.-4.. .
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of cOcwse 0 Mr. Caira 8 that a decision Of another Safety 

and Lkcean..q B-3oar nd bia.dind . think 

it has weit.t jtst sa. -Le-t'r rt opiniuon. has...it 

with another Distr%t Court .0 

A:w'VIUW j 'f h: "K, t,, Una&c,.s I as. .s T 

ud td vov -pos-iioy has bcmf by ycvmc rl a .. m 

ticmis0 that unless wy rc talkinc about £ndea.a Poi-t 2 1!tl I 

So Xt else is iri etcant iexo 

autczati,liy takesOut whateer ti'his ot c s the 

Point "Beach Yaeterm-,tiaAn? 

Di~0 ~?Rci'No"I Yio did not- 7-m 211 tlo isrmpi-Y ttat0 , 

Mr. Chai~nan. X wiaa just' rugs&stian~q that 

CP RIWNJU Ji'iSCii1 I' M"~m ,, use it 

-~~w don't 'That 11s the prob'1em Im 'v -Avhay4 g M " 

wvithk; the consizt'ency o.f the; mottnad If ycn can mepae 

ont;.t? 

You say we t-akIe tke Point Ble eL tcntat on 

fumel &vrsifIcati&n bumt usdiorciga& the w On Watts.Bar 

and Vatts- Bar is .Ay coaztruction peflflit and V.T7z 

operaing lcenAse situation0 

*MR. T1dSTZN : ThIel3. F let xus. tr4' to di yt iwel 

to that0 MAr. Ch irnn.  

$5 7% reason u4hy K thixnk tha t t-z- -fual 

densi ication hearin h-ld in Vlhe "Phoint 7: 1 .. n Bazici0-
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parterinet is bIcuse -, ti"nh - lcx ismem would agree that 

it is pertinent. Mr, Rioisuv.n mAL collAgues winhed to 

Conissoidate t'heseca's a t mipoi t an N't weas .cel. ta 

ths'was not an zaprcpriai-a thiwvq to -do &si nd S 0tiS VMZ 110t 

VeLry FLuzdh tUhe cta.s, ing dire l, -s ed ,"t 

e,~actl the S SBU.3SEtZ so th-'s what I s'natwhe ? X 

tbmaxtt tize Point Be-a& dlm,1rc : waspetn t 

CTHAIRM4AN JDMNSCU: Ina oy~le. wordsz, I b~zs a 10ot 

Of comni generc consi On cth ftYAJ52 uel.dsaiiti? 

is that your view',? 

I, 1, .W IE , 7 es4 there ae wy th in..gs 

that s quite true0 Mr. Cka:, LwzAnen 1: don ' t aqLS-rue wXith 

CM XROML"l 9 mi 4.SC P- Did you caa -to espond to the 

.aeets of the objectio?
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R.- ROISVIM.ie- I think the record reflects 

a in the transcript0 also I was looking frfO Samse s cusiOms in 

' tthe documants - TRhe S ta ff .WuLAel Densification Report of '?%ovWsmnr 
4 14, 1972, reflecc:S on ptge 64 tyat one of the effects of fuel 

5 densification is to -no..r.a.o pea power 0  That' s because the 

6 Zaxial gaps created who.?. the* pellets densify. &td then spa,.es 

7 apnear between the pellets Cause a local po.wer . an 

S .Now0 that has to be fctoreci. in0  &n¢d if you 

9 take the fuel. desification analysss and try t.o figure .01t if.  

10 you do nothing to the rctoz> what wi:l be &";e Ep Yc, WilL 

22 find that the peak will be veary high compazr.ed to wvhere te! 

12. it will be higher than it was before; becaus, yo). have 

x3: to take account of fuel den"iti: tio-" 

T1. Then yu Cah i-poe as the St.. aff Proozeand 

,5 discusses on page 36 of its '">strJay way sI 

1 vhich you modify the method of operating the reart r so that 

even when take aCounnt Of fuel de.nsification, tse peak 

8 Power in any reg-ionm of th oewl o rcpru.eeA zi cran 

19 valuet 

20 . New that means tihat you, in ef fect redurce the 

] peaking, factor.. But the reason for. aI. the cocen wit. h

he'mi loonll. powIzJver peaking is thatwhen* yoma do -the ECCS 

-$ anaiysi b using qhe accepted Codes anq so as I Think 

24 R~r S tela 10 It VS t lb testified yjestede.Y, one 0t t; he initial inn :S i..- S 
r t . ,..
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I as "to that fuel rok - 3or no * th 

2 coolant aca&i: its storet- exxerqA C'ii L -,::o it ' c.-"d 

the 2 300 eae Fahretnheit. Sro -the r02c 2! intaK.  3. the 2a300 &rag,... y°o",'" ... ,,' 

.4 begin talking about the p ot: 'm'r of a :cod vt s YOU" 

'are ccncenoct witi!z'aaLin thke RUCCS an. lvs.  

6 what :d %Ntt. .. enter a. factr whiher 

7 9ma!wz it, appear that. the reak p ower n Vt IIl h.icer 

a than had initiall1y beaen 1t-hought 1 aatk the resultc i"S0 t h reason 

it -Ls' being chantged0 J's em'acf.t27.v w''hat" AC7.S addressed in its 

Iwatts "'Pay., letter, £ u gai:.n t .e '. kin 

U facto through -ic shifts th at the - r'''af E. scnses on page 36 

1i .of tictir tes!'tirony hore0 tc. 1ke er t1:'a t in the e.ver±' of 

a l.SS of cooiaxt 'ecu e, Z" h pealt clizid t..iperlature does 

110 not r *2'.Cfmci'd2 300 degreez iFahrenhe-it-0 

So it is not mezcely that peaki.r facto 4r, S c 

SG. tangental.ly related to b.t.. BCCS and f;ldei.  

they are the heart in many cespects .of b dra icson And 

"the peaking fatax has got to be at a certain level now0 in 

l ight of desfctcnin orx-~s cC see toC it thtyou nt 

20 the ECS Intexrim Criteria.  

!1 

The bnraen of th e Ba eitr axa CC.. v.s117 

V r. bin Statement is in his opinios you c'.q.4-t to cope 

with the problem of mactin'; iCoCS crite tL. by a-3 extir.e...y...  

2, different ithe, not xarly clakix|tc the .eaingn itatar 

2 Z though -the se 'sbifPter in a:lpor 0 or whAatevea'r toe e 

iii 
at



jirb3, ate t he Staf disusses on ..page 36; and t.'0-'Q92-1emely 

.per.tinent "' 
3 e ca.,as e i ens &; in t he -onten.t 0z this 

h nearing the ACRS opivion sugge'.,nts ..that the Stheff -QpnJicart 

5 approach is the wT4Org approa;oh6 an it Should be going a 

6II di fferent routeo 

So I t i c re I sno any doubt., Thecv srbmect 

8 '.uicvssed in the Watts kar" l trte. is pertinent he,.  

Now9 f:or the second question, that is, whether or 

s t. assning thiz s Ubject is pertinent0 it s appropxiat' to 
receive thco Watts Bar lette- to da?.nstrate .tat the position 

2 of the ACRS is not the the triith of it Nbt that they 

Shold .such a pcsition I ceams to M ta in the, 

seoie category as the original J'CRS letter in r in on 

02 did; "aiat so long as that's the pI-z-'pose of the prpf;_er0 

it. is an appropriate one.  

,.We all "now ,hat the flCRIS is not avai iable oT: r 

8 Oros.e -anination, and that, of couases i s' the reasoa whky 

. these lett-rs are put in in that somewovhat ,x usa. 4y BLt 

0 think it is equally pertinmext, par'tica'-, the eQbjev 

is generic0 and thereforeC what is -ai -'I Watts Da.rl.. j 

Srelated to - vary dir.lect.y V t'tat is. being done in lndian 

-point #0,o 

The Staff sta.ts .wiit a generic report which it 

then emelih-upon .r -nX Pont 'is onez-ic' repom
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.ent: into evidence, and the. Watts Bar. etter reiatetf to the 

2 cdmncluiolas an. this.~nei report0 

3. t CUma1 YaN JBmscu: Of C.c-SQ0 thae Stagffrc 

4 are here to support the generic report as well as the 

5 I ddndm You wlt rfv-acafl 2in MaxrAy of these casd-fs when theSt : 

6 has offered ACRS letter, there has been objection, th at t hey 

7 involve hearay. and that the w.' ' -A"a ' 

8 cross-examinations ..d the of'fer has therefore been limited 

9 to merely show opance with the requirent and 

io0 the. trn th of the natters hare never been accepted xom an 

'.ACRS letter 

12.-. .. 9mr. ,, O mi.,L '...N : .- , , ,.,. ri.' -a. Aum.l V m. not OfELTCi ng, for 

,,3 the trutbo but for7 the wistence of that opiniom as, reflected: 

in t.he. ietbtar 

1sf! OLAItRM_;VM JENSCU S Yes,, bu;t you seavh AR sta--nds 

in.. a positio' t anf adVisoxy to the 'Comission only., And if 

the t& ruth of the matter, asserted are to Le accepted from th.e 

jf letter, iMa sense denies parties the right. of crrsseraminatc" 

I j think th.ere is. a de vloping Program as to how far -the 

20 membears -of the ACRS are a.ailable for attendance at these 

. heatingsq, and their -.availability far tha-. 6oss _L-V in0tio,.  

2I 1 dor t think the Coxmission s vposition has wholly 

23 been established° moive'-1 think thez s, a' developin)g 

a jprogrwra in that regacd.  

2 iIthink 0tc as I ImnderstCand your of tecr- yon are( -pri)tiar-I
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:UcteeJtd. Dr. s tatecuenta which appeazs frr a 

~t 0~ri3to heletter.. I tiAnk his opinion does wsot ise 

3 any higher than if he !wrote a separate letterf 

4t M-R. ,R-ZlM'iA,.Y1)t N70.7 I ttngthat his copnnion and 

5 the letter to~Ze r -b~ relatc t thsa sa±yeston 

II think the i did not go as far as Dr. XSbx Wvflt, 

but that they e,,.,resed cont o-n an the ,.-rie *mb-e,, aea.  

8 And as I Xread tha t riefrred0 that is a waited to .  

9) decide to go as fa. as Or<o Isgbin went at th poi? ,ho 

a0 waS wi.: to say" 'don t ca.r'; -ha" your It.hgu. t a.Iys e 

of improvement ofP ECCS deS',ignxs ShoV9 n vlew, :L-s that it Ai 

inapp..opriate to change the peai'Lhc Ja&toz -to mietor thj driteri 

Sut Z -a4$ to vxake clear that ... don,- t rwally see 

any 11.....e, e m :e "h' an h o" h c-CO 

~Q p ~ . .... o? t et 
i-xaf theindan oin letter here bjy thke ACRS' ;56th 

instrnces all that is be-ng attnr-ed to slho, that he 

ACRS has done somethi..n 9g not :"at what they Claim is crct 

is In fact correCt.  

Nowt :if ',%brely c a wth th ACAS re .-ir-ent 

0 that is, that -the ACIS write a :etter is .requirmf, thes- L. , all 

I that w4muld ha.ve bean needed, and a2-. that. woaAd hve beens 

22 pe IbIe would b s .to. re "0 e-"e'e r "ta1. 0i. o 

2P3 te efact that su-c a lvte "xittsa 0 i ri of 

21, what the letter Said.  

25 ut it w en-,t fat e 0 b x~ the St nfpt; th



ijletteer inta revide-mce in order not Only to shoyv tlat it -was 
III 

3 AC,' has aproved.  

Tmt1 X. dottil_ 3 
5 saI~~~ az amnrl re, e.] P.,, ....... t- nk.=.: as f .an t h,-! 

6 a~. c~mca~sqd, hw.y zrccJv onlyOz 'Thre 

7 purpose Oli shoa., :g t~hat the co:si~ c : mp 9ied-"-, 1, 0 CA Va-e 
zmhd U YnaAt7 Of 

il hk ig Te tc-t-(, o ta-3 c-tj4-sat:, tho c trtmthzater 

I t 

*3 Bt t i li& S a ut 2isn t the 0. tt 

'i -I 

Did the ACRS sa:y I "-- and that "t , want to'm auC t the 

letters in .~or 0 to Sdc~ that -'' 24''l -,l,:ltl

17 1 SIhouia Point out by the, "ay that Applicant 

I and the Staff th roug4 fi s hience b-ave 

j ti. 01 IIR-lAW: We aren- Only Silent. !?cluevo 

no !stopped.  

22 R ... "response tO rqet for 

23 a,&rnssios which 'wee filed Some tniine zagift D 0  .a I 

24 ef erri§ o Wuatig 02 .S-e butta a "cut, gzbt ncit ll, 

kyj'bt "cute".
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if: II(Laughter.) 
MR.0 ai 1 , On April 4 i973 the A p ica"t 

3. responded within the time to our reguest for admi.s i;ionsq, one 

4 of which ,as the genuneness and authenticity of the .ACRS 

5 letter; so we on t have• any c uestion about that. It's 

I accepted as genuine t.1s accepted as authentac. And I just 

7 jjwant it i.n evidence to show that this genuine0 authentiqc 

a letter is what the ACRES said aubo t  p Problem 

9 1CAQMP-A£ N JENSCg. I think you necessarily by, your 

U statement involve the uonsideratic of the trtath of the: iatter 

asszerted. in the Watts Bar Situation it .s important in the 

It Watts: Bar praceeding, to kno-wm, that t-he ACS has wr..tten a 

t I consultation letter to the Commission in atts Bare but 

thnt-is as far as it goes°.  

t)5-t. hin3 the .ro l thaI t really c eon ns e at the 

2 o least. is whether this subjec- is of suffic2.et i 

'safety sign!ficancoe to warrant a svec-i.fic reference to the 

CoM.i ssion for its deterwination-t of whether it desires to have 

9 an ACRS letter in this proceeding. I don. t know the tecVaicle 

20 significance of reducing the peaking facters in reiation to 

2 safety0  I think there might be a qixestion of wh ther, ilf thi; 

22. were, say, certified , whether even the Appeal Boadz- could 

23 pu.prt to speat for a Commis:,on policy determilation in "1(J 

regard.  

25 If thlis xuatter has. had the donsidration t14he 

,II 
EU
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cUlmcrazntat 7 infcE'.t- has kw'4en givona to it-in tosev-erll 

2 caes ,wih ta-,Mta aazd Pcsrat Baauh1 and/ 4oWvaaaY otmr 

are' doizxg somthingC ki each o- tcs cses eairnt rbly 

itle differ'ent frm the other,, wheh-er all the ac tii:e ty "Y f 

; saiety' sign!fieaz.w 

e$An wj~~uless th-e Ccacsii'self. Say thF% is m~atto 

is t not of the enormi ty al. tb'e SIgificance t arn 

Ga." reference or does not involve an unresolved szaJE-y .- sstLon 

9 then pezhaps tie Cormission would be. idddicatin 

not desire to refer this :But I think everla- pplication and 

d any amend.nt which invowed a significant safety ...tter has 

2 1een as a matter of practice refer-ed to the Advisory 

' .Ad C I t"' C'mzmis 1 ion has to deal tith a t L- no a :t 

6 nor an Appeal lony. I .th:i5. a ,reat n .y of thecer;itcat.ons 

17 have invuolved matters wkertdnr guidar= has already bee 1.rsln 

13I by the Commission0 and within wbich scop the. Appu-e x-rd 

19 can act. But if -the Cow.,ission. has not gavexwn.udance on some 

20 m.tters0 than I think It is a.a matter for Co:- on 

22 MR S SDhN If you kct Cb,.'- lX 31'l,, ,.  

a be glad to brief the que10tion I thi.mih it :5-s at l.e.st a.  

24 arguable pinl5 that n .ot only liwod i,"9 bab 

arguably6 50 5017r whikch, the rerra to AMs f,, t4-1"dr
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views is; hot " othat iinti1t the lic...ase "issmkd 

an1 sd thi7e major changes wt.e 0 t at i t mast go bA,,tz to, Wvh: A2 R 5ZSa 

3 . But X ki g .ad to att'ess that in a b.ii~f .  

.in q ioak v;rsuls a .. h 

a ChSh a t t GoAxOn sJhecr fi of 

.7 50.59 by the Ccinrdssion-. and if o. a & h F r ian made.  

the obligation to do so n o there "s ' stc . 3.w.,' *r." 

.,ith some eplirat~inf .the reaso.-ing ,gof.  

Anti of ccaarseL So .=ma a~t th'e. yn 0 tr mm, Fa7'I~7~J 

Mr. If lrrrost;-en eugee,,t soma's infer:"'ras kx""(, e thu-'n Cca),..o 

2 h ats xiot dlsone anythi g thhat wea c ,s.*ux .mum- - O" a t t 

i3 50 B'vo-k Crtal'Ay a 1?e, Z. f th'. proposi -Ion 

t1 thiat tlhat sYrOZZI. -aot hoad ate I.t 0. 59 wre 0 -maa 

IS tha~t Xnrer apr 4 O~ ox ~b~.-isaion wcqau hare,,- toaw 

I position and states its 2:easons to wee-t t.m i 

Rtif tha. lBoA.- rd wojulC. Iikux. XuztCali clad to 

21 thQ matter anfd Iwo;Uld. o rsttk to enxp-(rezss tlv:e v.IOw of 

22 the Boar'd0 

I thirg 'hat th ere ise atr t-hath umy warrant 

alitC.tle Cmideratacn ani namy ' the viwof theaC2 ::5 kly-bc UASi o6 to the sbj sot Patc: that fov
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'd'fferenit tir.eso 

.Last ear, in J the d tW b 

both Ihe Applicent a d the Staf to iswm. a teos X 4 nbIrer 

that all fac1ors e..'i..............  

license The :Board. ,uj,= , then, .. iag "rocceings 

an crme i-c wn fcv Yorkto'a{m Heihts or Crotom-ontheAsos 

i:2C rocoeded 'to .i.... cns ' e..i. tnte e oi rOII 
aa, i.n, tca d...si o..t atoa % the L c ... i..  

ancl issued adcs o to .- I' t-or .ie U, mo is.r. sance of aL tesznar



013 uiml
xAs .fCar as we hav-5 been advised, a testing license 

has not been isudand Dh oa-rd, would like a status2 

3farort ,..r o n the Staff as to what has happened fromnt its 

original position asserted-i.n that licensing proceeding that 

all f ac-'tOrs have beem etaliished. sufficie nt to warrant 

the 4 ssua nce o2 a test'ing license.  

A possible inference, amd I don -L htnow- whethe.r 

it is & ,cowrect one or note is that soimething has arisen 

in the mind of Ithe S:ff to indicaste that the testing license 

should not be,- issu~ and the Boamd is somewhdat concerned 

that there m ight be so-zia saf ety sgni f icane 

MR. KF.% W: Sch an inference is n10t well founded 

and 1 will try to tell you why.  

H~AIRA JENSCH'I _)Lt Pie finish.  

The proceduzre is somewhat imusual, wr-i, belieOve, to 

urge a licensing board to issue a decision lr-o authorize t'le 

issuance of a License of any kind zond then have it appear 

apparently discretionary whather th~ey are going to carry but 

that decision at all unless "there are factors of significac 

that ahould aga'an be P.&fsnted to the Board for its 

cons idex- ain.  

Now, just as a Possible deavel.opment, and m~aybe 

wholly unrealistic and unrelate~d to th-iUs procse:mding, but i t 

is conceivable that; after -the issuance of saty an interim 

t%;pe of license as this testig Jicen;,7e, factors have alrI!sen

ioi;929
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-that ocast veyserious doubt vn mfhether- the licexxse 

should -issbe5 and likv~se whetk1er the factors t'e substaxl 

tiall presented. in -ihe hearJisq process to -warrant t",te 

rendition of an Interim d eision Ior su~ a. :UC.e_,s ....  

Mid the Board believes itL iE1 icmetUpon, th 1e 

Staff? to Ivtake soibs dmonstration of the ~a~~thouga 

a* wtness, as t~o why this is beig held up lqacauzse. it.  

to be -an evidertiary matter.  

M1R. MA13: 'No, I halie~ve IE could handle it

Mr. Chai_-=n.

CHARMN JENSCRi: Well I appreciate you can. u 

as I say, I think the !Applicant is entitled to a statne,~t 

on the record as -to what is. holdiri~ up th.is S-,-CNf recoinaldea 

l.icense in July of 1972? 

I think not only is the App licant entitled, to it 

batA4 th, public is evtitled tq oe-, stat(,.ctnt as Jto -whr an 

initizil decision is s et zizide and consideredq kind of a shelrf 

item,~ we willl pull' i-t down zAhen i-e ar ready.  

don't u ndcerstand -that is the nraaesr;ht h 

Comnmission conAtemrplates through the hearing, that we will 

got enough factors on the record~ and urge the Board to 

issue a license, a decision -1o authorize a lIicense. and, 

the-, sometims later th-.e Staff wv'Ill1 dacide whether-tiley want 

to issue a license, or whet.Iier thL- factors .a 'ae in fact, 

pre sent. That t-heve may b~z oth-_r things that have Corme up..

j.
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As c, seems to j thatt -bnt 

tpon the Staff aftexr, the issuance of an illtial detisii.1&CO!, < 

proceed in acCo-dance with the a- ho.-tiln o to s tb t 

stateiat -Of -y not.  
3 w.R 0  no~f thy 

kirl.  

CHAIRMAtN .-JENSCHI Y-', ' YOU RIZIF., 

M .. ARrdAw :, As"n r a " te3 sta 

the Board authorized the -.ssuance oi a etin Lcene 

the .%motnt of 20 percent" 

And in accardance ix- 1zd oi the 

Cosmii s ion , s .xules & rferred the ,0alance c'i t " p " 

for the application of 50 pr 'ent 6o the Appeal -ad f r 

its determination.' 

Sho. tly after thi i,;ce c1 the initj.a deciiO 

and pending the coem.-d-on of certain .pacc rurrnts 

which the sta Zl f if always i.nsist upon before i nss!)ag.  

any ense the m-ter of fuel densification arose. V 
At that time, and at t.he .same Lime that the 

Cltizens -Committea' for the Protection -the 

took exce'ption to -the decision of the TIcensing boa rdi i 

appealed this ,atte"t to the Appeal oard with xes-ect to 

the issaince of the testing license..  

The Regulatory Staff at La time, i. .. .  

its response to the Intervenors' exceptoine, indicate-d 

that the fuel del ..f c tioxi iVtt , tYat -...  .. . .n :oarie~r.: b a ] .a o I0



ai ariyosI at that time indicated that under no circumstances 

-was there ay problem invol-.ved ,jith respec tW testing at 

2.0 per.cent.  

4 Ho%,ev611_e alo requested that 'thke I.p a Boalr( 

5 delay .any action Concening the balance of the 30 percent 

Unti"he Staff ade a futher review and issued some 

,7 further0 report6 or testimony.  

CHAj..%.AAq JE H.f-., Did they- issue the.20 paren 

licenseo 

.MR KAIfAIM: may coni u, 1kJ.. Ch airman? 

CH I Ik',Z7 JENS Ci: Yes.  
e M~o A~h .A! - th ty Los - .as the- ApTld. t s.  

PI R XARPMAN 2V thtI te~ it Wa th3 

decision to reinsve a.I the ,'l: fraom' the Indian Point 2 

'ant.th .unpressurized fuel and retu:rn it ;fcr reb£-catio On 

IS This was sorviaiime in 'the fa~ll of the" VealI., ....  

Ootobex . 'ari not sure what it 'asi then f el did natg 

come back to the Tndian point site- ntil s-eti in F eb , ax'7 

possibly the beginning of Iarcho 

9Now WS ara close tlnd. the Regulatory Staff and 

20 its confi'iiance peoPle aglter the reinsetion of the 

pressurizersd fuel had .. i fewe outstanding itwm..which we %-7ill 

again, I stahe, l ,ays insist pon complete compliance 

3 befoke any testin g license is issued° 

24 fCWAIRN i- BNSCR May I. interr'upt? 

25 PIR. KAUMAN3 Certltainlyo
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lls 5 CHAI PjoN JENCH: We. understood in July ,that tiese 

2 little. driblet, of cipl..anco matters .ee so near a hand 

and so m:anor in character *lhat the Lc ens,: -ng Board can just 

4 hurry about its bkusiness and not worry about all these 

.87 things.  

We didm t understand there u-as a.y.hing'-- of 

course we umderstand the corm pan.pce section is going, to. be 

8j sure that the head is or the core, and some of those thingsv 

-g the.door is closed to he co t 1ament° 

.10 MR. - UUA Miner iterns~ 

.(LDaughterz.) 

12 C AN' JENSCHX Ththos tin gs we don I t e:e C a r e 

g3 .oing to require ax,%j great iibera t .on or .I "J me But e are 

n;o, as you say, near at hand. It is April now and we qare 

15 ki-nd o f f' a l bit.  hin ofgetting cn a bite, 

41 NR.KkMA\ : But the fuel wa, not rettujcned untilk 

17 a xonth ago, M. Chairman, &nd the best I can state 

18. at hio 'tim is that the information wa have received from..  

both of f i~ce of Regulatory operations, the Fesiponal 

.Hi CCm-pliane Office in New Jersey, and the Applicant, is tha 

P1 this plant should be ready to -go Critical net week. Ithink 

f2 the 19th was the date that was given to uS.  

ChAI-3AN JENSCIT": Vasn t there sOcM- letter fromi 

Mr. 0'Le ary that went something like thiss Our position 

about this, the fue. lis, it is all oight for them to go get



- but we are not. making any detc.ainaca.on as tothe 

propoed L e u se -of these prepressur •fuel rods for any.  

if Purpose itovnrZ~i4lt 

4 "i. Does that man the subject. is open in thUi 

~M.R. PJY-LFlk:Wa we" prOoo do0 PA CrChairman, 

7 is prior to the. issuance o a;rty iicense tpa feel we ee it 

0 to "the Board , sinjce the Board reviewed ze zlhLlnSalS 

' specifications before :I s) .un othe proposed technical 

S[.speciication0 bef-ore issuance of te irtial dcision 

jI relating to the t-tsting license there have been several 

proposed changqes IM the techicl s c atios whichwe 

!ntemd to serve0  As a mater of fact, 1 ha.e copies vt.de 

available so they ca be present today tfot us to issue them 

to te Board and to &h- partIs Ead indicate. that we will 

4 unless the Board finads 'a problem that we no doubt have to 

1.7 issue this 20 percent l Icense at the time that tiae pla.ht is 

physically ready to go ci'ical.  

I l believe that is the• only sigf ficaace" f 

Mr0 01olarys statement.  

CHIAI2,AN JBN ,i-{2: 1ell the only reason Z. me-ntioli.k 

22 all that was .that. maybe there is tine to subm it thi mte:: 

as. of peaking factor and de"ification to the Oo,-wission.  

I if we are getting, separate letters on. some of these fue'l 

25,h den ilfication matters from the ACS" as time .. on, they 

• . . .,



.i11 probaby be in .,he proces, of teti:rg f -- N'h. i1W.  

:0 0 .00 dys --S i Is almost as bad as 'the na n.eded to 

' e rve a paper under .the Co"a issio's vules. You add a weekeh 

" mand take. Out some days and you r=d up .+L 'h three mnth, ., 

0 x A..onths0 - have forgotten' wat tho, tota" i".  

i4:o. TROSTEN: . It is 49 dtav: nder ideal rcui 

7 Mr° thairman, and we havedoubled that as -a matter of prudenxcs., 

:8 CjAIThijM jE1SC: Xn any event there wil! be 

ad-quate time to submit it to t-he Co-yidss ion fo- Con's der.atiC.n 

on. Whether they wa.,+t to send thiz,.  

Perhaps it is sociathing thai.I the Doard wiLI have...a 

2 Cha+nCe to indicate i ts view or. la-'er and WLigh1-t suiggest., as 

13m to whether this •should b6, done) in .oodel6 to g'e !V. the 

•, CoravdiSion s policy tview of the matter.  

At this time Iet's recezsto .reconvene in t!,S 

16% room at 12:05.  

-1 • Did you have' zoeting further? 

MR ROl SIS.,- Just for r.he record, is the -Offer 

of .the letter being denied? 

20 CA. JENSCH: No, it.is b ing conside.red 

.21 in the recess.  

?2.91 MR. TROSTEN: Mr Chairman, one more word.  

23 1tad so-ething further that. T wanted 0,c ay' ': , 

X a-.-am perfectly happy to say it after the recess. i' *1 
Shope that 'the Board w+i-1 afford an oppxcr-tunity for Some
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further aunn on A., ROisman s offer after the recess.  

CHAIMAIN JEUCE": X you have something to say 

it is now or never because when v;e come back it 4.i.l be. -

MR. TrixsTi: Twell2 the egulatoy Staff hs :not 

spoken to the matter yet..  

MR.. KART.' AN I thouc".ht K did, 

C.Ari N IENC. X thought he did .  

MR. TROS.2 o Okay0 fineso 

O nad crly two thinxygs to add. One was,' this, 

lwMr. Cbafrzaxin 0 tttlie sill factot in response to ,our 

quim-.3tionm, the pe ki.,mg factor of 2.70 is 13.5 percent' lower 

than t.,e oziginal FSi .value of 3 o 2 

MR. BRIGGS: Excuse me just a mimu te .  

It is nit clear to i-a whether the peak ing factor 

was 3.. 12 or 3,2. T1hefre is a peaking, f-actor of 2 .62. thlat 

corresponds toV-e original 3.12, and it just seed to --me 

that uniybe -the 2,7 should correspond to a .3.2 rather. t.han a 

3Q12 as proposed.,



C K, yo, C t iI 
'4i 

AMj 0i ! 
,:. .A ~s-.. C5T 3 %I wii h2.v.VC to cheek t-hat, 

4MR.o TROSOVM.NN Yes.  

[ We oq"f comp teit thatad a r , e" 

6~~t to ouaferJi 

8 r really thinok that r. RoiswinV.z s offer of the ACRS 

4.o, I ltteinZ thle W atta e plroecxg Inm thi z:ced o 

the :1- itd pur2'pose of. shoimg that they have taiv opiaao k 

~ i~s Oof -a. wdieva1 th gcZa.p4aiA the moYct 

et'y A the s.-Te Soft Ct a :,t!la' that O htve seen 

hbefore. n.e re ivr,, -Roiws i ham offered rtcgmeats xm t r 

of z m1 .314 that 0r. Joees has t-his opiniot -= not t he 

PLpurpose of showing that you should believ-n Dr 3otz.es h bat jnsi,.  

It that -.O JonYes has that opiln ..  

Moy he of feris0.1 it r10 so t","

t.t1 -tiRh of the •mat-ere but ji'tt to show• tehat thm ACES has'this 

• Aion- ad think t-hat this is sp7hist:x-y0 Z Chaira,.; and 

0 s go-ing to confuse the record a g, at deal, 

An6d. I thIM- ott the -r ,old r. , for 

22 that. -ppwpoSC a 

CI~iA~ JNSCH At this time 'let usrees to 

recoa';ne :inr this,. zoo a12 W.0 

25 
24I,~ vee ¢' ""



The Board ha,: gi; e 

matters i"we discussed prior to tho recess q-. Tt' IO'5 of 

the zr eCor '.\ .-te oh. ko a.d argwa as P. rnd. tnefd = c 

T Z.he objec'tiors are O.sttLaed @s to Eshibit: A-.o 

k IL .. p.ccer. •Y n"t cr 

:10 1 would !.ke to- direct, .he ....ffs atention ow 

jte. Dpsifioatoa.t- '',t0 Page 439. Page A9' .Js a 

crorn. aleab r at t Uzt z iaa to cr 3.  

estimates based ukan cGcd. 21i=hwfl3 tiipcOature .  

V 4 diff enrtiale ad tl mot-, 

Mist Can YOU., teli Ie n, i uth -act to Indian. Pto 

2 Col-2n 1:oy .n y please do rat. talk ahovt Colmw"m' 2v 

11/ IColwtv. IOnly *~~Ciadis Fii&Mai Tisrane the 

SIclade, nq xmi&-waii ge ea LLr e for Indian Loinbt '~A? 

In wkr.ch one n±f these v rnyg Ie it fml I e Is 

start wiith tat' abov'e wKdch fiwozle? 

2I I A (Fir. Sts"lod G25 

Q Above Z35 

A That 0 3, correct.  : That would bI s. ject to che1° Iftis is vey' 

•?2Z importan t tee wii: do it It CP,,
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IUl tma&2 it could ha0 ai4'iongfr~i befreo wy, ;: ha 

let fn 5212m wht it is I wuant to do0 a ,d sea hn .tzx i at. a1l 

*wa cam:d t-his.  

.he items listcl in Colina 2, Presslre D 't'inerental ai 

inaas-uc as 1:e knwthe design cpertInq press~ceitrIin 

Point c*2 wi.yA! inevitably involve m king it hnown t. all the 

nopi. that are sitting in thi oo t the nitial pr.... .s....  

atio -is -n the Indian ?oint 0,2 2 rs 0 P 

wh-ichl the 4pp.i. '... .cozntei& : r4zd thhe Sta Kro! ?4 C an iel ha s.  

aepted0 is a Wstin,1i71onse proprietaryr: figunnehIQv mch m.  

] e a rod is repessrise 

Wh at 4I Tant to 'do in -to take,7 thoiip uhm.tc, and f ind14 

oet wit. some greater refinement than wse get. in, Colu,'M 3p the 

tme to collapse, it " aj j'5d " eCrng c , l 0r.g 

2, during cycle , e cetora0 witho-vt alch mo...e .refirnlI, 

than that.  

And since the Staff has made 'a jmdmgment that "the 

core ill not collapse dxing cycle I at all" I am -rying, to 

get the basis for that conclusion in some mcre deta l.  

Niow4 unless someone has a- suggestion X a tre

any way vae7 cam dsc.-ss that inatelligently and not evcal' 

inferent.ally to the clever spies here fzom the other fuel 

rod mnufacturers who we have all soon in the aI seeen.ce in. tim' 

not be able to comipute b ck ,hat w-s the :nitiai pressuri.atler 

of the f.el rods. Bt if anybody has got a suggestion0 I z
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aLl for it.

S 
I 

a.  

.3 

26 

14 

58 

!3

T dq no. w.a 'a in ca.ra.  

not. oilanenging 4a!,thm'zith I co 0 t.qe s2t te cozC-dluxsiota 

-- that that figure is proprKietary r 

So Utb~fl w mt3.r? 0,ngo and' von c~!a~a~r 

thev.' why I w"ond like to get the Spsc"Ii'igure here0 if 

thIs chart cal be m,.de-, r sif1.z 

Was a ca2culation d.one it i 0 Lich .- y.oa k tthe (3ea.  

claddIing mid-1wall te~ In tn te linal -ns. uredifari"l 

and decided at ihat bi . cladding wouA o'ir? 

A This chart ould never ha .eade s nfio t.o where 

it w'.Onld apply di'ectly to Th:,xdian Point. V TI 2,,he w.le 

pumpose of &he chart is to juw;t iilua 'tate for the parartet -er' 

.o asenitivity k t is rta 24 V. to be 1.  

rel:Labie, predict©= Os " o .r •slit 7sol m-rclaR~m redLc.,.o. tar hath r..k, appen tin . , ny speOCi:iC 

Q Well 0 did yo. Cdo a .etaled i o oll:apse.: 0stLLt 

for Indian Point 02? 

A (Mro Ross.) The did not.  

As ue said uostey. ,hen we ehd Po-Ant L2leh -!",2, 

we id Calculations, and these are dissed o, p-age@.  

Q Page 26 of. wlhat? 

A . 2.6 of the additionozl testimony by the Staff,. that 

was filed yeoterday, for Indian Poin. O2 

As we said ycstcrC '-Iy,~ oar. cal cula;ticas on Poin.-t rjcar



i.  

4,pt l~sa th WUIE Code whI4.it is xautioyem2 ciagse 25 to, mw~ 

a sA3at -Calcul~ao for tncDt to crY&1as35se forI ;16ham POit 

. I having a lIttle trouble with thato.  

G o 7 C),di d yo0u i n C7aw w,,heav the- t m to rOc'U.zv would 

7 be w-thouit , having d&,ne a separate calculation? IA IThe Asplicayrt-- COn'-MM7  _v),itti mcaculte 
uasizg the sae oechniques that. wae had verified on Point Beach 

11~PJ ~ as ein :~ce cnsevatveha h Stan"- a -i a I 

I I techniqu. Since w have .-- r" ly revoke .e'z thod on 

12 PoLnt Beach #2 02 6 found it alc.Z-nale t l fo.d 1 e .tjYy 1Ozi, 

15 thoer&?ore acceptzable for Thdfian Pont "D%2.  

?4j 0 was You~r anzl.22L's at POint BeachL 02 a qezriq 
- , z. ..P r , 

1.S janal ysDis that proved the reliability of tba. rethod f= 

than, !Poely 'e one pediect.c.,on usod? 

In other words, did you have in effect o e a.ta 

'I 115' point9.. One Prediction fox One ilpant uhich shaweedreatvl 

19 good Comparison betw~ren t G BUCK0L code anct. a Wec til.jhcuee 

cod ~ordoyou have man7 Omamrples where you ranu a teQst an 

21 ca. a prove that BUCI.E • and the Westinghoaze code cicl coe .  

22 out essenti a1.y the samme? 
zA -oe nearly the latter..  

24 We ran what wae would call baemcasep and n.  

25$,Yj KKZVSe~stiVIty Cc 'aipto2is tcc
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1~ai,. jd or-,e.te the~vcS:L~ aa 

the eaii ixical information t-at substtated the m%1en xcxc 

oixt... .Beach #2 wmas also apjlicable to Indiam Point B 2 o Ty 

that ..- e refrerred to the im"a "ait :La fual rc"ld -"rrIT " and 

exposure conditions.  

Q Now, is (e chaxrt on page 49 of the Fuel .i,, I De 

'cion Report, does that utilize the BUCKL Code to set the 

Sens:tivity analysis done there, or is it : -amthim2 elme? 

I am aware that that car-L Is a1 dir•ct a09Y tOhe. R 

akn draft report that the Staf received on t"is j 

But I don t have information as to what co& ?-e u'ha , o:n was 

any coda used? 

a (tir0 Steilo0 ) s &bjelct to ciaccv Vm 'a karCivl 

Ce'rt"'in that the code used to -rive at t"he ;.ti-e" o was t.e 

Q. The .. unbars On page 49? 

A The numbers ou page 49.  

x don~t hrappen to have a copy oi the lettez with 

me, and I will need to check it. Oate over the luncbhotr .  

Q No, for Indian Point 2" I inotice t-hat the. chart 

on page 49 refers -to a ast flu mate of 5xi w..t 

going through the whole thing, what is the fastl Lut level 

of ,Infdian Point A2? "'s it highr than. ta fig, 

than, or the sam?
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fat A (Dar. Ross.) ItWs ay understanding that the peak 

fa,t flmt would be or the order of 3X101 o..  

3 If I could give that sb. bj e' c t a chock0 a!?3o .  

• *a .:f I understand; coxrrkctlyc. the rC210--

SA Qualitat.-Alva'ly yes.  

7 So that for "-axpoe ss ofh.,sf chr t,. t Ae,. ' n! be 

Same-,:ift. iyo w' OIN. fo the pe~ak fast x : lit 

-.. i h ieailaOi ac a,++,, either a.''il in th e •cyclez 

h .it s.ys 1dirfirn .qthe cyieo" or tonivab.typ in an 

eare.1 a as a r-ult of raising that peak gast fitzz; 

.12 is that correct? 

13 A Mo.re or lesSo 

4 i m a little hesitzrat to say you can jufxj2 cycles 

and that' s why I answrevd qualitativelY becme t h ere are 

16 more factors than fast fl.: at work. And tihe zelative 

7 importance of. the fast fZmr changes as tb.e erpozuzre ta-.PeIatuE 

2,9 It could veill be that at the hig'har temperatz'On you could 

1.9 ra the calculation at 51=i13 ad rEun it -gain at 0.X-013 

20 and you would not see any ,'iange on thiso, chart because the 

_P? flux is 'hot dominating thie nupYrtr any ..,... °It would be 

below th ,t1hreshold of sensitivity in t"Cervm of eng4.a;.ne r-O.  

PI significance. But the Lremad zs that w ."' -r1v ihert is 

pA one pat, ouat of a thowusand0  don't know withou-t doing: 'he 

25 calculation.
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OW a.v vou tell tm ,in. the qa0 lcu"a ion.""'s f:o 

1t V "in . that b

i2zn NIO at-.St , a in that Life id tey modic

j coliapse? 

I 

8 

19 

203 

24 

22



is ebA On page 2-1 of the Api-tca Ciep0oZh Fuel 

2_ Lk~n~ification IP Joan ' 1730 for. Reago, n the e ..  

greater than 21 , 000 effe-iva full. pte.r hours w i.,2 has a 

6 Q .! right.  

7 f- do I und rs"I axd ,hat the essence of the. state-.  

P r, ent 1.ii the lst, pagr aph on that page _4ithot .  

~nzato eh n;w i".1 braoketz thI.OC;. iz -Cro -, 7"ta 

is that &n exam:.,tation. o! the Point eah No 1 emm_ - a de' 

to varify the va..].ditv o- the T!e ' at 41s a e 

12 diction Vas nmad& as to wi.Lw Wtigounthonb heP11t 

Beach NOo. 1 coe wa.ld flatten, and it xas s~ qiegy 

- '0-0served ot to have flatteaed at that. tiat- is that o.oect? 

A It is that tt one point i ac , 

it i. 'Certainmly not the iata pointg the ,211y. data Pij..t; .1th11t: 

ThatW s whnt I was goi.g to ask neath..  

E9 ". t e MS of ind exing %'e calcuat.d.Loas' :, a uS,%. g 

20 oI th -3 I don t know '4at Westing' 

21 same acronym, Y. ass ue m- what. are the. othenr data' Points 

2 not. the ntber for it but how many other reactors. operate 

for how many otb.e hours and so for'th o Pr4uce that data 
M . .. d ., ..  

A (Mr. Stello) Tbze aze .veral data i,.s a r 

25 a ha , dozenp as I recall. TIM speci.ic reactor5 i, the
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SPc.f-cconditions I would need o 1;0 3-loo: up.  

Q u' somethin like zlix? 

A I need to look u. Aad Fo through the 1ist a d 

count reactors by name is the way I understaod the q uetion; 

0d do I under""tand

A Many , Ie-ny? 'eactcrs of the order o9 a 

ha. -L, doaen o QDo..I .1under'atand " illa wa don .. ....her 

Was identified. .the go i the " 0 was 

ide tified, a code m.alvyis was ruda * tc d rine V,,- h. the 

code predi-ted ehat t1wat poxtiorl of the core ifuf d oi Collapae, 

subsequently it was determined by exeminat-ion when it d4 ' 

collapse or if it did c" and the alCged co ":rvatisrn 

of the Calculation was thea 'Checked against th'at obsercid 

result, agaist the pr.s-dici"td rvasult? Is t/lat essentiallv 

Vhat happened? 

YTes. Coiparijros- As- I ude:zs-tarxi tm %-esti 

conParisons between the code and e-vei ence- Cade Ccula " 

io.Fs were made for the conditions to which he fuel ' 

su-jected and coarozxed to the Inf or.mation taken from th/e' j .eactor . That s Xat I understand your question to beo 

This nov7 was aleo done for of ceep 

rate. for literally thousands of data points where creep -ra.  

was maas= eQ. as a
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eb3 Creiep rate be,.n' one oR the ,actors that i's in 

2 t ce hicho you are predi ctingy in order to ultimat 4y 

priedict cla~d cia ~i hti' 

41 A Trvice 

arejQoaa. -e Of anyton.a of W vtingho s 

apr :ictiono of coiiiape time caiculr: tios by my. Sttef or 

ABC iontactre nwnin)ti:: CsnCOSira wO ."e 

8 direction wre fot,d to eist - L-110se anaayse3 QnCd the 

9 analyses that W..tiang u.e was doing of clad Collapse 

In Other %: o rE is' there any data known. to the 

Staff where Westi-.nghouse mode hza-s not .. e. .  

to as xnalysis done with a dilfferent modelv not proven to be 

aI c.nservatise as tlX.- other model 'would. be? 

MR1. &\RMt,1.2q CotaV!r we have the quiestio- read back 

pleasen the .eporter read £ron the racoir 

• ' as eesd }" 17 

7 as reqeS.ted, .Te speciic ans0r is ae don't 

know for SuWe.. Ia. have not bye d0.Jar ewaya 

has ttt Stello. Bhe -. , "i... 1" ,a 

comparing the Staff techniqus 7UCiL20 . against. n-h pople0 

inc lviding Westing:house 0 

Now- this is just o-ing wo -he repors 

discussed yesterday. It was lpart of the V,,Oxk aoscribed i n 

the letter from P L to Il r& Rbanstet.. .We ca710not .discuss 
d-
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eb4 j tho restlcts of this oa-going twork becau ' havc not IM 

..I viewad it. So have the calculalA.Ions been do.ae? ey a r.e 

being done. tha do -h"y show? Wee haven"t rcevieted it.  

4 BY MR. rADISSMAS 

Do you know0 does tlhe Westincouae 

A (r. Stello) I thInX Mr. Ross said we, had not 

reviewed calculations and x don t beli-eveh' mzant: that iri 7 

the cot-ext of calculations previo.sly done for te variz.s e 

cases, Those certainly we hav ev ewed.....  
Cl 

J On the. basis of the caicalztions that, for ex 
1were done for the Point BEa4ch case showed that our Calc 

2jtions predict-0 in na- consevativa relative to the 

I jj Calculations performed by Westinghouse. That is not to s:a' Y 

IS that some ca lculati o in the developetal stage oa ab &ce 

which could or could not be known to u may have predict--ed 

I. some different result. I donet tbhink we can even addresS 

17ap01nt 

Your qxstion was very. very broad an'd rr. a:re 

I x tying to address it in a .ry hrod sense. Those:calcvx

[ lations we finally conclude. we. appropiate for the 

various cases which we have e-paminedo he answerIt your 

I question is in no case have wef oun.d a pro lem uhere 

Westinghouise has not, to our satisfaction, resulted in a 

conservative calculation.  
_o ,4z' - Si s .'; begCin wi'th 'p -7-1.urp 

5Q Does the Westinghouse anlyi begn""t .gu 

II
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f~.eth initial o'va-ity of , preid. zod? 

Q !s that initial aovalfty 'consistk-ent wi'th% viv1at to 

done' in the MOTME code or inconsi stet? 

A (MIxo 3.ss) It zmiqht be or it id:ght nwt t i .  

any dase it doesn't matter for the following reasono

The MUCIME caiculati.. vases initial ovality in a 

certain calculational techTiqueo T-he Westinghouse date is 

in, exed or uses the initial ovalitv in more of an ack-rica.  

mannr such that it is not as .Impo.-tan't to them as to what 

the ovality was as it is to BUCNK .Q" 

w en W sta:.f -Uns a BUCKLE cacula tion 

we 'will use data ftom vendors, fuel. vdars or from appli' 

cants on initial ovalit -- to consider the iman-ad standard 

deviation of that panwmetear 

Q Is that m outr neti-mats- or ulactl 

measured ova.Lity of a selection of fel rods, do you kn&? 

A . knot . It is meawz.edo 

Q Ad do you knowi hos many rods out of -- hat is 

it? Some 40f,000 in this rieactor? are initially measured 

to determine ovality? 

A NO.  

Q Do you knc., wuil! the ovality of a Xod diff.er at 

different places of the Sams red? 

A It can, yes.0



-Do you know hetier te ovality m'asu 'mets 

that wae mad.e with rcsmect to .the -ndin Point N. 2 fuel 

were mieasurements ads ov r the total length of the roas 

selected, or at selected points "n the elected ",? 

* ~ m A o-;: 53ed &out x asr m ts for I1p I. th 2.'Lrj 

e stated yprviously we did not "nmr a calculatio 9 or tih t 

7 plan-t.  UO l 'eh t t you had said that Westinghoire 

61&Ld that it did incorp~orate Ovality into its cod 0 -and I 

w-ass asukinq Wehat Ovelity they Ixco3m1oratqdj and taerhap's 
ex sippe'd.: a B.tep.  

'2 Did they incor-poirats ovality into 1ndi.- Poinat 

NO. 2.6 based Upon Tasu:nzso:Eia VmtW %j 

fafuel rods? 

r5 CSAoIRtt?'sg JECa Is this somsthirw S'a

Scan supply -to -the tanrd the Staff can gdxa am n"..1 

on it? .. ~nc 
17 o 

P0L UDSMMTN- Part of '~htImtz"yin; cfid 

36 the natre •of the Stafs rview o this pyroblem t.  19 

20 lirAn they w-re ort to amez r -to so me extz.tsat 

.SS SS Teir method that wve :eva..ve,,S Or 

poain t Beach 2 oIs f% -c1-, axwd iti ox dr 

if 
'!standing9. -thath "[7hey did -not chmmqe that eto .  

• wi; did noth Spficall.:,,- ',, aswk er' =n 2:1...esi 

di ou cange Your met',o anino."ell ws'?..
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eb? j BY~t 10~ RO ISl'IN 

24 Q It would be a, good general qesti.n to ask, 

In the method0 does .t. involve the cfaeokinq of 

each point along the ,od for ovality- or onl o'ch g 

6 A (tro pmms) Tle xpethod is along the iength 

202Zn-er words 0 it. s a contiuous 

& al "the -ay eltw? 

A T'e instrument is Called a profll.1omater 

10 and It goes arou-nd and dovmn at -the samle tie°."-t spirals 

adown the rod.  

S Iesa.  

Asd iS there an average ovalitv t.ken fcc each 

rod? Is. tbat how tey factor it into heir ecquation dCa yo1 

16 A It is my tVndersta n.ing that the ovality is defined 

ns outer dianoeter man-im minus outwr dianeter miflimuaxt.  

' don t know that you would call that an a erage Or not. 1 

19 believe Z ;-Yould not call it an average&O 

20 Q That's all right. Your explanation ...s-

2 c Clear without the use of that tern

22 Westinghouse has stated in lat rzeport on Indian 

23 Point No 2 that the Region 2 and 3 fuel whi'ch is desi.ed 

2 to a density of 95 parcent i-s assumed to have at -least 
24 94.3 and that is to be sub-seotuently verizfi.ed by actua.lly



ebS i da~cking the P'lets :or that reglono 

O~yn t St belev yu Esie d yesite.rday that tihe 

numbers are siv.; ewailabl. O h- ump~i i.a '%ya' 

not prop'ictaryo can you tell e what is the act-al " 

as measu!-d on the 55lecte d Sanile f0 i",eion 2. a 3 

S Indian P~oi~nt WO. 2? 

7 A1es hc.wye iicza cite c do.  
S ~ A Region 2 ' 9...  

0 V pat page? 

10 1 refLering to Table 3.2. It doesn~t have a 

,, page -nw-bler .  

Q have it. Ak-, rig.t.  

En 1 , Now Region 2 again? 

En d 15 < 

211 
22 

* 23 

2A, 

*
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94S52,, Region 3 is .94.3.  

q Those figi.res are, j ust to refresh mrcoletion 

pDresumably 95 percent accuaate using thexaspt ation m;:tA1ods, 

saMple technique, as that mean for the vshole ref ;on, or not.  

A. Tht s he average° knd Vyou -Vo III ,1S.9 't he 

term 50 percent, 50 percent of the pwet.. Wou, d be arove 

avnd 50 percent les 

OL Then this 94.3 or 94 5 2 ? 

.& That i.s " ght.  

A. w !. S Tello°) As I understand some info nation 

obtained yestezday from Westinghouse Corporation, t..he.se 

ipeas.rem.n.s, were based on sampiLng rather large population 

of pellets... And as I recall, the number was 24,000 pellets 

in each region were Used to arrive at 

I am sorry, in each region? 

A. £ In each region in contrast to the naber gavz 

yesteaday, which s an. appoximately correct nuzdJelr for 

Poiht Beach.  

What I was referring to is 1000, and based 

qA the information, the two sigma variation 70 U od 2I' 

to ccnfi Cm that thiere was no pellet outside o£ the two 

sigma vari 'tiono 

In the sample at " Pont Beach or the. sample at-

'Vile sample at Point Beach, that is what.. .. aid 

yesterday and I am confirming. x said I needed to check it,
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22 

24

and' a m taking this apportumilty to indicate thalt those 

nuaa--C-rS are correct.  

All right.  

NOW, directing yo-ur attention t7o 3'g 34 ot 

thd Westinghouse reporit on Fael Desiicatin for indian 

Point 2, look atthe third paragraph on the page, the four th 

line thereo~f. The sentence begins --01 I am sorry, t:h e figt~h 

'The FArlier Selction Of ierfuel 

densities for ragqions 2 and 3 was based upor. a 

conservative interpretation of fixel suralli& daa.  

Rei.-nterpretat ion oi- this data, aa, well. as new dt 

Indi-cates that sellIng is not asa strong a fivict0 on 

of density a's ex-pected during the three fuel qycles~ 

The higher fuel .densi'ties for regieons 2 and 3 fLoy.  

thei replacement core will MIniizi e the pot'rentical 

adverse effects of fuel densification which Ydisi--ssed' 

in reiference -2." 

Did you evaluate the data upon which Westinghouse 

reached its canclusion that it cauld now get rid of an earlie: 

conservatism involviz, fel swalling or the biasis for gettirg 

that conservative interpretati-o:n of filil swelling? 

We have and continue to -e-valuate a ta f!ro 0M fuel 

with respect to sweling and all other matters..  

Wev and our consultants,. ha-ve reviewed this



=iu3 I particular as-pect of the problem and have convinced ourselves 

2 that their interpretation is a correct and valid one. That 

3 the earlier concern for swellIng, and hence the tendency to 

4 go to lower densities, has been changed based an in:Fraation 

nawi available, the data base ofE consi dering allino'aon 

So we are con firming that we have la fact 

7 reviewed it and are convinced that -I*t is call, right to 

Increase tht dens-ity to these le-vels.  

C41- you itell re what was the vprobleie, or the 

feared orob~lam with fuel swalling that required the 

conservativa' interptetaition? 

12 The orig-inal concern was that fuel would have 

to be iknuactureed -to relativellodnite toc ;at 

the elfects of swelling based on data available a numbar of 

13 years ago.  

And this, I might add, wa&z a relatively high 

17 burnup fuel' 

Recent information obt-ained frwom rzeactors ancd 

addi tional experimental proagrams has now shmwn that this 

20 concern for s-yellIng was not a valid oae.  

QL Are Y.utl~ g about fuel pellet swelling, or 

fuel rod I lling?.  

23 Fuel Pellet.  

Does jhj data show that the fuel was not sweliz-g 
2.4 

23 or that some adversa .consequence anticipated as a .-Osult cxf
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3.  

20 

24

sweling, was not occurring? 

. ' It was not swelling as much.  

Now does the new data itself have in it some 

conservative assiniption regarding possible problems of 

fuel swedLjng or have you now just completely eliminated i.t 

as an item on which conservative assumptions are required? 

AL I am going to have d-If.'culty in. I dont 

widerstand -

CHIUAMN M.-SCH: Till you speak a little loede.r, 

pleaseo., : " , 

W ITNESS STELLO: I don't iderstand what you mean aG 

an item for w'hich conoervative assuxmptions are ri.ired.  

BY MRo ROISM-: 

W-ell I take it that initially a thoucnt -

prediction was made that the pellet might swell and that 

swelling, if it did occur, would be a problem.  

In order to raeduce the possibility of that 

swelling,and correct m at any place where I don't understand 

it correctly, the pellpt was made less dense initially and 

this was a w-ay of offsetting the possibUilty of swelling.  

Now an I correct t'u5 far? 

A. (Mr. Stello.) Yes, in principlea.  

But let re make a comnient that will, perhaps, 

make it clear why I am having difficulty with the use of 

the word conservatism in this regard:
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1 What we need to evaluate for understanding 
rm5 

2 what densification is doing in terms of performance of: the 

3 cores is the gap conductance. The gap conductance is 

4 sensitive to the distance between the pellet and the clad.  

5 So, if one had a very high swelling rate as an exampie, 

6 and he might thinX that was the conservative thing to do, 

7 he would have to proceed very carefully because what he 

8 is actually causing to happen is the gap between the 

50 pellet and the clad' to close at a fas-ter rate and hence cause 

10 the gap conductance, based on th&itcalcuiation, to be a 

11 higher value.  

12 Now I want to make that cormnant and make you 

13 understand that that is one part of the model necessary' to 

14 evaluate the gap conductance in a fuel rod and it needs to 

I5 be modelled properly with the end result, i.e. the output 

16 of the model, the gap conductance being-calculated ill an 

17 acceptable .manner.  

18 The constituent parts then, one has to be very 

19 careful about deciding they are or not conservative and 

20 you need to reserve finally that judgment, until you look 

2 at the output of that calculation.  

22 . (Mr. Ross.) There is something that still needs 

23 to be added.  

As the fuel swells and contacts the clad, and 

25 if it kept on swelling at that rate, the clad would eXpand.
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it would expand first what is known as elastically, and 

then when it got to i.ts elastic limit, it iould flow 

plastically.  

The old way that is referred to here, refers to 

referred to here on page 3-4, is based on a criterion that 

the clad should not expand more than 1 percent. It should be 

its total strain, which of itself is not a safety limit 

beyond which you have tusatisfactory fuel performance.  

So when you ask us what are the effects of fuel 

swelling, and if it swelled in a certain way, the deleterious 

effects previously mentioned are clad expansion.  

(X In computing the peak temperature for.rods 

adjacent to rods with densified fuel, has consideration been 

given in the total analysis that is done here, say on a 

loss of coolant accident, to the deformation, short of 

collapse, of the densifying rod? 

A. (Mr. Stello.) Yes.  

Can you explain to me how is that done? 

Does it differ with time, or do you make, like 

you did with fuel dqnsification, an immediate assumption 

at the beginning, or what? 

. The effects of a collapsed rod with regard to 

calculating the peaking associated with the collapsed region 

is incorporated whenever the first rod is believed to be 

collapsed. That is, if we think a rod has collapsed in the

10,958
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nm7 ! corethen we assume that all of the rods would have been 

2 collapsed, and it is a step change as you have described.  

3 We go from either calculating void to exist -- that is a gap 

Swithin the rod, and a gas to be there. O r a case where this 

5 space is filled with water.  

6 It is one or the other.  

7 All right. But my question was, assuxg that -

8 and maybe you have answered it and I just want to get it 

9 clear.  

10 But assume:.that the rod, in fact, does. not operat 

11 in the sense that it starts off with initial ovality, bombs 

12 along for 10,000 hours or so, and then, whammo, collapses.  

13 it is slowly moving from its initial ovality:"to 0 
14 a condttion of what you call collapse, is that correct?

15 (Mr. Ross.) Your picture is not quite 

16 correct for this reason: 

17 .. There exists what is known as a c'i.tical ovality 

18 concept that where the rod becomes so oval, then it will 

19 go ahead and squash flat. Now visually you can't tell the 

20 difference.... 

2 QL The difference between which? 

22 A. Between an initial perfectly symrtetrical rod 

23 and a rod which has a critical ovality.  

24 So in terms of calculating the flux spikes, flux 

25 peaking and that sort of thing, the amount of water just
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before collapse is essentially that that it was at the beginn.  

of life. There is no half-squeezed shot, as you are thinkini 

or.  

YOU say it is essentially, and I guess the only 

thing I would like you to do now is, can you tell me some 

number of you know, a percentage of the total amount of 

water additional in the area, as between the initial ovality 

and the ovality just before critical ovality? 

. We can give it to you in terms of diameter.
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L Olkay that is fine.  

A. Start with an initial outside diamneter of .431, 

the oval shapa: WOUl& bb on the order of .3 S, about a A40 mili 

or thereabout depression in ovali-ty.  

So the mew diamreter ruould be the m~'inimumn would be 

on the order of .39 inches, and then. beyond tiat you twould 

predict -- that~s ax, approximate nunber,. BUt if you Ilook at 

what we call the Omajor axris" this rod has been-deformed 

such that it' s pushing soire mare water c111t,. so the total amnount 

of water would. be very nearly What it was to e in with.  

Q Now walen it collapses, i..what do you end up with, 

then'T Does it literally collapse to be completely flat,, .or 

does it still have so-me -- weil,, I guess what I would li ke.  

you to do is ccapare for me the amount of area in a cross, 

section of the rod thaim is displaced when a rod it only oval ami 

not collapsed, coxpri±ed to the amount when it is collapsed? 

A (Mr. Ross.)- My info=.atioxi is that it is 

co tact-; it's ilat; it doesn't sit there as a -mall oval 

cylinder. It would be. mostly all water now excopt for the 

rnterial taken up by the claddin.g.  

9 Well# in th is case, in other words,, by the thiclmeisz 

of the two sidoo of thei cladding, they have now flattened out 

FAll the wyay? 

A Which is about .024 inches.  

14R. ROISM~A.M: I have no more questions for Uie
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Staff, and I have no questions orthe Applicant.  

2 Cg-uRt41kj jE.?ScHI:Do the Applicant have any.  

3 qdedtiqns of tha Staff? 

4 MR. TROSTLE1: Mir. Chaiman, tie will probably have 

5 some redirect. Perhaxps we can do it after lunch? 

6 CKA. AMN JENSCH': Reirect? 

7MR. TROSTEN: Im! sorCYo cross; exus me.  

8 CM\IMN JENSCI*: Very well.  

9B4efore we go to lunch, wea have some questions onh 

10 elviro~ne-tal matters we vaoules like to subWit to the Applicant 

11 and the Staff.  

12 MR. B3RGGS: There3 just one area in which 1 

13 think it would be helpful if the Applicant and the Staff would 

14 provide some additional infoz ntion.  

15 it has been my iwderstanding that ona the quastion 

16 of fish stockinge at the Appl-i7cant is considering 

17 the feasibility of stocking the Hudson with fioh that arev,-may, 

18 two-to-four-inches in-i1iothr to replace the fish that would 

19 not arrive at this langth bcause of the killip-9 of larirae 

20 and eggs that would pass through the plant.  

IAnd also to replace fish that vuould be impinged on 

2z the screens.  

23j It has also been my impression that the nux-be r of 

S fish that arrive at this lenigth, progressing from eggs through 

25j larvae to a length og two-to-four inches, in tihe abeence of
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any damage by the plant is in the number of some miliions, 

let's say ten mlllon fish.  

3 Now, first, X wuld like to'get some iaea of 1?hethey.  

4 this is ten million fish, or a vastly different number', because 

5 in the Staff's question of Dr. Stevens the other day that in 

6 the Staff's infoxmmtidn supplementavI testimony that was given 

7 to us yesterday, there is a suggestion thiat the number of 

8 fingerlings that would have to be provided is on the 

9 order of half a billion, and the difference between half a 

10 billion and ten million is so large, that I amuld like to get 

11 some better information on what the Applicant thinks would be 

12 required, and what the Staff thinks would be required.  

13 111R. TROSWTq: Mtay I just have the size: range? 

14 You are talking about the fish that reach a year old, shall we 

15 say? And I also wanted to have the size range fish we were 

16 discussing.  

17 MR. BRIGGS:' Well, as I say, it's my impression 

18 that the Applicant would propose to stock fish in the size 

. range of two-to-four inches.  

20 MR. TROSTEN: -Rght.  

21 MR. BRIGGS: And>this is the size range that I 

22 am concerned with.  

23 It is not clear to we from the Staff's analysis 

24 whether they are considering in the stocking of fish that size, 

5 or the stocking of larvae in the half billion niutier.
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I But in any event, I would like the Staff's 

2 impression of how .ma y fish of two-to-four inches would haye 

3 to be provided to compensate for the, offact of. the plant; 

4 the Applicant's impression of the same nluber, and then see 

5 hw this fits in with the testi onoy that has been provided so 

6 far.  

7 DR. GEYER: I would like to ask the Staff witnesses 

8 a question to' clarify what seems either to be a mistake or 

9 1 don't Lnderstand it, on paye 10,785 of the testimony. T,2he 

10 last answer on that page sayso, 

" RThe standard deviation was .5'" and that 

12 between a two sig=a below the mean and two sigma above the 

13 mean, one would eapect 'to find 95 percent of the py'llets.  

14 1 don't have a statistical table here, so I don t 

15 know whether that is correct or not.  

16 Thenp over on page 100788 the statement was made 

17 that none of what I presume were the 1,000 pellets observed, 

is were outside two siqmwa 

19 Well, this is a statistical impossibility, it appear 

20 to me. If it were 50, you would expect to find 50 outside.  

?I WITNESS STELLO: What I referred to on Point Beach 

22 -- the number is near 1O00 pellets were tested, densities 

n. were measured, and they were plotted as a relative fkequency, 

24 and to construct binomial distribution; and the mean value was 

25 calculated from these. And if I look at what was the
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two sigma deviation, and 

2 DR. GfYIERz How did you get the- two sim usinig 

S the data on the 1,000 pallets? 

4. WITN9SS'STE§LLO- Corract, from the 1,G00 pallets.  

5 B~ut wihen I now* look at the calculated -- the 'stand4r 

6 deviation, take twiice that" value, thten I look "' this ahart, 

7 there is P-0 pellet tat fell outside that regjion* 

8 No the reason i.s we are goint.) from the -actual 

9 physical data to the thoy of stut-istics, and Maybe Mr. ~s 

10 could eplain that more fully.  

11 Mr. Rose is; indicating that it is e~xplained Oil

12 is? -- on 10,787.  

13 DR. GEYER: If 95 paercent of tzem fall inside 

14 this, five percent haVAr to fall outbide it.  

15 WITNESS STELLO: In theory, not necessarily in 

1b the physical measiwoments. If you will give ma a moment I 

17 wiell try to find the actual table, the binomial distributioin 

18 fbr Point Beach, and show you that on that table, oneS of thie 

19 pallets did in fact fall ouaidc, that region.  

20 DR. GEYER: Well, check this out a nd he suare that 

21 you're right on it, bocause it sotiads like it's impossibe.  

22 WITNESS ROSS.- Well, what I said an 10,787, I 

23 tho ught took. care of it,, was that as you proceed away from 

24 the menu-, one, twio or thi-ee standard deviationsq the &istribiltj 

25 was no longer norma1.
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DR. GEYER: Well I nderstand that

2 xTiESS .RSS. S .there s no .Peasou to SuIprpose or 

3 suspect that just bec-ause youmre, two sigrma deviations, ai.ay 

4 - ich ,as. aalcu atad just by adding or bt ig ok ra.mltiplyl 

5 or dividing numbes you should f~ind aoe more data points.  

6 Thee's only a fi kite nmer of points. There has to be a 

7 finite !4m,"ar limit. Pmd beyand that th.ere are nzo points#

8 whereas statistics Says there are .that~s mhat 1 was refax

9 ring to there.  

DR. Gn-Yiv : " Ites a very p m acr distributiot, 

S then.  

12 Welle check back.  

WI TNSS RSS: We cd not rer. it e ; 

14 bmt vne can look it up fEwtier. if you wich.  

15 DR, GYERU Mav don't you just supply mm the 

16 analysis? 

17 MR. ROISAN2 Mr. Chairman, I jW-t hava one More 

18 question. X had had a quaztion,, that's -v'hat I che-ked uith 

19 Aplicant cabout, as to whother or not th (Iestion would- • 

20 involve proprietary mzterial. I have been advised that it 

2 does. not, and I oiid like to pat it to the Staff.  

22 BY MR. ROIS A: 

23 Q X'm under the impression that Battelle ran some 

24 tests comaring Wstimnhoase cladding collapse tAme calculai 

25 t.l,r with Battelle collzapf tim. CaLCUlatim3s -- not ran theza
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1 yesterday, but: you know, ran ithem last year; that they 

2 observed that Weutinghouse used a Griffin calculation 

Sbut Battelle- had som~ething dif ferernt -for that, and came up withq 

4 'a'different estimate for Cladding collapse time at distzrae 

5 by ah order of nmwjnitude.  

(3 And- then Battelle went oni to state that realis3tic 

333 7 creep. collapse muodel incorporates a material creep lAw which 

8 c~ontrols a timexeise increase in ovality of the clad tube .until 

9 the clad growth has been distorted sufficiently to cause 

10 cold'apse at the app~lied external pressuze, and, that in their.  

1 '~jud~nt a tha tim, W gtheusa did not have that'reali10t( 

12 creep collapse mlodel.  

13 Now, are you aware of 

14 M2R* XXIMM: Do you have that repart here? 

15 up'. RoisIxAN: no, I doni1t. -it's a pioprietzary 

16 report; thats why I had to check to see Tohat this information 

17 was. 'I had seen it in the .Staff's office and, as yom 

18 reebrwe agreed would not copy ferom propriataxy rejorts; 

19 so 1-do not have the report here with me.  

20 BY MR. ROISMM-: 

21Q If you are not 2amiliar with it: I wiAll go back to 

22 look at it again, and maybe we can get soe arra1gement. with 

03 the Applicant whereby wecan got a copy of it.  

datath My understantding is it is only the Westinghouse 

25 1 dtthtmade the report proprietary. It's listed ina thos14
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I A (Mr. Stello.) I believe I know which report you 

2 are referring to. I don't have a copy of it with ma. But 

3 that report does not describe the calculations that we've been 

4 talking about this morning, that is the BUCKLE calculation, 

5 to' .he best of my recollection.  

6 There were some -- I gr-ess I could characterize 

7 them as some "simple hand calculations" that were done a ratheA 

8 long time ago. 1 thiLk this past -- a year ago last sumer.  

9 They were not using our BUCKLE calculation.  

10 Q No. but they were comparing the calculations to 

1 Westinghouse calculations; and does your recollection indicate 

1a that they concluded that -- let's forget about the question 

13 of the difference in the order of magnitude between their 

14 calculation and the Westinghouse calculation -- the cause they 

thought of that difference was the failure of Westinghouse 

16 to incorporate a material creep law into their calculation.  

17 And then they explained that's one that controls a timewise 

increase in ovality of the clad tube until the clad geometry 

19 has been distorted sufficiently to cause collapse from the 

2-0 applied external pressure.  

21 Does the Westinghouse code have such a material 

22 creep law which does what I've just stated there? 

23 A We've got a large number-of calculations now 

24 quite confused. This morning we were talking about calcula

O .5 tions that were done with the Westinghouse code, and our
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I calculatioh3 that were done withi our code, I will call "ours" 

2 our code, and Wtigos scd he code.  

3 The calculdt-Lons you are referring to ware the 

S PNL report, ware calcuations, If you will, of -- hn 

5 calculations compared to some 11a-nd calculations someoe. else 

GIhad done a long time ago,- neither of thase two calculations 

7 relate to the ca cul-ations wea have talked about earliar.  

81And basically wrhat I have-: understzood to be the line of qutes

9 tioning we are on all morning -~tha calculatiLons that Westltq

10 house has offered in predicting time to collapse and our 

11 check calculation '-- the calt-mlations that are discussed in 

12 that report are not in that vein.~ 

I1Q Do either of "ours" or "theirs" -- using your 

14 term -- include a material creep law whichi controls thn 

15 timewise increase, et cetera, at cetera, as A~ read a moment 

16 ago? 

17 A Both of them now do.  

18Q Is that somathiag which has occurred recentlyp? 

19 That Is, you say "both now"? 

20 A Since last sutmere Westinghouse's approximately 

21 sometime ih August or September, and nours" vaery late in the 

22 yearo Decemiber or maybe early this year.  

23 Q Fine. Thank you.  

24 CHAIRM 1N JENCH: Akt this time let's reacess to 

25 jreconvene in this room at 2.:30.
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I (Wrepon at 1:14 pouo, Thursday, 12 Apr-l 1973, 

2 the hearing was rec.ssed, 1:o reconvere at 2:30 p.m., 

17 3 this same day at the same place.) 
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1ebi AFTERNOO0N $ESSION 

(2030 p.m.) 

3 CHAXPRMAN JENSC1H: ?iPeese come0 to order.  

4 As 1 understand,, Citizsws Coumittee -does not. have 

5 any further interrogation, is that correct? 

6 MR. ROISMLN:- Tht correct, Mr.'"Chairmanl. And 

7 tomorrow I Cannot be he.0re as the result of a couiaitanant. to 

o~ a conference which the Applicant is holding in New Yorks 

91 dealing with a related but different sibject of power can-c.  

'sr0io and building code problems. and the like.  

11 1 understand from Mr. Trosten tbhat his plan thi .  

12 afternoon is to conduct some cross-examination of the Staff 

13 Witness on fuel donsification, to introduce som.,redrc 

14 teatimony on the question of thin-wall valvwes, to ex =in 

15 over the evening the questions on fuel densification based 

uponS the transcript so gar, incluing -hig morning' s txaxis

17 cript on fuel densifidation, and to submit his direct case 

18 on fuel dersification tomorrow.  

19 ~ At this time, so lozag as' tWhat direct case is gainl 

2o to consist of the docuwants that I have already seen,,-name ly j 

the Westinqhouss proprietary,, and non-propriet;ary verzion 

22 of the Fuel Densification Rteport and conceivably an addi

23 tional proprietary docuent on Penalty. Model for FULA.  

Densification by Wstinghouse imd the addendwn that was 

25I prepared on the question of fuel densification, I have no
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eb2 questions for the Applicant.

2 In any event, .what I propose is that on Monday 

3 1 will advise the Applicant and the Staff and the Board, in 

4 whatever way that can be done- witout violating the reqt&ire

5 ments against ex p2Ete communications, of what I think now 

6 is a 95 percent probability that I have :ao further cr0ss3

7 examination or if I do, that I do, and try to work out with 

8 Applicant and the Staff when -he haearing would reconvene for 

9 -that purpose if necessary.  

10 I also have propounded to the Applicant and. to the 

11 Staff an informal interrogatory, one to the Applicant atd a 

12 different one to the Staff, on the question of steam line.  

13 And that interrogatory answer -- also about an 85 percent.  

14 chance it will not warrant any fur'ther cross- - any cross

15 examination, but I will simply introduce that into evidence 

16 along with what I understand will be introduced into evidence, 

17 nmnely the Applicant's report on the steam lini qwsl.-on 

i8 that was distributed Monday, I believe, to all of the parties.  

19 In short, I don't anticipate any crozs-examination.  

20 I would like to defer until Monday by noon to be definite 

21 on that. I would not be prepared to conduct cross-examination 

22 on thin walled valves this afte oon, based upon the 

23 Applicant's redirect testimony, until I have had a chance to 

24 study it anyw0:ay.  

25 The Applicant does not now kno -what more it will
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put in on fuel densification, oth r than -the four report 

iteuis that I identified so assunaing that is -

CHAIRWAO JMNSCH: We can 7*un late tonight rather 

than coming back tomorrow morning for just a few items 

I4R. ROISMAN: Well, as I understand it, Bir. Trostear 

wants a chance, in deciding what information to put in, to 

review the transcript over the eveninq.  

Also, if that is all that is going to he done, we 

would be prepared to stipulate that it can go in as though 

the hearing had been reconvened, and it will be physically 

accepted when you reconvene on the environmental hearing 

at the end of April, if that's all that is going to happen.  

Certainly from our point we would waive any demand that there 

be a formal hearing session for the receipt of those docu

ments or for the swearing of the witasises with the under

standing that the witnesses who would be sworn would be.  

identified, et cetera".  

MR. TROS n?. Let me say this, Dix. Chairman.  

We are considering, as Nx. Roisman indicatedo the scope. of 

our direct testiuony on fuel densification. it will cer

tainly consist of documents. it may also consist, in addi

tion to the documents Mr. Roisman indicated, of some addi

tional, specially prepared direct testimony which could be 

submitted in written fomn in lieu of somebody being here 

tomorrow to state it orally.
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We will be prepared to offer it tomorrav morning 

and we certainly will be prepared to do that.  

I mrely want to have -he opportunity to scru-tini; 

the transcript and consider the state of the case before 

putting it all on.  

We would be prepared0 of courses as of teioriow7 

to have any responses to any questions t-'hat the Board wished 

to adldress to us on the fuel densification question.  

As far as the cross-examination of the Staff o3 

fuel densification. is conce de& we have a very limited 

amount of cross-examination, if any. I was going to request 

a brief recess before we actually proceeded with cross- .  

examination because I have been discussing the matter with 

Staff Cotusel and I anticipate that our cross-examination of 

the Staff in the fuel densification axea will be xery brief.  

CHA0RAN JEMSCH. Is it your thought you would 

like to request a recess now for a %-ile? 

MR. TROSTEN: Yes, If we could have a 15-minute 

recess, Hr. Chairman, I think we can get ourselves ready.  

CFAIRMAN 3NSCH: All right.  

At this time let us recess to reconvene in this 

room at 2:55.  

MR. ROISMAN: Mr. Chaixran9 just one thinga.  

If it is all right and if what I stated as wiat 

I Tould propose to do is acceptable, I wonder if I could
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be excused at this time? 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: The Board has no objection.  

MR. ROISMAN: Thank you.  

Will the Chairmaii aceept a phone call to the 

Licensing Board's secretary some tixm around noon on Monday, 

reporting orally, followd up by a letter with regard 4to 

these outstanding questions as an acceptable method of 

communication, just so you will know by Monday noon what it 

is that the parties desire? 

COURNAN JENSCH: Yes.  

You will, I take it, reflect in substance a tiu

lation among the attorneys? 

MR. ROISMAN:- That is correct. I will speak to 

both Mr. Trosten and Mr. areman.  

CHaRKMAN JENSCH: That may be done.  

At this tima let us recess to reconvene in this 

room at 2:55.  

(Reces .) 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Please come tv order.  

VMk. TROSTEN: Mr. Chairmana we have no cross

examination of the Regulatory Staff on fuel densification.  

MR. KARMA4: There were several open items from 

this morning's testimony, Mr. Chairman, which Mr. Stello 

and Mr. Ross indicated they would try to get you informrtion 

on and they are prepared to furnish it for the record.
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EB I CHAIRAN JENSCH: Perhaps we had better have that 

2 before you proceed with your direct case, Mr. Trosten.  

3 MR. KAMAN: Mr. Ross first.  

4 WISN-SS ROSS: This informMItion is with respect 

5 to the mean and standard deviation of the pellet density 

6 values which I believe Dr. Geyer had asked for.  

7 The data in cquestion to which I will refer were 

8 measured on the Point Beach 2 application. The sample size 

9 was 1026. Densities were measured for those pellets. The 

10 mean density was 91.8. Intervals were set up for 

classifying density and the interval was .3 percent wide.  

12 There were seven intervals thtat had one or more pellets 

13 present...  

.. The slalest density interval having one or more 

pellets was located at a mean value of 90.95 and a width of 

16 .15 percent. There were eight pellets in that interval, thus 

17 any one of those eight would have a density ranging between 

90.8 and 91.1.  

19 There were no pellets below 90.08 

0 At the ot!her extreme there was one pellet at a 

19-1 density interval of 93.05 percent plus or mints .15 percent.  

22 Xn between these, the histogram showing frequency of pellets 

with a density in a given density interval was a shape 

24 approximately normal.  

25 The data permitted calctlation of a standard
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eb7 devia-tion but as have said, onca you got away from the 

z2 man by one or two values of sigma, the prob,ility density 

3 function was no longer even ap:ronimately normal and indeedF 

41 there were no pellets below two sigma.  

5 DR. GETER: Thy is this? Because -teyr stam.Wd 

6 out in a certain way wid you get-- Trhis xmust be sort Of a 

7 square distribution. It4--s ,rory clipped off. Apparently 

8the sigma really does not deascribe this statIstical distirlbu

9 tion; that is what yoUlre saying.  

10 WITNESS R~OSS: Yev 'it d scribes the 'general 

11 shape. By knowin gm~ you can knovw wiether, for eaple..  

* there was good quality control or poor.  

13 1Had sgm been three parcent., for example, instead 

14 of a, half percent, IV s an indication of the quaality to whidh 

15 te irsllets are made.  

16 I Within a. small range about the manz you would 

expect approxima~tely normula behav-ior. I would expect quality 

16 control procedures to start rejecting and actually inter

19 1 ferring with the probablistic natiira of the process once you 

got very far vat. So I think. At is. the. feedback nature of 

21 the construction process itself that miakes the appearance 

S of pellets at extreme evids of the tail uxiavailable.  

23 DRO 6VM: Well, that~s what I would suggest'.  

JjHowever, I don't think it i~s worth pursuing 

further here. You cant-t judge, 4-tryU.ing abou~t U'le 21
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probabilities away from mawn if the distribution is as unusual 

as this one seems to be, you cannot go to a standard 

statistical table using the sigmia and make any prediction 

about 44at you're apt to find. You. use a normal curve.  

WITNESS ROSS: From the normal curve I would agree 

that you could not calculate the probabili,' say, of having 

a five-sigma density zariation. I think there would be 

other statistical tests you could us than just the normal 

curVe.  

DR. GEYER: You cannot do it for two sigma because 

if it ware a-nywhere n ar nc.,aal you wiould expect to find in 

a thousand at least 50 that -were outside of the two-sigla 

deviation and thare yeare none, you say.  

WITNESS ROSS: •That 0 s ;:iqht. And in that instance 

it is not a true normal distribution; right.  

WITNESS STELLO The:.e were two item= left over 

from the discussion of the table on page 49 of our November 

14th, 1972 report which has baen introduced into the pro

ceeding. The two areas which we said were subject to check 

was the value of cladding mid-wall temperatuxe, and I under

stood the question to be what range should be be in, or 

What approximate number should we use, and %-m picked a nuMber 

of about 635.  

And I would indicate that the range between 600 and 

635 is the appropriate ranqe to use in this tab Ie.



eb9 I wiyas to Euta. . cheak the basis of the data 

2 pzesented or e infation prasented in 'this table.  

The taebl was derived On the basis of ca! ulatiaofz 

t which I think could be described as a :rez to. tie 

5 present fotm Of the Code BUCtNI"L. The saecizi-. tiame to collapi 

nwiRbers were not p-at irn bocause they' wer-e zot intamdled to 

7 be An accurate indicatar- OF pamedicto= btl'h as, described 

8 earlier, st.,mply a t-able t!o sho7 -ehe rel'z-ve effects.  

Tb h" a e1 the act r" physical code BUOU_, Itla

10 not used as it pesently Iit dai-iU Etio in 

S this table.  

That concludes the areas which w-e had indicated 

3 we '"0oid cheok o'Iver t3e non hour.  

4 AI Zi' EZSCE-1 Them " you..  

15 Applicant, wilI you procead, please? 

Mdl R. rWRRAH..,: Pardo .im ~~ta-i1.I it 

7 ' ss at this ti 'to hae our fuel det it

8 nesses excused? We are 1ot goircg. to be getthI.ng into any Paor 

of that todays are ie? 

20 CHAIP100 JEUSCai Does 'ehe AppIicat have any 

21 questions? 

22 R.;° TROSTENr No, sir, we do not.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCM. loutr witnesses may be em-ued.  

SRO(1.itness panel e.m X'Used.) 

I ~ MR. TROSTENI- Mr. Chairan.. lot -me linquire an a P-5
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I2G it the 1k3a%-V &17-m 't amy of OM: fuel 

3 densification -Atesses forC th papp'iCant be present to 

morrow morsning and tomorrowW for qvostioning by the Board with 

5 regard to our diect Qde. or dos the Boa.rd desi-e that 

6 esm-L pu ouir Qmt ovidoA-e :!n tia ait.  

7 "tovmorrow maoning, have c.rpas delivered by "the qutces-t noutfe 

to -the Board? 

We are tlefectly will1ing to d'.o chiUCever the Board 

SCHAII-13 JEWSCH: Th Boar.d has some questioas of 

your witnesses.  

MR. O . EI.T: Fn '. So w e , ill pli 

4 to convene tomorrow morning and have them available for 

eroxs-. tcmno at "..  15 

16 , . s.  

iAR. BRIGGS m Excuse mie, M'. Trosten. Did you 

.8 expect to tak~e the rest o:E tlh3 aftrnom O'n 4.1h ls ubject? 

19MR.~ TMOSTEM.: X danct tbaimk,~ wiLt that 

l0 ong.  

2-M. BRIGGS "Why dt n t we ask some of the questionh 
21 

this afternoon the rather than wait umtil. tomorroy iarning? 

MR. TROS- N Ceztainiyoy Ptnd them perhaps give 

us the time to think aboult'=' You mean ,have them put on the 

stand now or-

ii
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PLR BRIGGS: Latelc this aftnoonc, because it my 

b that -the questions are not those that would take much 

mre time than this fternoong 

mil. TROSTI.iN Ca'tainly we Can '0o tb t.  
All right T would like to pzrocm d to cedrect 

examina~ton of the panel of wies- on th e thin-a l 

valve quostion, Qh o z~~im~no 

MR. TROSTI-7- By wey oZ -oton, w " ouid like 

to hand to the Board at this tiLe a package of dom .en..:z.  

We will have sio2 e co jiets oe a-s j=- -F1. , mommat.  

(Wndi-.g doctmets to the Board.  

I Will idni -ify these for the recod.  

X have just hmded to the rarhezr oZ th'e Board 

and to Wh z -gulatory Stazf a pkage of fi e doeme-S.  

These are sketches of %.he follcina valves, anmd I vil 

identify these skatch by Sketch.  

The fiars one i identific as va-la "V-222.  

Tkho second ane is idenaik'ied 'as ,valva P017 261-D.  

The third ne is valve aCV-455sA.  

Erhe fourth is valva 209-'A.  

P-l'adj the fU~th is valve 200-A 

ehese skethes ware prepared on ApplcanZs bhalf 

and they represent sketches of four valves that were the 

subject of the investicsation that wa described i earlier
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teestimony.  

Suld noy,? like to 05M ev these d;cu-nts 

evidonce in this proceading.' We 9will provide sufficient 

copies for the recordo Copies have proviously been shommn 

to Counsel for Citizeas CoitittZe fG.' the tecton of the 

Vo7R. BRFPAN).: No objsction, Mr. Chairman.  

CFIRN JEBITSCH: There ivs not muxch foundatio 

for it but if the parties stipulate -fr their Xrocipt: th 

Boexd will have no objecti.o2. X preste they .are true ld 

correct representations of tie valvez which they pvxpor:t to 

depict, and the measurements are on some scale.  

M4R. TROSTEFI: Yese sivo they ars 

CRAXRIMAN JENSM. Very -2l m "e request of 

App icant's Counsel is granted and the five-page doeument 

vw hich has been identified by Applicant s Co-m.el, tihe fiZst 

sheet of which haz a m-Ference to valve V1-212.. _ -ay be 

physically incorporated vithin the txanscript as if orally 

identified by witnesses, nd ray bcz recei.ved as evidence 

on behalf of the Applicant.  

MR. TROSTEN. Thak you° 

(The documrats follows)0
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Gbl3 ~~~MR. TROSTW: x aia% :u t 

direct my first Festion to Vir. White.  

3 We have some scale-up drawings of the four valves.  
These are repcductions 0 M I chaira'7 of Ghe vales hat 

5 are contained in, Oia ackae that has just been, received 

C, in evidence ini pra ceeding, and : have several questions 

J that I would like "ko direct to our witnesses with negard to 

these drawings, 

9 ~CHAURRMN JER,,SCH - Proceed.  

d i P 
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Whereupon,

JAAFS WHITE 

WATE R SXNAC(KY

and

resumed the stand as witnesses on behalf of -the -Applicant, 

and having been previously duly sworn, were further 

examined and testified .as follows: 

REDI3CT EXAO NATION 

BY MR. TXROSEN: 

Mr. White, did the ultrasonic measurement 

technique used on the valves which are described in the 

first column of the Suicnary of Indian Point Unit Hmwber 2 

Verification of Wall Thickness in Valvs, that is the 

document that has previously been introduced in evidence, 

have a demnstrated maximum error of not more than 2 percent 

of the wall thickess? 

(Mr. White.) That is cor:ect.  

CHAIE4AN JEWSCH: Pay I understand that qction? 

Will you read that • again? 

You said somthing, do they have a demnstrated 

error of more than 2 percent? 

MR. TROSTEN: Yes, my question .vas: 

Did the ultrasonic measuraement technique used on
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m,2 the valves Onch are described in the first. oolsn of 

the Summary, have a demonstr-ated '2ximI. error of. not more 

than 2 percent of. the wal tickness? 

CHAIRMq JESCH: What does that mean? 

You 'Dojectad a wal .thickness of a certain length 

and the maximum variance from that was only 2 percent? Is 

-that right, Mr. P-ite? 

WITNESS Wur~. T.hat i. co.z:rect.  

9MR 0 BRGS; You were -talking about the calibratio.  

10 were .you not? 

WITIOSS .WHITE Tnzt is the way the instrument, 

Mr. Briggs, was dthen the calbration was 

13 verified on a sectioned valve here we could make act-'al 

14 mechanical measurements The sec.ioned valve body I sioud 

5 say.o 

16 BY ., TROSTEN : 

17 ( Now Mr. White you have' .before you a set of thee 

I8 five sketches that have been received in evidence° They 

19 have been previously identified 

20 Now did these sketches contain recordcd. ultrasoni c 

2.11 readings showing porosity inclusions in four of the valves 

22 which were examined by Con Edison? 

23 11 A (Mr'. White) That is correct.  

24 CHAIRMAN JRNSCH Excuse me.  

25 Are these all the cast valves?



4 

7 

is~ 

17 

20 

22 

24

make sure

MR. BPRXGGS: 

I understand? 

MR. TROSTEN.  

MR. BRIGGS:

Ma 1 interrupt f-or -1Ust a 'minute to 

Certainlyp Mr. Brigs.  

OnA the picture that you have here,

point four 91hows a reading of.27 with porows:-ty, 

WITNESS WHITE: Yes.  

MR. BRIGGS: Pnd then you have on your table on 

the side, a .;oint four and youa shovy a .59 readitag ther,..  

Now, that represents the samre area, does it? 

WITNESS 19HITB: Cian I describe the technique? 

* MR. BRIGGS: Yes.  

* MR. TROSTEN~ We were about. to, Mvr. Briggs, in~ 

anticipation of the questions of the Board, wie war about to

10v986 

WITNESS WHITE. Tphes are all cast valvas They 

are not all the casit valves.~ They, are all the cast1

Valves Which contain porozity-.  

CflAIRMAN JENSCH: T-hank yeou.  

Proceed.  

BYMR. TROSTEN~ 

Mr. white, do these drenvinas also con-Zain 

recorded ultrasonic readings in addition to the porcisiley 

inclusion readings trhich can show that the wall thickness in 

the vicinity of the porosity inaclusion~s mesets A-in.A.u wall 

P. (Mr. White.)- Correct.
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14 

17 

8S 

19 

110 

211 

12 

P-3 

214 

215

tak e these drawings an~d go t.hrough them and address that 

particular question4 

MR. BRIGGS: pipe.  

BY MR. TROSTEW: 

".the sp cif ic qnues'tion that I was going to ask, 

mr, White, s this: 

Taking'each drawing in order, would you please.  

describe the mieasurinS technlqtue that was uspd aflter a p6tasii 

inclusion was flound. and point out each porosity. Iacluion',

Adthen I would lieyou to Point out the nearest 

recorded minium.i valve wall.  

AL (mr. Whte.) The procedure recpiired'a check of 

m~inimum wall1 thicknes3s i this lower portion of the valve 

bo .wl .1n the process of making t hat -measuramnznt a poin 

of porosity, dr I sh&'V1d say first a reading less thant a ii

imum~ required wall was, -found.  

What was done after tihat -madina was found, the 

transducer was caoved 'circiumferantially, or haphazardly I 

should say, about that: pojint, to assure Maxim"URm iove rage of 

that general area.  

Naw as the transducer would move off that point 

there would 6e an increase gram .27. reading to up to about 

.437 or thicker, and that told us that this was the local 

point of porosity. We continued to movea around that point 

until we had achieved vhat was the minimum wall thicknes.
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5 And that .is the ecording that you see over here.  

A (Indicating.) 

3) MR. BRIGGS: Excuse me just a M1ute.  

in that tables what Is the ,-n,,_ of 'Iin*7 and 

5 t out ? ' 

vWITNESS .WuITE. -nlet of the valve and outlet of.  

the valve.  

8 MR. BRIGGS: X see 
9 W±TiESS Pf.E One two, . h%.ea s duplicated 

10 in the inlet and in the outlet.  

H.R. BRIGG- And on that particular valve, why.  

12 were there no readings in the neck of the valve? 

WiT1NESS WHITE.- The this valve, 

Mr. Briggs, is extreuly thick. This is a pictorial pt"senta

15 tion, but if my recollection is right. Mr., Deluse, -it is in 

16 the area of 2 1/2 1ncheb thick up here and the readings up 

here were really not of significance.  

18 TWe moved down lower where we cculd get in a 

9 thinner section of the valve, And.if you look at 10, 11 and 

20 12, that is domn where we were working in the 
nominal 

.wall thickness. it is qui1te thick up here.  
2(1ndicatinq 0 ) 

This is valve PCV-261-Do On this valve there 

were two indications of porosity. One at this location.  
2c 

25 (XIndicating")
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23 

24 
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The porosity reading ia aqain .27., nd . at the loWast,.  

reading, linirtium wall reading in that general area was 75, 

There was another indication of porosity at 

location 8, and it is noted down here on the table, the 

inlet .side of the valve, it is location 8 where we had a 

porosity reading of .35 ,ad a .inimix.wall closely adjacent 

of z69.  

Valve PCV-455-A, again at locati n one at the 

bottom of the borl, there was a porosity indication .here 

we had readings of .39o That indication -or the wall 

thickness in that area is shown at the center o2 the tabie, 

thiat is .37. it is not at the inlet, it is not at the 

outlet, it is close to tle center.  

BY MR. TROSTEN: 

You said .37, Mr. White.  

A (Mr. White.) Excuse me, it is .73.  

DR.GBYER: VThat is the size of the valve? 

WI'T1NSS W VHI: The valve is approxildately 12 inche , 

ir/ length. These pictures are about twice size.  
/ 

The pipes ;-size? 

JR. GMYER- Yes.  

WITN.ESS WHITE: It isa 3--inch valve 

This was an area of porosity .3-j-.t the outlet 

portion of the valvew as an tLarea of por:osity where we 

measuared .42. .3z at the out.et, the recorded reading in the
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adjacent area was .83.  

There was -a third point of porosity That wac 

at station. I on the outlet side. That is this point" right 

here where we have not recorded an adjacent reading9 

The testing of this valve, however, was witnessed 

.and the witness is here. Tie same techniques that we used 

in all of these aeeaso 

Valve 200-A, there were several points of 

porosity on this particular valve and what I will do is run 

through them and associate a local adjacent readng with the 

particular point of porosity° 

MR. TROtTEN- I vyould like to poiat out to the 

Board that .the chrt before fro white here is intended to 

be nepresentative of .two of the sketches in the possesslon 

of the Board, the last two sketches.  

WITNEqS MlTEI: I might.say just a few more 

words about this chart.  

This valve is a different casting design from 

the others where the design is thinner up here so readings 

were taken up in the neck area, 

I turned back for the record pointing out these 

points up here. This was valve PCV-455-Ao 

MA. BRIC S: This figure is representative of 

two valves, 200-A, is that right? 

WITNESS MUITE. No, sir, one valve, 200-A.



1.8 There are~ two figures up. there and because there 

2 was so miuch data we chose to -- you have two sketches there.  

3 MR. BRIGGS: You are going to talk about the 

second sketch as well as th:be first7 

~ IWITHESS WHITE: Yes, both s'ketches..  

6 Point one -- let Yne say this first of all.: 

7 The areas of porosity are identified and I hope 

8 the Board can see 'ce~in the crange nbtaticns on the face 

9 of the valvas.  

10 'Point one, which is on the back of the valve, 

~is associated wnith a porosity readi ng of .31. The~flr ,-u-reCx 

wall. thickness at point one,. at t7,,e inlet 'part of the Valve 

2 is .51. 5"Thesa twn dre associatrad.  

Thlere is a Porosity mading of .27. that is on 

15 the back of the vzilve and it 1-1s associated -vith point 

16 three which is an the back og the valvel : 0 he reading at 

17 Point three at the inlet side, Is .53.  

There is a .. poro3ity reading close to the very 

191 bottomn of the bowl sectiors which is .31 and i;t is 

assci~ated with another point close to the battom -of* the 

21 bowdl where the. actual wall th.i*ck ess is .53' 

22 Ther~e is a porosity rading of .25 and that is 

associatad with a wall1 thickness rneasurearet at the botton 

of the valve of .59.  

There is a porosity reading on the back~ 25
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of the valve where the porosity indication is .39 and there 

is an associated excuse re,that is .34 -- and there is 

an associated thickness reading which appeazrs on the center 

line of .80.  

Now t/tere are certain cther poiints or. the valve.  

For instance, there .3'reading, a .29 reading, a .31 

reading. And this .31 -eading which we show no actua --

we would not say ve would associate them with other points, 

but these readings were again witnessed and the search 

technique where we moved off this point to verify that there 

was local wall thickness was witnessed by our people.  

BVI. TRQSTEN: 

I iuld like to address my next question to 

Mr.- Sawicky.o 

MR. FMRIGGS: Excuse me just a W-nute.  

is this the valve, or is this not the valve 

that finally was unresolved umtil you went to the 

manufacturer and looked at the radiographs? 

WITNESS WHITE: That is correct.  

MR..BRIGGS: This is the valve where you inspected 

the radiographs to decide' what to do with it? 

WITNESS WHITE: Yes, sir.
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DR. GBYER: Al I ee indications appe rto b 

.at ..about h"LFWAy :1amugh the thicknesz; in thyrea i.  

cance to that? 

WXSS tIXT:E . Not that I k OZ.  

DR. GBYBR.: it .not CCol at same -di ffe .nt rat 

os 8omee2ing happened?.  

WITNBSS W4ITE: Mr.. el1s do yo. want to CO.ment

vralve. There is no question aba,1 it 0 T-1-h0 Po0osity does app

to be $n the cehter of the wall thiwhiec .h v old 

expect- howa verv t he interp2etation of -dzae ¢,;Aaz~hs, 

indicated thlat even though t..... is a large qnantli.y as 

Compared to inlot as CMpawed to Oh.. valves 'Zie 10O at 

they were all within 2:ha accptamn e cnritia of talio

graphy.  

DR . GE'sR's 21 wanderatnod that., 

M5. BRIGGS. V- qmt weare the oc pteu e 

on the .adiogvaphyo do you re ll 

w 2:T SS B Rt Er f' 1 s V.P ASI~T11 SPGV,.fti 

ecollectig nowa I thi*; it is .E7!o Severity LeVal-2o 

,RQo BRIGGS: Aind uhat size porosity does this 

pemit of1 a valve with the wall thickness tcat you have 

WITNESS B3ENER" ThO stanard is a series of
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JRB2 
Ifradiographs Which depict . tile POrosi~ty gi,;.Fing Zs to 

S a given i..dication, but a patte.n sh-wfing a Z7eVOueicy and 

3 combi ~tion of size within a given area cm a - adi g'aih2 so 

.,that the corpLison vis a vis ual a.ison bet%.Yeer a standard 

r .adiograph. a.pm ' hw~ actuali ..  

6 Am- . B1IGS: Weil, do you recall wha't Giza ?-orsity 

7 you haid in thisz par.ticular valve? 

9 ,Tp ! JENSCH Will you proceed pease? 

10 BY ?M TROSTN.  

, Q Mr. &Saj-icky, xye3e you presenzt dunlins the %Altra

12 sonic examination of these fot valves? 

13 A (Mro Sawicky) Y .  

14 ... Q Did you actually ,obser've that the wall .t-ickt.'ess 

15 nreach porosity indicatiomn on the". Eowcvles have dazzi" 

16 cki~ned was nalt%°asonically exelmi'ned to asovre • -that such 

ica-on did Riot act.ally XL presen.  

78A Yes.  

19 MR. T0s-t. : 1 have no further r:edirect examim.L

tion, Mo Chairmn.  

2? LLR- la-umm. i~oquestio."Ir mu,. Chairman.  

1 CHiAIPi.R JNSCU: Very well. Your witnses may 

be ec"usedo 

24 (Witneas panel excusedi.) 

25 ,R. ROSTEN: Mr.' Chairman -if you uil,. give us
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j -b 3 
amoment 01 we can go on to th.e tfe! denificatio.n.  

21! AX 07M.-UC~z Proceedo 

3 Do. ou nt to tak a r 

4 .RI T RO ST N - Y e n . .1y we h av emi ain e l e ce ss dl 

CaURNUR JFSCN At Ithis tire let's reces to 

7 reconvene in t'his roon a4 3:40o 

8 (Recess) 

H5 C RT.. JUNSCHZ Please come to o.der .  

'0 Applicant rame you ready to proceed? 

11M. o TRaOSTEM.: Yes, Mx. Chairman.  

162 We are &boat to distibute to he Board and to 

j Counael for Regulatory 'St"taf the prof eSiona. Qua.ifcat.Lin*3 

14 of Applicant's Wit'nesse: who will sponsor the direct tt .ony1 

5 IThe names of the three gentlemen awm lbeing 

16 from left to right, -r. Goore G. MM U-R-Ao4 ,f ohn ..  

Roll; and Mr. Lowell N. no",,:Ma-, MU of Ifmtinghouse. !e.ttio 

8 Corporation ° • 

C o p oo D o ' -n t s h a n e d t o t h e o a r d ) 

20 For the record, Mr. Roll has been 9.-ceviously 

21 sworn; Messrs. Uram and Bovraa have not; and I mu ld iniv- like 

72 to ask that the latter two .. ntlenMen be sworn by the 

23 Board.  

2A Will those gentlemen ztand? 

(Me~srs. Ur~af ad Dvra
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24 

25

GEORGE G. M.AX

took the stand as 0.tnes on b&half of App-liant. tind: 'havlfng 

been first duly vOvrn, urere emamined and te3t:Lfied' as 

falov; • :.%Anc 

JOHN B ROLL 

res~e2 the stand as:a itness on behalf of lk~picant and, 

having ea previorsly duily swo-ran. furthehr exained. and 

£estii~dasfo:llowo 

Q M. Ura 0 Dra Roll, and -Dr ' Boxan0 I sho you 

copies of doum-% nts ht5te P~osfesi Qsanifiations for 

each of you, and I a-you Ahetha these doci-ents are true 

aid correct 9 tatents of yo,.x professlonal qualifi~ations? 

(Handing document to w-itle~s pane,, 

A (Choruz of 'ves".) 

S .Do you desire that these Statmients of youx 

pzofessional qualifications be receivez iS Qence as your 

testimony in this proc-eding? 

A (Chores of "yes'.) 

PAM. pROfesiE Mr. i :mc w ask t.Mit. tUae 

Statema~nt OE Professional qulif5.ca-lions Of Ura,,

Whereuyoag
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Dr. Roll, and Mr. BOWN162l be ,,eceived in evidenc -on bhalf 

of thle JvAp'0lcant., and incomrpoated Into thez txansctipt as i 

read.  

CHARIYYMM JENSCH 3S; , chere any objertion? 

Hp_ rmAmm Flo 0kbj6ectUiofl I I~ Chairmn.  

CHAMI J.ENSCI: - The, .eqUest of Applicant 's 

C.ounsel is grantedv and .1he stateets Of profesea 

quai ications Of tho idon if ied w'ith esses may- be physical-ly 

incox-porated vdythin th e t-.z.an scrilpt as if orally give az 

shall coxnstitute evidlence o behalf of the Aplicantv 

'(TE PULL TEMi? OF TLME STATEM "TS OF 

PROFESS:1OTAL QUAL FICATiIMO3 OF 1MSS:9s umm 4rA ) RO 

&ND BO7PAJp! FOLLOW - )



1 PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS 

2 LOWELL H. BOMAN 

NULEAR FUEL DIVi -1 S.ION 

4 WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORPORATION 

5 

6 My name is Lowell H. Boman. My business address is 

7 Westinghouse Electric Corporation, P. 0. Box 355, Pittsburgh, 

8 Pennsylvania, .15230. I am Nuclear Engineering Branch II Manager, 

Engineering Department, in the Nuclear Fuel Division, Westinghouse 

10 Nuclear Energy Systems, Westinghouse Power Systems Company, and I 

11 have served in this capacity.since August 1972. In this capacity, I 

12 am responsible for the nuclear engineering evaluation of certain 

13 Westinghouse reactors including Indian Point Unit 2. This responsibility 

14 includes that for the evaluation of the effects of fuel densification.  

15 In my previous position as Manager of Thermal Hydraulic Design, in 

16 the Pressurized Water Reactor Systems Division, I was responsible for 

S 17 the thermal design of Westinghouse pressurized water reactors.  

18 

19 I was graduated from Kansas State University in 1954 
2 ..-.* ,,. - ,--'I .^ .... . ," i." ..... .... .... iS I, ,- ..."c , ,,-.. ... ., T 

VV I L,.I I a. nutl,. C It z I CIr C JI, .S<,. i 2i On cc J C .-, C. c r.- , I" -%* ~. i~ 

l i 

21 received a Master of Science degree in Mechanical Engineering and 

22 a Masters degree in Applied Mathematics from the University of Pittsburgh 

23 in 1959. From 1959 to 1961 1 took postgraduate courses in Mechanical 

24 Engineering and instructed at Carnegie Institute of Technology.  

25 

26 From June 1954 to August 1960, I was a thermal design 

27 engineer on the Shippingport pressurized water reactor at the Westing

28 house Bettis Atomic Power Laboratory in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.  

29 

30 From December 1961 to April 1971, I was employed at the 

31 Westinghouse Astronuclear Laboratory in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. As 

32 a Fellow Engineer, I was responsible for fuel element and other areas 

of thermal design on the NERVA reactor project. I participated 

in the conduct of reactor tests at the Nevada Test Site, design and 

35 

36 

37 

38 

4/6/73
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39

testing of fuel elements, and in the thermal, heat transfer, fluid 

flow, and corrosion analysis and design of the reactor. For the 

later years of this period, I was Supervisor of Core Thermal Design.  

Design efforts included analysis, development of analytical methods, 

component tests, reactor test monitoring, and evaluation of component 

and reactor test results for application to design improvement and 

to methods of improvement.  

In April 1971, I was employed in the Westinghouse Pressurized 

Water Reactor Systems Division of Westinghouse Nuclear Energy Systems, 

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. I was Manager of Thermal and Hydraulic Design 

in Core Engineering until August 1972 when I was appointed to my 

present position. As Thermal and Hydraulic Design Manager,.I was 

responsible for all aspects of the thermal design of the reactor 

internals and core. In my present position, I am responsible for 

thermal/hydraulic and nuclear design of pressurized water reactor cores.  

4/6/73



S". PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS 
2 GEORGEG. URAM 
3 PRESSURIZED WATER REACTOR SYSTEMS DIVISION 
S4 WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORPORATION 

*0 5 

6 My name is George G. Uram. My business address is 
7 WeStinghouse Electric Corporation, P. 0. Box 355, Pittsburgh, 
8 Pennsylvania, 15230. I am a Senior Engineer in the Accident Analysis 
9 Section of the Pressurized Water Reactor Systems Division (PWRSD), 

10 Westinghouse Nuclear Energy Systems, Westinghouse Power Systems 
11 Corporation, and I have served in this capacity since September 1972.  
12 I am responsible for performing analyses of the consequences of 
13 postulated accidents for the Pressurized Water Reactor Systems Division, 
14 and I am responsible for directing and coordinating the analyses 
15 related to fuel densification including those for the Indian Point 
16 Unit Number 2 Nuclear Power Station.  

17 
18 I was graduated from Carnegie-Mellon University in 1968 
19 with a Bachelor of Science degree in Mechanical Enqineerinq and 
0 I received a Master of Science degree in 'lechanical Engineering from 2Carnegie-Mellon University in 1970. I have taken additional graduate 

22 courses in the Nuclear Engineering Department of Carnegie-Mellon 
23 University.  

24 
25 I joined the Nuclear Energy Systems in 1968. My initial 
26 tasks included the design of reactor control and protection systems 
27 and the analysis of reactor plant operational transients and accidents.  
28 From 1971 to 1972, I was responsible for the control and protection 
29 system design of approximately twelve Westinghouse four-loop 
30 pressurized water reactors.  

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 
* 38 

39 4/6/7 "-- 

..  
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wbI I PROFESSIONAL QU,1 - FCAT IONS 

2 JOHN B. ROLL 

3 NUCLEAR FUEL DIVISION 

4 1 ESTXNGIhOUSE ELECTkRIC CORPORATION 

MY1 name is John B1. Roll. My business address 

is Westinghouse Electric Corporation0 PoO. Box 355, 

7 Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 15230. 1 am. Assistant to the 

Engineering Manager, Nuclear Ful Division' Westinghouse 

Electric Corporation. My responsibilities include studies in 

10 the general area of fuel performance and, in particularf 

coordination of the efforts associated with evaluation Of 

12 fuel performance during a postulated LOCA. Tlaediately 

13 prior to tlhis current assignment 1% Ywas Manager of Perf ormance 

Analysis in the Nu.dlear Fuel Division, Westinghouse Powek 

'Systems Company, and I held this former position for three 

and one-half years. The responsibilities of this group 

included the review and evaluan of data from fuel test 

progranis, use of this data to prepare and verify fuel per

formance models, and application of these models to the 

design and safety and performance analysis of the nuclear 

fuel assembly in lestinhouse pressurized water reactors.  

I was graduated frram the Uni.versity of 1eatroit 

in 1958 with a Bachelor of Chemical Engineeringdegree. I 

received a Doctor of Philosophy degree in Chemical Engineer

ing from Purdue University in 1962.  

25
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wb2 I I have been employed by Westinghouse Electric 

2 Corporation since 1964. Between 1964 and 1969 I was 

3 engaged in various development activities associated with 

4 fuel and materials for pressurized water reactors, advanced 

5 water cooled reactors, and sodium cooled fast breeder 

6 reactors. For the latter one and one--half years of this 

7 period I served as Manager, Plutonivum Recycle Projects, and 

in that capacity provided the technical direction for the 

9 Nuclear Fuel Division programs to develop plutonium recycle 

10 fuel for light-water-cooled nuclear power reactors.  

I Prior to my joining Westinghouse Electric Corpora

tion, I had experience with United States Atomic Energy 

Co.mlission (USAEC), with Atomic Power Development Associates, 

and. with Argonne National Laboratory. I Was first employed 14 

by the Atomic Energy Coiimission as a chemical engineer and, 

later, as Chief, Engineering Evaluation 
Section, Army 

reactors, Division of Reactor Development. In this latter 

capacity I directed the activities of five senior technical 

personnel in the review, evaluation and approval of systems, 19 

components, specification, and analyses for both the opera

tionai and development plants under the Army Nuclear Power 21 

Program. WOhile with Atomic Power Development Associates I 

was engaged in design and development of the fuel for the 

Enrico Fermi Fast Breeder Reactor. At Argonne National 

Laboratory I was involved in various aspects of the Chemical
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wb3 I Engineering Division research and development program.• 

2 I am a member of the American Nuclear Society and 

am a registered professional engineer in Pennsylvania.  
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1CHAIRMN JENSCEZ Will YOU~ W-Ora6' 

M4R. TROSkr* : Mr ChairiaflG athough tlnis -*S -a 

3 dlittle bi t wmusual, we wvouid 1,.k e -to dae 1:h( of fer olu ot=, 

d; kiecj1: testimtony untl t~orrow rrning, so tha t wep ga et 

5 it all i n the t aLstcript, iAn ope Place. Th 31,30rd has Copies 

6 of the Fliel Dksnsification ReportS the pra-pritary anid 

7 :oproprietary Version has Prevously been~ Served; our wpes 

8 arehere to bat questioned ad available to be qaestioned by 

9 j tae Ioard at -this time-. acca.,:6an_-e tyitl M4r. Briggs sugqez

10 1tiofl.  
11 ~ MR. BRIGGS: I would like -to loo&7z at the fuel 

12 densificatioxi repz=rt of januiary 1973P anid ask a few quz.oinns 

13 bout some of the info ,QAtion that is iz, the x-eort. Sqrame of 

1A theoe questions may be "Slated tO fael denification; Other, 

5questions concerning seme clianges in the nuclear dousign data, 

an6 what %,ms the reason for those changes. In otIA9-r wor~ds, 

17 how did they come about? 

7.0 In Table 3.4 -- Ta1Ae 3.3 -let' start Ont xlith 

19 that one u-tn~deA- Structural Characteiiics, N~o. 8 ht,7 

20the w~ater-to-=3anium ratio as Dei.ng 4 . 6A at the pesnt U~ 

21 1 copied sozae nuxtbers out of _Ui FS n'- you a 

P2 accept those nwabenso I guess3U as being acurtep or you can 

23 look atthe FSAR; it may be that'thbe_ numbers don't change 

enough so' that you should be cor nnd. Bti h 3f 

aS~2bliv h a-! toanu ratio was 4.01.
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Were the changes that were made in th & coe 4 the.  

h recent changes in the cor, those that r ,.ulteo. in this change 

S in water-to-uranium ratio? 

• snWa: S: BOWIA: "Th fference. a a 4ge in 

the design,in the Region 2 ad Region. 3 fuel rods were ropiaced 

' with fuel rods of higher density "ranium. and in addition, 

-there were other slight changes in the design that I thihk 

would account for this differece.  

n R BRIGGS: zltem 13, Fuel B13xrn-up 0 you now show 

0 16 , 700 megawatt days per ton; and I b lieve the FSAR showed 

14,200 megat.att days peLr ton. Whast uas the reason for that 

2 change? 

W IHESS BOwNM- A.gaiin this was a design chang4e 

4 in Region 2 and Region 3. The density was higher in those 

V to regionse and , in addition0 the enricahbent in each of those 

i regions in the new fuei rods was .1 of 1 percent higher, 

and thiese two changes plus the addition of more burnable 

~poison rods in the core result ia a longer k cycle life 

' and higher burn-up.  

0 4R. BRXGGS Th£ats a first-cycle btrn-t,% that 

you're talking 6bout the 16,000 mcgan-tt days per toan? 

22 WITISS BOWWLV4- Yes.  

2 IMR. 9RIGGS: In .5able 3.4 you have reactivity 

24 requirements for control rods. What is youx definition for 

25 power defect?
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WItTNESS UR-AD* The power defect is defined there 

2 as the reactivity insertion necessary to cover the cold to hot 

3 temperature swing including moderator effects and fuel 

' 4 temperature, Doppler feedback effects.  

5 MR. BRiGGS: Thats going from zero power to full.  

6 power hot, or going from cold, 2ro power to hot full power? 

7 WITNESS URUA1: Hot zero power to hot full power.  

8 MR. BRIGGS: Should the changes in the loading that 

9 you made have much pof an effect on the pouver, the value': for 

10 the power defect? 

11 Let me indicate what natmbers I have here.  

12 You show for beginning of life 1.54 in this table' 

3 and in the FSAR, I believe it showed 1.90; and for the end 6f 

4 life, it shows here in this table, 2.10; and I believe it 

15 showed in the FSAR 3o05.  

16 Is this the resu It of the change in loading, or is 

PM 5 it a result of some other circramstance? 

is 
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23 

23 

25 
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M'R., UWUK: The nwabra ar dizrn 1b.caie lr~ 

have changed the core design slightly. in other words 0 we 

have cha.nged tha, a-unt of uZalirn in t-he co-e- We--have 

also changed the son red configuration arnd 

the nurber oi i rods& 

And OinCe the time the FSAR c~uai -tr 

done we havre changed the woz -lear design maihods based uon 

operating data from operatinj p! : tso 

Now additionally in my recollection the FSAR 

numbers are first-ycle BOL amd thirdyqy~le or equilibrium

cycle EOL.  

.M. BRIGGS: So that these - Did you want to sa' 

soyrathing more? 

MR. URiLHA- These n-=bero are fizzt- cycla, ibt G 

as I recall.  

MR.. BR-IGGSs So that some of e differnces may 

result from changes in the core dasin as you pointed outop 

and others from changes in the methods of ealculat-ion? 

4R. TI- Yes, thatos Correct.  

MR. DRIGGS2 I wou.ld like to Lok at Vigure 4. 2 

Could you explain the mzmning of theie pointz, these x~s 

that you have on here, and hw they are reated to the 

operation of the reactor? 

MR. B30traX: I w'ould like to first refer to the 

revised figure t at was suitted as all adcdenem to the fuel

I
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donsi fication report Ifaich is8 also in tatr.xy.  

MR BRlIGGZS. Will Y07" explain tkra differzim 

between -the original wvid ne 'n adeatdn. as You go 

along? 

fin. BIICCS: Fins.  

BM. 1B3ffMN ThL3 -igurc grivs t-he total pealag 

Cfactor and it is vexosuc tk &xial o2fset. The axial O:LU:S~t 

is a' normalized measure of the dif erexace beaviG the paivex 

gener-ated in thiv top half Wof h cr az:d th ' er -Le 

in the bottom half of -,te core.  

YIUiS is U.,;el1 in a non -or-r7al--iA"k form as a ftux 

difference in the, Cntrol or, the reator and -- n"ict 

.10at e Ste on this fignte are tehe upper-1lit 

-calculated Points, re have. calculahted -ehaes POLsb 

coinsidering -the design of the core and considdring the 

Orpational rstrictions on thle core; In other gi7,ds the tec', 

nical specifications. To tha nuclear d ie,3g-ner. 74hy, One of 

these items is just a~t iwol nt 'as tht Other.  

* For .example, in this~clulto that you see, 

vgfy we. took into account the. ma;-tirum Position the C'Ontrbl 

rods could be inserted into the core. The D-bem~k ir. 30 

parcemt- as in the tecn spacei. and the ma-dxxam anount the 

1art-length rods can be insexted is 70 pox-cent. i*-,2 hiL
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was generatedo as a function of axial offset.  

And from this figare you see t!la.? the .atxial Offset 

.that we re-quira is plus ten percent or minus fifteen Pe:ccent.  

The previows tech specs had larger inserton 

lirnito on k "t . ,wa 40 "t, and the paengt1; 

rods could be insarted into -the core 100 ent.  

Therefore, :, might point out that with t"hose 

operational rastrictions, why this figure wiuld be differ nt 

in that Una points would all ba higher , all of the calcuil ed 

points.  

We tene looked at all of t1he ,athS of 

operation within these tech spc liziats that the cpexator: 

could perform; not really iminuvers that an operator would 

perform but anythin that he <; do without violating the 

tech specs. This includes items such as inser ing D'ba"sex 

into the core and oper.atincg for a year, a full cycle, with 

the D-bank in that PoSition and then suddenly vyit ddraving 

it and inserting the part-ength rods to their 70-percsnt 

insertion limit, and then allowing a xenon vansient and 

not taking any steps to contx.ol this except those steps 

necessary to stay w... &h a scatias.  

In other wordso we considor that the oi1eator i3 

not going to. operate *his plant in the. norma ! mnn,,e- 0 or 

even. a reasonab e ,rannar. He does anythinS possible within 

the technical specifications.



b4Oni that basis Vm Perfamed the c-lcla-tms.  

M~at you see here is the uppr ewelopm of _des 

calculations. Zn trut -Fe loukd-- d, &velop th~is,:crv 

we ~ looked at 3980 dfbenet power histories with ro~td mvotion 

5 1 ma power esatons from 100 P en '.0-~to100 

percent, and wea plottedi a point or Calculated~ a point evary 

7 hour- daring theze m-watwr-. In P-ll fr -themie 396 histories 

it was 5400 points.  

You do not see all o -these Points oil the curve.  

10 I We did an automatic printoixt o:Z hrnm blt here we Rhfw just 

0.2 shcrem the top points arA the nucAtm es igner considers -diat 

12 this is the absolute Upper linilt that Ccea ew' be otain'zi 

in that core for a pa&Ung fadtor u nlcuss the tec.7mieal 

414 I? peq1C1ctLofls arm violated or there iAs sems other type-! OE 

jjan accident that muld bG a violation of the tchnical 

spcifications such a6 a rod nesalignmnt, a rod !wiiawrll 

17 and in all cases these a~rxe indicated to the caerator and 

there is appropziato action taken according to the tecamical 

19 Specifications.  

The differenice baw-66n tho tvwo cz=176s is that thel 

S original curve was calculated not consideringr as many power 

22 histories and' specifically not considering wha t T consider 

23 to. be the iost unrealiztic' ofE these maaver an. 'thcvt is 

24 the maneuver Ahexe you depletse your .cre with the D-bank 

25 at th5. Inlse.rtiLon limit.



eb5 In txuth there is 'an ala before you reach. the 

insertion lim.t on D-bNako If Iliat maneaver f ram that condi" 

3 "tion w-ere left off this curve and in addition just ;the.  

4 n~n-ier of rins, that is, "the nunber of 1auvez'- The 

original curve doas 'no hava the 's. nie of mznuevers 

6 IJ but since this work was done we- This 'ias actua Cy don e 

before the Point Beach subittalv and Thhis "i hd 

8 of descriptions has bean discussed and was slbmitted to the 

.9 Staff for review. Pd they have agreed that the method. usA:d 

in the Point Beach analysis for Poir t Beach 2 -vas an adoquate 

method.o 

2 Therelore %e hav:e realculated the figre based 

on that xaethodo 

You can see that the 2.7 factor did not ehanae 

in -the recalculation of the fi.a -t..ae original figure by 

16 te nuclax desigerer who did lthiis work put some additional 

17 margin in the figque. ThI6 additional niargin that he put in 

was based on experience from looking at similar calculationKs 

that we have performed in Topical R eports, and he felt that 

this was a reasonable ammnmt of uncertaizty to put on his 20 

calculation.  

As I said, since that time we have a L.ddh more 

precise and complete method of parforming this calculation.  

23



~7 ~r~ml Y. PCight a190 poinlt out that the calculation 

that we do before we plot the point-' we have addedl on to 

the point a 5 percent nuclear tuicertainty -.-hich ha been 

detemin3d on the basis of operating exparience and there is 

a topical report describinig 'that 

in addition, in the Startup tests on the reactor's 

wt-hen measurements are 1--aen of the peaking factors-.and 

of t he power distributLonz with the zrods in different 

pnrsitions and compared to our ,?rcdictions in these conditio,~~ 

M. BRIGGS: When the opsratoru sees that the j, 

axial offset in the instrwrients ha has is, oh letls sa, 

minus 15 or. minus 20, -it was pointed out by the staf f that 

this3 does not necessarily mean that the peaking factor' is 

greater than 2.7, is that right? 

WITNESS fl0MA2: That is certainly corract, tha-t 

when the operator is o-utside of these axial offset rangds, 

why the peaking fEactor is not nsceszari ly nor not realisticail, 

any of th6 points you see on here.  

in trilth., all of oir experience in operating 

reactors has not observTed a peaiking factor, nor iMeasured .A 

peaking facto.- in.. e~cess of 2.4 at 100 percpnt qperating 

Poweu 0r 

MR.' BRIGGS: Well what can the operator do to fihd 

out wha~t the peaking factor actually is if he sees that 

he has this larzger than permitted axial offset?
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WITNESS BayeqMX,,: rjhe operator if he wanted 

ally time the Oparat'o.r w~sto Specifically know wN-jt the 

peaking :[actor is, rather than know y"jnhat anl Uppar-M1it 

boind on the peaking factor is, it is necesary for the..  

operator to measurez take a 'flux iap of the core with the 

neutron detectors.  

That is not ncessar-e~y what the ap crator orould 

do in that situationa, but that is -th o,.nly method, direct 

me-thod that he has of, leaz-ning wihat the peaki.,ng fact.or 

HR. BRIGGS,: So if he fcuid that he wer4:- at 

minus 20 in termis ofl. axiA1 oFffet, then in okdar to knovy 

Iwhat the peakcing factor eac-ualiy was, lie would havre to 

make a flux map -of the core and have -"o have the 

comouter do some ca1culations totl hiim what the pezrking 

factor was, is that the idea? 

-W1V5NESS W42WN: Yes, he would need to take a 

flux map and he would need to reduce the date, fron, that 

flux inp to daterviine what the peaking factor was.  

MR flRIGCS:: How much elfort is involved in taP-n 

a flI= map? 

is this ssonmething that the operaltor can, do from 

the control room conveviently, or does it require rae-, 

special effort on the: part of the technical staff? 

WITNESS DO%1VAD1- Ile are naot failias in detail
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with taking the flux rap as to how long it would take.  

in my opinion, trying to do a complete map of 

the entire core ould take in the order of a few hours, 

perhaps. But I really don,,t know the answer to that question.  

MR. BRIGGS: Well now in the case of the 

original figure for point two, you indicated that certain 

conditions were considered at the points fJor well below 

q peaking factor of 2.7 until one gets oikto - oh, say 

minus 3.0, maybe ni.nus 25.  

in the newer figure, the points bend gracefully 

around the 2.7 in the range of minus 15, and then nudge 

the line pretty closely in this range.  

Is there any uncertainty that this is the upper 

range of peaking factors that one could get, or is it 

possible that if you calculated a few more cases you would 

have found, for instance, an wial offset of minus 15, that 

you would get a point at about, oh, 2.9 or 2.8 rather than 

2.7? 

WITESS BOWMAN  No.  

I would like to point out that uwe do have a 

5 percent uncertainty in the nuclear calculations and -hat 

over the period of several years we have developed a method 

for calculating the limiting case..  

I think that it is not realistically possible 

that in any operating reactor, even. the points we have
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calculated would be reached. ifovever, in the abstract and 

considering that we would continue to develop and.  

look for bad points as we have done for a considerable period 

of time, why it is certainly not impossible that we would 

be able to find a situation where the operator could operate, 

the reactor in such a manner as to get to a point slightly 

above this curve.  

VIR. BRIGGS: Zow much hardship Woould it 

work on the reactor operator if one said, well, let's 

don't operate with a peaking factor of 2.7. Let's maake it 

2.5 or 2.4? Would this seriously affect his operationi 

I should not say seriously affect it, but wiaould it have 

any significant effect on tie operation of the reactor? 

WITNESS BOWMiAN: I thi.nk it is difficult fo ir me 

to define the hardship that it would put on the reactor 

operator.  

I It would certainly tre any additional 

restrictions and with a limit of that type while you 'are 

approaching the point where, even with these restrictions, 

it would be very. difficult to design the core.  

What we would do in that situation, vie can for 

example, in the nuclear engineering, we cam perform the 

calculations where you don't move, don't allcw any rods in 

the core and these types of restrictions, as I said, I 

don't know how much hardship that would cause to the operator
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But with that lower number you are approaching the limit 

that this reactor could operate at.  

MR. BlRIGGS: I believe that you said that; You 

don' t know of any cases where a reactor was operated with 

a peaking ftactor above. 2.40 

Am~ . msquoting what you said? 

WITNESS BWr4M4i: No, that is true 

I ny Measurements .%r hava in Oreactors have. ot 

indicated that we have operated above the 2.4 

I would like to point out that in this~ eval-ation 

you see we do have the small1 fiur spikes included due to I 

the feel separation0 

MR. B~RIGGS.- And those flux spikes Xlere not lcu 

in measuvrements that you might havt4 uade -In the past, or y'or" 

don't know whether- they were included? 

WITNESS BOWMAN~: The measure-ments that I wAs15 

discussing where we reported 2-A4 did not includa any 

flux spike measuremnents.  

MR. BRIGGS: These measurement~s that you mentionecl, 

are they takdn from logs of reactor operation, or were 

they core flux distrbutions -that you made? 

*What I am trying to get at here is, did your 

measurements extend over 10 percent of the operating life 

of a reactor,and maybe during the other 90 percent of the 

life. have occasi6nally the reaking factor -went above 2.4, or
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rm6 1 is there reaoion to believe that as has been said by others, 

2 that the reactors just don 't operate under any circumstances 

3 that we know about at peaking factors above 2 4? 
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WITN~ESS X3OTMAN. The measu~rements which Iam.  

raf errin rg to. ar fux maps that were. t.akera, and -they weare 

taken over the entire life-tme of. the cvrole.  

in, addition,, we also do periodi calbratons 

where we take comaplete flux maps,. then relate the amesraed 

axial or the -mea.sured powar dif Zerence in the core, ~nthe 

'cop half and the bottom' half -of the core, and relate that 

cdikeCtly to the neutron detectorc Output" that is the ex-core 

detector. It gives the flux di.-Eference rpa ding 1t-hat the 

oper~ator depemds on to knoyv vhat; his flux.: di Eforenne is,~ and 

theraby to know- hiels within the tech sp,.1ecs a-ad zm-30ting th&~e 

peaking factors for the plamt.  

?R. BRIGGS:, Are you~ acquaitdwihhecv 

that the Staff showed of, letl-s see, traction of timea above 

.4-given peaking factor versus the peaking gactor that- wacl 

4 ha-wn YesteC.rday? 

MR TROSTEM: JUSt a rminute, Dir. Briggst if you 

please? 

(Pause.) 

FUR. TROSTEN: i you referring to Chapter 2 of 

the Supplemental ECCS testimny by the Staff? 

M4R. BRIGGS:a Nob I am r-fer-nia to yes, Yes.  

1Iro sorry; that's right.  

M-1-. KIRMAN:i What Supplemental 'tstimony are..yon 

ialking about, the additional test.2iony for Indian Point j'2?
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MR. TROSTEN: This is the supplemtental ECCS 

tesitimony o 

MR. IRA : isee 

WITNESS BOPMZ"N' I heard the discussion on th.t 

figure in their testim~onv, an. i see the figure here.  

.i\R BRIGGS: H{as Westi.nghouse nade anky figurcs like 

that. that you knou about? 

WITNE=SS BOWkN No. W'e have not made any figures 

of this type to my knowledge, 

I might comment that it was my understanding from 

the test.,,iaoy that this was made on the basis of data from 

a W which I am familiar with, and in rmy 

opinion, the development of any figure like that that extends 

beyond the data points is not realistic.  

MR. BRIGGS ° You mean extends out to 2.7 or 219 

or 3? 

WITNESS BOWtI: sttS comparable to the previous 

discussion you had on the d .,tri.bu;ion o2 pelelt density 

Measurements in that this was developed, I believe, from 

:Ilooking at the niany,. many es'eet ehave of flux? 

distributions, or a cur-e of this type could be developed 

by looking and noting that five percent of Chem are 

a certain peaking factor,. and then saying that must be the 

twosigna limit, and I will draw a curve that has a three-siea 

four-sigma_ five-sigma, when in truth five percent of the point
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I may be above the specific numbero For examp e, 2.3. and I none of the points -,ould be above 2., And I do not belIeve 

S that a statistical curve can be developed on. that basis 

knowing what I do of the operation of the reactor, and the 

5 way it does operate.  

6 MR. BRIGGS: Frrm .- hat you have said, tten, 

7 if the plant is operated within the tech specs, you would 

8 expec-t it to be highly unlikely that the peaking factor. would 

9 gO above 2.4, except in quite unusual cc. .stances, and 

10 that there would be no likelihood that it would go above 

2.7; is that t&ie 

12 Or maybe you would like to put you_ own nuxmbrs 

i3 in, rather Lhan the nu nbers that I have used.  

41 WITNESS 3OWMLAN.: In . the opera tion of th'e Plant I 

IM would not expect the peaking factor, to exceed approximately 

1 2A; however, as I said, if I subtract five percent- uncertaint y 

7 from these points, plus the flt . spike assuming for the mnoment 

:: i~that our flux spike odej is absolutely true, why, if 1 

9 sxbtract the un-certaintiy., these are calculated points, that it 

.20 would be possible for the ope]ator I could give him th" 

I pattern that he would have to follow,, and he wo-uld stay within 

, the tech specs and genea . e. of these points 

23 MR. BRIGGS: But this would reqcire rather special 

9 operation on his part, is that right,7 lik leaving a particular 

25 bank of rods in for. full cycle, or some ,such thing as
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If that? 

WITNESS 'BO1 1 s-w It ould require sonie special 

3 operation on his part, and it would require a lack of action 

4 on his part, in addition, that he would make a special maneuve 

and then, when he saw his axial offset moving to the side, 

6 he would not move the rods and stop thr.ato It wou. f&require 

7 more lack of what T would consider to be intelligent operation 

a of the reactor on his oart.  

MR BRIGGS: And Your calculations will be checked 

10 by physics tests during the start-up of the reactor? 

WITNESS BOWMA N: During the start-up tests we 

12 have start-up test requirements which we must meet, iteh 

Complete core maps, we must meet for F-delta-s reqtvirements 

which for this plant is a 1.65. And, in addition, the 

15 FQ cannot exceed the design value. We will very)rify that.  

16 And there are calibrations tests of the in-core ex-.core 

17 detector that we perform comparisons of the power dis'tibutin.  

16 to what we calculate for those power distributions.  

19 We have done this on all of our reactors during 

20 the start-up, and have a large amount of these comparisons.  

21 And, in addition, of course, we have the starlt-up requirements 

that we must meet before thd reactor dan operate at high 

23 powero 

A MR. BRIGGS: Thank you.  

25 I don't have any further questions.
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M~R. GEYE~R: in OPerations do they ever locklt out c-

21tai combinations that, would ble unexesix-able? 

3 The operator has certain things~ he's alloiweld -Ito 

4 1do, is anything done to prevent him from doinu things he,,.  

5is now aliried -to do? 

WITNESS URAI: The things that the operator has 

7 ~t,,,h tell him or allow him~ 'to Ypeet these q.~eet 

8 =-e t-hree areas12: ftr!5t ofl all they have administrative 

9 ontrols Via the tech specs , andh has operating instructions 

10 wh ih go beyond the tech specs. There are a siet of ala.-4m 

functions which tell him if he is appzcaching a safeity limit.  

12 And there are,~ of covujso ,. for muample the contr-ol banks 

i3 are physically wired to set the seq.uence of which rods ar~e 

14 1inasrted, And that cannot be changed during the plant 1ife.  

'~~s Nmwr to go back to the a .tirtvecontrO.IsD 

16 he has controls which tell. him how far he s allo-wed toinser t 

17the rods. He has control adninistrative controls - ul 

I8 length cont-rol rods I was re'-erring to prvou~sly. He has 

19 controls which tell him how fCar 1;o insert the

0DIR. GEYER: VWou*.d YOU get- a Ii-ttle closer to til 

WIVN~ESS'URAio. i~ e has otoswhi~ch 'tell -him how 

deep he s a 1lowed to insert part length rod banks' *and he 

1 has Controls which tall him 

DR. GEYER: -How are you using the -wordt "controls"?



Isb Ithere; somnething up on the board thi flshs 'lights; or 

issomething writ-ien in 4,he book s n e 

3jWITNELSE "kulAN m aybe a better term would be 

4 Iidministrativa' -requirements in the tech.,ical spec&ifications.  

5 ~No-w, in additioni to thb.at the-.-a's a set of alarm 

& p fiinctions, :3pecif ica)ly, rod insartion U-3 tiLt alarmis which go 

7 1off.- if'E the operator weke tco -attempt to insexet the' full length 

8 control rod banks deeper than allowed. As a matter o&' fact 

-Lhe:,e aze. two set points, one above the -actlual limit; and 

10 ~ ~ "tLaI eodst pomit at 11,e actual Am t 

11UAnd, as I spoke of before, the seq~uences Wit h 

whic the control banks may be inserted e irdphsc 

1 'p'rior to, criticality'. ahd they are changed throughout the 

14 IIcore life; so he has thw e typevs of things, available to hira.  

~ I 1DR. GVYERg Thank you.  

1J7 SOlecannotC change it; and you said Yes? 

SYou rmeant it is correctp, he cannot change it? 

It9 Is that the sense of your answar? 

20 T~WITI!ESS TJRAM: If we -arc, speaking about the baak, 

contrtol rod bank sequeaces, yeg, that is correct; he cannot 

22-change. thatL.  

CHIRMAN.lq JENSCH. -Thank you.  

24 f T hat concludes the interrogation by the raoanrd 

25 on fuel densification.
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9 ebI I Do you want to make a further• presentation thJs 

2 evening? 

S MR. TROSTEN Yes.  

4 Mr. Mairzman0 I have one fu ijeer rat( tq. take 

!5 up at t .is time, and I will have to r'ecall Di. Cahill' to 

6 the witiess stand in order to take cre of this.  

7 X would like to axcuse the fuel densification 

8 panel o.! 

9 CAIEAN JEMCH:. Would you like to -take a fe0

10 Minutes, recess? 

~~ MR. TROSTMI Yes, Mr. Chairmian.  

12 C i 4I JENSC A t this point let Is recess to 

13 reconvene in this room at 4045 

S'4 (Recess.).  

15 CmAlt--MI4 A N J1S CH P1.,ase come to order.  

16' Are you read.y to proceed, Mr. Trosten? 

MR. TROSTEW Y'es.  

. On transcript page 10 ,320, you ruled you will 

19 receive evidence regardinq stem and ec.ater nes g 

other =hlingg., and we have received a question from 

2 Mr. Roisman relative to this matter which I will read in-to 

the record, and as Mr. Cahill to respond.  

S 3 1hereupone 

24 WILLXPA J. CARIUA 

,15I resumd the stand on behalf of the Appicant and,, having
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b2 ! been pre~viously duly sworn0 was cxined and teztlif 

2 urther as f ollows: 
xZXZX ' 3DIRECT EXMIUMI-10ON 

4 'BY MR., TRO''=: 

1r. iaestion Which be deI vered to Ie 

G ypeeaday is as follows.

7 State the date on which -the Adioa 

8 tions identified in the ena1yeos of hig enegy..  

-. lines dated April 9, 19730 twryIl be conpleted or 

t0hi t actions Appiicant ll ta3ce with respect to 

the operation of %he reactor if the date for a 

sdscaeduled modification passes without ode moifi 

S3 cation being completed.  

Mr. C&hiAiwill you respond to this question? 

"A The chengr eaarred to in oux steam line brez 

analysis are all of a relatively m.nor natu.: Some of theld 

ae completed qn.; They ae all anderway and we plan to have 

them completed in a week or so.  

9 K~~Ro TRCS EM2 Zxcwte Me jdsi a U, went,2 Mr, ChaixrMan..  

(Pause.) 

'ME WITISS: With Xregard -to the second patv which 

2 is what action would be taken if these aodifcienS Ware 

@23 ~ not compIete4v we plan to Complete -these modificatons aad 

as t saida some of them are cOF.Plete. They ari all udauay.  

if some portion ere not complet I (UIot
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f project just which itlems would be not co2p.let.d bu.,.a y such 

2 esidual items would have to be resolved in discussion with 

3 the AEC Staff and Comp.iance people° 

4 CXAYRlMAN U NSCH: Does ttat concflnvde your p:resen

5 tation? 

-3OS 1Th Yes, It does, Mr. Clhairr an.  

7 M~D~R.tAM/I N JIx CXhaimman, in addition Dr. Roz-m 

8 posed an interrogatory to the Regulatory Staff ifh we will 

furnish to him in writ-ing with copies to the 2-oard a-nd to 

I' the parties.  

C IRMAN JEXISCH: Well, as a . inte.rXogatory,7 

UP that 2 s a mattar between yom and te Citizems Cormittee, 

13 MR. wArN N: Weli: the Board expressed soKI 

IA interest yesterday in po3sibly seaing what these questions 

are6, so we wI erve the Boarda 

C~JAITERF- JWSCHI: Very well.  

DY There being nothing -fther, thank OUXr. Cahill.  

You are again eeused.  

I (Wit.ness OxCutseC ) 

CHAIP4AN 3ZSCH-. What is yokr sve3igesticn for 

tomorrow? 

I< MR. TROSTENt W ell, Mr. Chair-ma, we intend to 

SsvbmitL our direct testimony on fuel densification to-aor-ow.  

We are at the lo-ard~s disposal. if the Board wishes further 

interrogation we will be here to respond to the BowaTd 0 s



eb4 que.stions. if not# wewill zibabrait oi Itesimiony i=. Writing 

2 and. seXV0 it OR the Bod id the ~'i~t 
As faz as wo e conCe~edi thQ, ia- can 1-tc 

4 that need be the subject of an evidetiary hearing or 

5 another hearing tmorow, in viev of vnat Mr. Roisa h as 

6 said. we are pez'fect y prepared to serve our testimony 

7 tomorrow and get it all wrappea Y, toar w. Frcm s : 'Mr. toisan. said, he is not going ta be here tomoy.row and 

desires to exmaine the transcript mid so forth.  

So on that basis it is -p to -the Boartd what it 

dchooses to do in this rezpect 1 We are permfectiy Prepared to 

-2 go forward.  

S C1AN WJES C 1 vas Juzt ondecing v.heheS 

14 k. ,iwould be wvmth,;fhiie even taking --te time to azemblle f:or 

75 that° If you serve eyerything tomwoty thero cananot be 

16 physical inorporation of t-he vide.ce In the reco rd while 

17 awaiting the resmption c the vntal sion 

M.. TROSTEN: My undestanding of IRM foismie.s 

19 stateant war. ha wouJ advise the Zoard ,and the pnties .n 

O mondayo, after Conferring with Cour"el" as to whether 

further evidence need be "awten as far as his 66-hntenitions 

are concerned .  

We will, as of tomoxrow and subjeit to the 

conference with Mr. Roisman0 be able to Cor4l5ete oGr ev.  

dentiary presenation by Mcnday. The only thing tlhat: we have



ebn x ot submitted in evidence a of this timen , othier than the 

:uel deinsification xvatterr is ovr report oln the a stearm 

and feedT-yater break.  

4 Frnklyp the reasoa why I'm not siUtply offerin .  

5 it in evidence- now is it is =ot vlealr to me that .. Rois-man 

6 will have a contuintion on thiv basis of the answer that r e 

7 have given to his question anek perhaps on the basis of the 

answer that the Staff will provi&e to his t tnt ogatory,' 

Xf he does have a contention we aould p:Lopose 

to to of fer Certainly ou re-port on Zhis and such other 

~matters as appear appropriat.e if he says hes gong to cros

2 examine° 

13 It is imy fee ling, ar. Caieang ht if a Eurthar 

34. evidentiavy hearing is necesmay that it should be convened 

05 on Tuesday of next wveek, and continue until conclaed.  

8 

20 

23 

24 

25
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I would just like to have the xecord clear 

that as far as we are concerned, , are pre-par to, pick 

3 up from here, but go on vntil 'e are concluded. if 

4 Mr. Roisman were present we ,,;ould be perfectly -happy to 

Stay here today and stay here tonorrow and stay here 

G Monday wntil we are all ftnihed.  

if CHAIRAN a-BNSM: Do you have any objection to 

0 nveeting a week from Tuecday at 2 oclock? M.eeting Tuesday, 

Wednesday aud Thursday. That is the afternLoon of the 24th, 

10 the 25th and the 26th, since we. are planning to be back in 

11 time for environmental matters rather than have sone two 

12 sessions o 

I M R, VZOSTEN: 24i 25, 26? 

CH;IaMAN JENSCH: Yes, starting at 2 o'clock in 

15 the afternoon.? 

MR. TROST'.'N: If -the Board prefers to, then 

7 Mr CThal-rman this. -would be all right0 

Could we also set aside the 27th if ne s-"..ar.? 

I would just like to be absolutely sure that we could get 

20 concluded, 

29 CHAIXRSN JENSCH: VI will set asidetne .27th.  

22 R.O .TROSTEI: :[f we could set aside the 24, 25, 26 

23 and 27i this would be satisfactory.  

24 CTAR... JYNSCH: All xight. With the idea 

25)-j that we start at 2 o'clock in the .teroon of the 24-th



MR. TROS TN: Woulid you giv mejs.27-gmat 

°" please.  

s (nause.) 

PA R. T.ROSTPNI Mr. Chairman, if it is seti-,factory 

to the Boar'd, Tye woUld propose to have our cornplete dir-et 

case served in writing by Saturday. we will endecaor to 

7 have it served by tcmorro 7, but we will i-. by 

8 Saturday.  

C~IRNIiA JBINISI. "Very well.  

0. MR. TROSTE1N: We tnderstznd the that 'the Boax'd 

will reconvene the hearing at 2 o'clock in the afternoon 

.21 on Tuesday phe 24 and set aside the period through the 27 

13 for the cbmpetion of a1i asect, 

14 CHAYCTMV4 J.NSCH": Of. Zndian 'oin,_t- 2.  

j1 "' .Q2C0IS: E: Of Indian Point 20 

16 DR. GEYER: And you wii. seIcrva only those things 

-77 which are not already distributed? 

MR. TRO.TEN: That is correct 

And the rpw.terla- can be foymally redeived, in 

20 p evidence at "the next session.  

C HAIR AN JTEjSCM !3 thei'e anything f-ther? 

M2. ARN,., Nothing further.  

CHAIM., JZNSCH : At this time this 23 - r. his ev' detia~rv 

24 h ear*ng will recess to recoivene in thjis room :in th 

V-1oodmiont Building, Bethesda Yiarylazd at 2 o0clock po. on 
2i
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r-3 ~I April 247 1973o 

2 The hearing is now recessed.  

3 (Wi hereupon at 5 0" p. 0 , the hearing in the 

4 above-mentioned matter was recessed toxzco.efne on Tuesday, 

5 24 April .1973 at 2:00 p.. 4 
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l.a. Describe the method by which the pattern of use of Indian 

Point 2 peaking unit was developed. In particular, does the pattern 

of use represent a run through a hypothetical or real summer or the 

derivation of a typical surmmer day? 

ANSWER 

The pattern of use for operating Indian Point No. 2 as a peaking 

unit was developed through a comouter program which simulates the 

future operation of our electric generating system. The program 

projects the dispatch of the Con Edison system using as input, data 

,relating to the projected system loads on a bi-hourly and chronological 

basis subsequently converted to monthly load duration curves, and the 

generating equipment that will be available in order to meet these 

projected loads. The operation of Indian Point No. 2 as a peaking unit.  

was calculated on a- monthly basis and cumulated for the desired time 

period. Knowing the numoer of weekdays durin; the period and the 

maximum loading level allowable on Indian Point No'. 2, the average 

hours of operation per weekday were calculated. Over the eight year 

period of 1973 through 1980, the average operation of Indian Point 

No. 2 was determined to be two hours per weekday.  

To determine the impact of operating Indian Point No. 2 as a 

peaking unit two computer simulations were-performed in each of the 

eight study years. ., One simulation assumed that the unit wouldoperate" 

as a base load generating unit with a 75 to bl capacity lactor auring ,> 

the months in which the plant was not scheduled for maintenance and: 

refueling; the other assIued Indian Point No. 2 to operate as a 

peaking unit. As a peaking unit. indian Point was the last increment of 

capacity dispatched to the Con Edison system after all other firm 

.generation had been dispatched.. A comparison. of the two simulations 

yields the increase in generation of baseload, (1) steam peaking (2) 

and gas turbine generators, due to the restricted operation of Indian 

Point No. 2 as a peaking unit. The increase in energy of these 

alternate sources of energy as a percentage of total restricted power 

from IndianiPoint No.2 is as follows: baseload - 65T, steam peaking 
2% and gas turbines - 33%.  

QUESTION 1 

l.b. If a typical sunner day was used, how was it derived? 

ANSWER 

A typical summer day was not used. Rather, an average operation 

was determined as described in l.a. which resulted in approximately 

two hours of operation near full load per day.

++L +-. L- 1 4b ......
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.QUESTION 1 
1.c. How was Table 1 developed? 

@ ANSWER 

Average daily operation at full load was determined to be two hours.  

(See Answer to Question l.a. above). Minimum manufacturer's recommended 

time to bring the turbine, after it has cooled down during 18 hours on 

turning gear, to full load is two hours in order to avoid excessive 

thermal stress. Two hours were also allocated to bring the turbine from 

full load to-hot standby. For the remaining 18 hours of the day, the 

turbine would be dissipating heat while not in use.  

Indian Point 2 can be operated with reduced circulating water flow 

co nensurate with three pu p operation upto approximately 50 percent 

power, depending on water temperature and other considerations. This 

would be con-mensurate with roughly the first hour of power ascension 

and last hour of power descension. Implicit in this description is a 

number of idealistic assumptions. The circulating pumps require an 

hour to start. Details of actual plant operation and load demand 

preclude this idealistic operation of circulating water -Dmps, or load 

assent or descent. Furthermore, operation on less than six pumps re

duces plant reliability, and system reliability along with it. The 

table of plant op-ration was developed as a best faith effort to 

analyze the hypothetical and unconventional mode of operation suggested 

by the IERA. The Table is not a practical or feasible modce of 

operation.  

Circulating water flow was reduced further in the winter by use 

of a by-pass return system. The column reflecting percent flow, 
indicated the approximate reduction from full water flow which re

sults from use of fewer pumps and recirculation.  

The water temperature differential across the condenser are 

approximate for these modes of operation. The temperature differen

tial for "Part Load< 50i," is the approximate maximum temperature 
differential for three pump operation. The temperature for "Part 
Load > ,o" is the approximate minimum temnerature differential at 
50 percent power and six pump operation. The temperatures with 

recirculation were increased to reflect 40 percent less circulating 
water..
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qUESTION 2

Describe how the levelized annual economic cost for replacement 
fuel and operation were derived, giving per unit costs for each type 
of fuel and operation costs for each year and indicating the mix of 
fuels assumed each year. Give the basis for any escalation factor 
used.  

ANS .:ER 

The following table. indicates the type of fuel used and the 
average heat rate indicative of each type of capacity.  

FUEL AND TEAT RATE BY TYPE OF CAPACITY

T.YPE ___ 

Baseload (1) 

Steam Peaking 
Gas Turbines

FUEL 

Residual 
Residual 
Distillate

HEAT RATE 

10,500 
17,500 
14,500

The levelized annual costs for fuel replacement were derived from 
fuel cost estimates which were in use at the time of the. study and 
from the increased operation of the baseload, steam peaking and 

each year of the study period.  

FUEL ESTIMATES

RESIDUAL (/rMBTU) 

67 
67 
67 
71 
73 
75 
78 
79

DISTILLATEI (0MMBTU) 

89 
93 
95 
98 
i1 
lO4 

lo6 
110

Although all units including baseload and steam peaking units incur an 
incremental operation and maintenance cost, operation and maintenance 
costs were assigned to only gas turbine units. Gas turbines incur 0 & M 
costs proportional to their use, and were assigned a variable 0 & M cost 
of 3 $/M'T RRin 1973. Operation and Maintenance was escalated at 5% per 
year throughout the study period to reflect increases in material and 
labor expenditures.  

(1) Bascload units include units at Arthur Kill, Astoria, Bowline Point, 
Ravenswood, Roseton and East River (Turbines 5 thru 7).  

(2) Steam peaking units are those at Hudson Avenue, Waterside, 59th. Street 
and 74th Street.

YEAR 

1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980
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